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Foreword

There are many elegant examples of the manipulation of atoms and molecules on
conducting and semiconducting surfaces using the scanning tunnelling microscope
(STM), and a number of the chapters in this volume cite those studies. Dynamic
force microscopy (DFM, also known as non-contact atomic force microscopy),
however, opens up the possibility of constructing atomic-scale circuits, devices and
machines on an insulating substrate. A key advantage of an electronically insulating
surface supported by a robust bulk material is that the leakage current between
interconnecting surface metallic contacts (i.e. ‘nano-pads’) will be very small,
suppressing crosstalk between parts of the atomic-scale circuit. Similarly, in order
to effectively electronically decouple the device from its environment, the electronic
band structure of the bulk material must also be characterised by a large band gap.

These criteria impose important limitations on the choice of the supporting
material, the surface preparation techniques (growth, cleavage, and thermal re-
structuration and/or reconstruction), the atomic-scale surface characterisation
techniques used for analysis, and the final packaging of the circuit (using surface
passivation, for example). A crude estimate of the surface tunnelling current
intensity leads to the requirement of an electronic band gap larger than 6 eV in order
to have surface leakage currents below a few picoamperes (at moderate operating
voltages and for inter-contact distances of approximately 10 nm).

With these criteria in mind, and in parallel with the exploration of insulating
supporting materials and surfaces, a number of important technological and scientific
drivers can be listed. These span, for example, the development of single-molecule
machines based on theoretical predictions and the generation of atomic-scale logic
circuits at surfaces. The production of wafers comprising these types of devices is
also important from an industrial point of view but requires exceptionally advanced
processing and sensitive characterisation tools: the wafers must have close-to-perfect
atomically ordered terraces. Currently, it is a major technological challenge to pro-
duce atomically flat terraces larger than 1 μm across without steps, emerging dis-
locations, or atomically scale defect. This type of atomically precise surface
engineering paramount is important in order to scale-up surface circuit complexity.
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The possibility of imaging the surface topography of such ideal surfaces with
‘subatomic’ scale resolution in real space is a prerequisite for the development
of the single molecule and atomic logic gates whose development is pursued within
the AtMol project. Traditional, optical, and electronic spectroscopies can still
provide valuable information but simply do not have the necessary spatial resolu-
tion. Moreover, relatively high-energy electrons and/or photons can induce damage
to the surface (and, indeed, of the bulk material below) induced by optical transi-
tions or electronic charging effects. A key consequence has been the resurgence
of the physicist’s interest in forces for imaging and manipulations at the atomic
scale as presented in this, Volume 6 of the series.

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) has now been developed in many directions
such as the contact, tapping and non-contact modes of operation, with a wide range
of variations in terms of cantilever stiffness, oscillation frequency and amplitude. In
the context of the atomic- and sub-molecular-scale manipulation necessary for the
type of insulator-supported devices described above, NC-AFM seems now the
instrument of choice. Pushed by the performance and the precision reached by the
STM in the manipulation of single atoms and molecules and in the construction of
atomic-scale circuits and molecular machineries, scientists developing NC-AFM
instruments have an important benchmark in place to push force microscopy (and
its associated spectroscopic capabilities) to the limits. They can provide the char-
acterisation tools and manipulation protocols at the atomic scale that have been
lacking for years at the surface of an insulator. Some research groups have also tried
to push the STM to the frontier of the field emission regime, succeeding in imaging
large electronic gap surfaces and single molecules on a metallic surface using tip-to-
surface bias voltages of up to 10 V. This is very much at the limit of what an STM
can do on insulating surfaces. Given that it is operating right at the limits of its
capabilities, this application of the STM is not very practical for the atomic-scale
operations required for structures and devices constructed or assembled at the
surface of large bandgap materials.

The demonstrated ability to image an adsorbate on a large bandgap material is a
superb scientific avenue not only in terms of acquiring detailed information on the
electronic structure of a single atom or molecule but, moreover, to provide detailed
access ‘inside’ the electronic cloud of the adsorbate (i.e. to image the atomic
‘architecture’ of a molecule). Even if the description of a molecule by its valence
electronic density probability is a long-standing and well-illustrated feature of many
textbooks, the recording of real-space experimental images of the ‘internal struc-
ture’ of an adsorbate is still a matter of considerable debate. Using a large electronic
gap substrate is one way to minimise the direct electronic hybridisation between the
atom, the molecule and its supporting surface. Strong hybridisation is very often
encountered on metal and semiconductor surfaces. Here, the large number of atoms
of the surface involved in strong electronic interactions with the adsorbate in
essence act like a ‘quantum-to-classical’ convertor for the adsorbate. This coupling
to the environment removes a key part of the quantum richness of the intrinsic
electronic structure of, for example, a molecular adsorbate. In this context, mea-
suring with ‘subatomic’ resolution the very local force between the end apex atom
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of an AFM tip and the molecule’s electronic cloud provides an entirely different
method of accessing the internal electronic structure of the molecule as compared,
for example, with field emission microscopy (FEM), transmission electron
microscopy (TEM), or STM. The binding of single vertical molecule like CO to the
apex of a scanning probe, as shown by Gross et al. at IBM Zurich, produces a
fantastic force sensor to probe the interior of the electronic cloud of a molecule.
This apex can also, in principle, be equipped with a high-spin atom for magnetic
interrogation of the molecule’s electronic structure opening up the possibility of
intramolecular spin mapping.

The fundamental rationale behind those measurements lies in the problem of
representing the very complex electronic structure of a many-electron molecule. Can
the representation of such a complex electronic system be simply reduced to a
pseudo-3D map of the ground electronic state of the molecule? Physisorbed at the
surface of an oxide, a molecule is largely an isolated (but supported) minute piece of
matter. At low temperature, its mechanical degrees of freedom will have some (or
perhaps even total) classical behaviour due to quantum decoherence. This is a
remarkable platform (or playground) for performing single-molecule mechanics,
developing molecule motors and constructing molecular machines on a surface
where the relation between the insulator characteristics and friction at the atomic
scale remains to be explored. What role do the electronic degrees of freedom play in
such a supported (or weakly coupled) situation? How can the corresponding many-
body wave function be mapped (with local ‘subatomic’ resolution)? Is this local
force spatial mapping closer in information content to the famous FEM images of a
single isolated molecule (at the end of a tungsten tip) acquired by Muller in the mid-
fifties, or to the direct space molecular orbital like images obtained by dI/dV constant
current STM images? How might magnetism and the local mechanical response of a
molecule be related? These are just a few questions posed by our new ability to probe
the interior of the electronic cloud of a weakly adsorbed/interacting molecule.

A key additional advantage of an insulating surface is that it can be ‘equipped’
locally by nanoscale objects such as semiconductor nano-clusters, nanoscale
metallic contacts (‘nano-pads’), and even more functionalised nano-devices such as
nano-gears. For example, ultraflat metallic nano-pads can be assembled directly on
an insulating surface using a source of metal atoms or by transferring graphene
nano-islands on the surface (with always the same constraint that these nano-islands
must be defined with atomic-scale precision). Specific UHV growth and transfer
printing techniques have now been developed for this purpose which preserve the
atomic-scale order of the surface. NC-AFM can also play a key role in reconfig-
uring the surface location of adsorbed nano-objects.

One interesting phenomenon is the electronic interaction of an adsorbate with a
single metallic nano-pad. The challenge here is the study of electron transfer and the
consequent charging of a single atom or a single molecule at the atomic scale by a
nearby metallic nano-island previously charged by simple electrostatic contact. To
what extent, at the surface of an insulator, does this type of phenomenon occur?
What is the lifetime of this charging effect and how does it depend on the large
electronic band gap of the supporting material? Aside from these electrostatic and
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electronic effects, mechanical interactions (such as the gearing between a molecule
gear and a solid-state nano-gear) will also benefit from the use of an insulating
surface to minimise the electronic friction encountered at the surface of, for
example, a metal.

Following the investigation of the influence of an individual nanoscale object,
the next logical step is the study of the interactions of atomic or molecular
adsorbates with a number of nano-clusters. This will open up vast field of research
for nano-electronic, nano-mechanics and, very soon, nano-magnetism and nano-
optics (nano-plasmonics), which all will reach, in the years to come, atomic-scale
precision. The adsorbate can be a single-molecule machine able to calculate, to
‘memorise’ data, or to perform mechanical work. By extension, it could also be an
atomic-scale electronic circuit or complex mechanical machinery. In all these cases,
avoiding through-surface inter-contact leakage current will remain a crucial
objective.

The applied bias voltage required to drive nanoscale machinery or atomic-scale
circuits via metallic nanoscale contacts will necessarily be smaller than the 6 eV
band gap mentioned above. Having such a fully planar surface interconnection
arrangement is the next frontier for the realisation of atomic-scale machines and
technology. This is so crucial that this ongoing planarisation of atomic-scale
technology is now triggering the development of a new class of instruments mixing
near-field and far-field technologies and microscopies. These new microscopes,
combining four low-temperature ultrahigh vacuum STMs or four NC-AFMs (or,
indeed, a mix of both instruments) are now able to image and manipulate at the
atomic scale in parallel and on the same surface. Such instruments incorporate an
SEM, and sometimes a focused ion beam system, to ensure accurate navigation
of the apices of four probes with respect to other nanoscale objects. With this new
development, it is now the instrumentation which is adapted to the scale of the
atomic machinery, rather than the use of ‘scale-up’ protocols (such as crystallisa-
tion) to enable the formation of a material compatible with the standard far-field
characterisation and interconnection techniques.

These advances in instrumentation are underpinning the evolution of atomic-
scale devices, machines and circuits towards a planar geometry. This planarisation
in turn both opens a new window for experimentation and puts new challenges on
the table including, in particular, the description of the observed phenomena using
modern calculations tools. The combination of a large electronic gap surface, a bulk
material as support, solid-state nanoscale structures for contacts and interconnects,
and active single-molecule machines or atomic-scale circuit is a redoubtable chal-
lenge for quantum chemists. How can all these scales be encompassed, while also
taking into account the precise electronic structure of each atom? Can it ever be
only a semi-empirical description? What about the time-dependent responses of the
atomic/molecular machinery? Can this be predicted from first principles before
setting up the required instrumentation?

These exceptionally challenging questions have been largely outside the scope
of the STM, for which metal and semiconductor surfaces were exploited for atomic-
scale construction and for the development of the first elementary molecule
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machines or atomic-scale circuits. The introduction of large bandgap surfaces, and
the current availability of exceptionally high-precision non-contact AFM instru-
mentation, represent an exciting opportunity to experimentally realise single-mol-
ecule machines and atomic circuits previously only developed ‘in silico’.

To finish with, let me thank P. Moriarty and S. Gauthier for their time and
patience in organizing the April 2013 AtMol workshop on non-contact atomic force
microscopy-related techniques and all the participants of this workshop to have
accepted to participate to this Volume 6.

Nottingham C. Joachim
April 2013
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Preface

This book, like others in the Advances in Atom and Single Molecule Machines
series, stems from a two-day workshop associated with the Atomic Scale and Single
Molecule Logic Gate Technologies (AtMol) project funded by the European
Commission’s Future and Emerging Technologies programme. AtMol, a four-year
project, was launched on 1 January 2011, involves eleven research teams, and has
as its central objective the design and fabrication of the first ever encapsulated
single-molecule chip.

Scanning probe microscopy is at the very heart of the AtMol project, enabling the
imaging and manipulation of matter at the atomic, molecular, and sub-molecular
scales. As such, the workshop from which the chapters in this volume arise was
funded both by AtMol and the ACRITAS Initial Training Network (www.acritas.eu),
a Marie Curie Training Project also funded by the European Commission and which
is focussed on the development of new techniques and methods in atomic force
microscopy.

The workshop in question, Imaging and Manipulating of Adsorbates Using
Dynamic Force Microscopy, was held at the University of Nottingham during
16–17 April 2013. The contributions included in this volume represent a ‘snapshot’
of the state of the art in dynamic force microscopy (DFM, also called non-contact
atomic force microscopy) at that time and cover a variety of fascinating topics
including the accurate extraction of tip–sample forces from measured frequency
shift curves; the imaging and manipulation of single atoms, molecules, clusters, and
dangling bonds; the role of the Pauli exclusion principle in high-resolution DFM;
and the combined mechanical and electrical properties of individual molecules.

At the time of writing, DFM is at an intriguing juncture in the evolution of the
capabilities of the technique. There has been significant excitement about the
possibility of imaging intramolecular, and, in particular, inter-molecular bonds,
over the last 18 months or so. It has now become clear that the latter, i.e. the
observation of contrast maxima between molecules in DFM images, has to be
interpreted very carefully indeed. As with any scanning probe technique, the
geometric and electronic structure of the apex of the tip (and its associated chemical
functionality) is just as important in the imaging mechanism as the sample. This
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convolution can be particularly severe in the so-called Pauli exclusion regime of
imaging which was pioneered by IBM Zurich (Gross et al.) in 2009 (and which is
increasingly becoming the norm for the acquisition of ultrahigh resolution DFM
images).

As one of us (PM) and co-authors discuss in the chapter “Pauli’s Principle in
Probe Microscopy” of this volume, the contribution of the dynamics and mechanics
of the tip apex plays an exceptionally important role in generating image contrast.
Seeing is not necessarily believing with any imaging technique, and this is espe-
cially true of scanning probe microscopy. On the other hand, there remains
immense potential for the use of a range of different functional probes (including,
but also moving beyond, CO, which is used extensively for intra molecular imaging
at present) in DFM, enabling analysis of a variety of physicochemical phenomena.
These include molecular magnetism, as also mentioned in the Foreword to this
book. The exciting challenges and opportunities for ultrahigh resolution DFM will
be discussed and debated in a workshop in Prague in February 2015 which has been
organised by Pavel Jelinek, author of chapter “Theoretical Challenges of
Simultaneous Nc-AFM/STM Experiments” of this volume (see below).

In the chapter “Mechanical and Electrical Properties of Single Molecules”, Thilo
Glatzel provides a comprehensive overview of a number of the considerable
advances of the Nanolino group at the University of Basel in imaging and char-
acterising the mechanical and electrical properties of single molecules. For all of the
reasons outlined by Christian Joachim in his Foreword, there are fundamental and
technologically important motivations for the use of insulating, as opposed to metal
or semiconductor, substrates as a ‘platform’ for molecular adsorption. Glatzel’s
overview gives a good indication of the state of the art in the field and also
highlights key differences between the properties of molecular adsorbates on
metallic and insulating substrates.

Sugimoto and colleagues at Osaka University have been responsible for many
of the key advances in atomic manipulation and single atom control using DFM.
Prof. Sugimoto’s chapter reviews some of the work of the Osaka group (and their
collaborators) in developing a number of fascinating and high-precision protocols
for the controlled positioning of single atoms, with a particular focus on the lateral
translation of silicon adatoms. Sugimoto discusses how the tip apex in a DFM
manipulation experiment can be characterised through measurement of the short-
range chemical force and, in particular, by using the maximum attractive force as a
‘metric’ or a diagnostic. In addition, however, he stresses how tip geometry—
asymmetry in particular—plays a central role in determining the probability for
manipulation events to occur.

In a second contribution from the Nottingham group,1 Andrew Stannard and
Adam Sweetman explore the difficulties and subtleties associated with extracting
accurate quantitative force measurements from dynamic force microscopy mea-
surements of frequency shift versus tip–sample separation. Although DFM is an

1Disclaimer: one of the editors (PM) is a member of this group.
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exceptionally powerful tool for the measurement of tip–sample force fields and
potential energy landscapes, it is far from trivial to extract accurate and reliable
quantitative force values from the primary experimental observable, i.e. the fre-
quency shift (Df). Subtraction of the contribution of the long-range van der Waals
interaction, in which the short-range chemical force curve is ‘buried’, is a perennial,
and particularly thorny, issue. Stannard and Sweetman describe protocols for the
systematic treatment of Df(z) curves (where z represents the tip–sample separation)
so as to minimise the uncertainties in converting the experimental data to a plot of
FSR(z), i.e. the short-range force curve associated with the interaction of just the
atom/molecule terminating the tip apex with the underlying sample surface atom(s).

The chapter “Theoretical Challenges of Simultaneous Nc-AFM/STM
Experiments”, authored by Pavel Jelinek of the Academy of Sciences of the
Czech Republic, is an authoritative and fascinating review of the current state of the
art in theoretical descriptions of ‘hybrid’ scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM)—
DFM measurements. Jelinek’s group has carried out pioneering and influential work
on this topic, and he provides an accessible and readable introduction—perhaps
written with experimentalists in mind—of the latest developments in the use of
density functional theory, coupled with a Green’s function2 approach, to simulate not
only the geometric and chemical interactions occurring at the tip–sample junction,
but to accurately predict the (far from equilibrium) tunnel current driven through the
system by the application of a bias voltage. The question of just how the distance
dependence of the tunnel current compares to that of the short-range chemical force
has been a long-standing issue in scanning probe microscopy, and Jelinek discusses
the key theoretical advances that have elucidated the underlying physics. He also
highlights the fascinating, and ‘far beyond perturbative’, influence of the formation
of a covalent bond on the tunnelling barrier experienced by electrons flowing from
tip to sample (or vice versa).

The next chapter, written by Clemens Barth (CNRS, Aix-Marseille University),
explores the use of DFM to manipulate objects rather larger than the single atom/
molecule adsorbates discussed thus far: nanoscale clusters. As discussed in the
Foreword, nanoscale clusters and nanoparticles have a key role to play in enabling
the development of next-generation atomic circuitry, particularly with regard to
interfacing single atom and sub-molecular functionality to the microscopic, and
ultimately macroscopic, world. Barth describes the challenges underpinning con-
trolled translation of clusters and discusses how his group has developed techniques
to control the positioning and dynamics of Au nanoparticles on NaCl substrates.
The importance of the wide electronic band gap of insulating surfaces and sub-
strates was also stressed repeatedly by Joachim in the Foreword, and it is
encouraging that Barth shows that not only is nanoparticle manipulation on wide
bandgap substrates achievable, but that the presence of surface defects does not

2Given the venue for the workshop from which this volume stemmed, it would be remiss of me not
to highlight that George Green, of Green’s function fame, did his mathematics while working as a
miller in Nottingham in the nineteenth century.
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preclude controlled positioning. Indeed, the chapter “Manipulation of Metal
Nanoparticles on Insulating Surfaces” provides compelling evidence that defects
are an integral part of the manipulation process, first stabilizing, and then acting in
concert with the nanocluster as it is moved across the surface by the DFM tip.

In the chapter “Imaging of Defects on Ge(001):H by Non-contact Atomic Force
Microscopy”, we remain with the theme of defect-mediated interactions but return
to the imaging and quantitative analysis of semiconductor, rather than insulator,
surfaces. Bartosz Such (Jagiellonian University, Kraków) focuses on a prototypical
passivated, i.e. low free energy, semiconductor surface—hydrogen-terminated Ge
(100)—and describes the significant differences between force curves acquired over
passivated surface regions as compared to those measured above single dangling
bond defects (i.e. regions of the surface where a Ge atom is not hydrogen ‘capped’).
As has also been observed for the H:Si(100) surface, the chemically inert hydrogen-
passivated regions are associated with a negligible attractive interaction with the
DFM tip. As such, atomic resolution imaging is achieved within the range of the
tip–sample interaction potential where the repulsive component of the total force
plays a significant role (as discussed in the chapter “Pauli’s Principle in Probe
Microscopy” in relation to the Pauli exclusion principle). Above a dangling bond
defect, however, there is a much stronger attractive force due to the short-range tip–
sample interaction arising from the formation of a chemical (presumably covalent)
bond. Such discusses how the force of this single dangling bond can be measured.

We subsequently return to a discussion of insulating surfaces in the
chapter “Adsorption Structures of Amino Acids on Calcite(104)” but here the focus
is on calcite rather than the alkali halides exploited by Barth et al. for the nano-
cluster manipulation described in the chapter “Manipulation of Metal Nanoparticles
on Insulating Surfaces”. As Felix Kling, Markus, Kittelmann and Angelika Kühnle
discuss, calcite is a fascinating and exceptionally important substrate in the context
of the study of biomineralisation. They exploit the cleavage plane of calcite, i.e.
calcite(104), as a platform and template for the self-assembly of five different amino
acids. Although the larger molecules of those they studied, namely tryptophan,
tyrosine, and aspartic acid, exhibit strikingly similar behaviour on the calcite sur-
face with regard to the superstructures they adopt, the smaller amino acids (glycine
and alanine) behave in a very different manner. A rather elegant aspect of Kling and
co-worker’s study is that they unambiguously define molecular chirality from a
careful analysis of the relationship of the alignment of adsorbed superstructure with
the crystallographic directions of the underlying substrate.

The final chapter of this volume, by Antoine Hinaut and colleagues, continues
with the topic of molecular adsorption on an insulating surface but has a specific
focus on the electrostatic properties of the adsorbed molecules (which, like the
amino acids studied by Kling et al., form highly ordered superstructures on the
substrate). Hinaut et al. have carried out a combined DFM and Kelvin probe force
microscopy (KPFM) study of a triphenylene derivative, 2,3,6,7,10,11-hexacyano-
propyl-oxytriphenylene, on a KBr surface. A systematic, comparative, and detailed
study of the KPFM data acquired above the bare KBr surface and on the molecular
islands showed that the Kelvin probe signal, which provides a measure of the local
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work function of the sample, could be interpreted in terms of the conformation-
dependent polarisation of the molecular overlayer. Classical electrostatic calcula-
tions of the KPFM signal, based on a spherical tip apex, were found to provide
good agreement with the experimental data. Given that there has been considerable
discussion and debate regarding the origin and physicochemical underpinnings of
KPFM measurements, Hinaut et al.’s work provides key insights into the extent to
which intuition and models from classical physics can be used to interpret Kelvin
probe data.

Taken together, the nine chapters in this volume capture the state of the art in
dynamic force microscopy at an intriguing and exciting time in the evolution of the
field. Five years on from the pioneering work of Leo Gross and colleagues at IBM
Zurich, who showed that the ‘architecture’ of adsorbed molecules could be resolved
in exquisite detail, there remain a variety of exciting questions to be addressed
about the ultimate limits of DFM. Christian Joachim has touched on some of these
open questions in his Foreword, and we echo his comments regarding the possi-
bility of measuring local spin density and pushing the magnetic measurement
capabilities of the instrument, as explored by Schwarz, Wiesendanger and col-
leagues at Hamburg, to wider, more challenging, horizons. The recent availability
of commercial instruments capable of carrying out DFM in relatively high magnetic
fields will of course provide an impetus for this direction of research.

Developments in instrumentation will clearly proceed apace—Franz Giessibl,
whose farsighted introduction of the qPlus sensor (followed by the commericali-
sation of this technology by companies such as Omicron Nanotechnology (now part
of Oxford Instruments) and Createc) has driven the wide adoption of DFM in labs
across the world, continues to innovate with regard to both sensor design and the
application of the qPlus technique to exciting scientific problems. As we write this
in early 2015, DFM remains a very slow technique—the effective image generation
bandwidth is sub-Hz rather than kHz or MHz. There thus remains particularly
exciting scope for the development of DFM instruments capable of providing much
greater temporal resolution, to complement the impressively high level of spatial
resolution that is now possible with DFM.

We thank the European Commission’s ICT-FET and Marie Curie programmes
for their financial support in organizing the joint ATMol–ACRITAS workshop and
the staff of Springer Verlag (particularly Judith Hinterberg) for their help in pro-
ducing this book. We are also very grateful to Christian Joachim for leading the
AtMol project and for his advice and patience throughout the preparation of this
book. Finally, we would like to thank all of the authors who have contributed their
work to this volume.

Nottingham Philip Moriarty
Toulouse Sebastién Gauthier
January 2015
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Pauli’s Principle in Probe Microscopy

S.P. Jarvis, A.M. Sweetman, L. Kantorovich, E. McGlynn
and P. Moriarty

It appears to be one of the few places in physics where there is a
rule which can be stated very simply, but for which no one has
found a simple and easy explanation. The explanation is deep
down in relativistic quantum mechanics. This probably means
that we do not have a complete understanding of the
fundamental principle involved.

RP Feynman, The Feynman Lectures on Physics, Vol III,
Chapter 4 (1964).

Abstract Exceptionally clear images of intramolecular structure can be attained in
dynamic force microscopy (DFM) through the combination of a passivated tip apex
and operation in what has become known as the “Pauli exclusion regime” of the
tip–sample interaction. We discuss, from an experimentalist’s perspective, a num-
ber of aspects of the exclusion principle which underpin this ability to achieve
submolecular resolution. Our particular focus is on the origins, history and inter-
pretation of Pauli’s principle in the context of interatomic and intermolecular
interactions.
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1 Intramolecular Resolution via Pauli Exclusion

In 2009, the results of a pioneering dynamic force microscopy (DFM1) experiment by
Leo Gross and co-workers at IBM Zürich were published [1] and revolutionised the
field of scanning probe microscopy. Gross et al. captured arguably the clearest real
space images of a molecule achieved up to that point, resolving the “textbook”
structure of the molecular architecture. Two important experimental protocols
enabled Gross et al.—and, subsequently, a number of other groups [2–8] (see Fig. 1
for examples)—to attain this exceptionally high resolution. First, the apex of the probe
was functionalised (by picking up a molecule) to render it inert. This enabled the
scanning probe to be placed extremely close to the adsorbed molecule of interest—so
close that the second experimental protocol, namely the exploitation of electron
repulsion via the Pauli exclusion principle (PEP),2 played a key role in the imaging
mechanism.

It is this second protocol which is the primary focus of this chapter.Wewill discuss
just how Pauli exclusion is exploited in state-of-the-art scanning probe microscopy,
what pitfalls there might be in interpreting features in DFM images as arising directly
from chemical bonds, and to what extent scanning probemeasurements of tip–sample
interactions provide deeper experimental insights into the exclusion principle itself.
We should also stress right from the outset that although we concentrate on DFM
throughout this chapter, prior to Gross et al.’s 2009 paper, Temirov, Tautz and co-
workers had achieved unprecedented spatial resolution using a technique for which
they coined the term scanning tunnelling hydrogen microscopy (STHM) [9–12].
Both STHM and thetype of DFM imaging introduced by Gross et al. [1] exploit Pauli
exclusion as a means to acquire exceptionally high resolution. Before covering the
exploitation of the exclusion principle in scanning probe microscopy, we will con-
sider a number of aspects of the fascinating history of Pauli’s Ausschließungsregel
[13] and outline some of the rich physics underpinning the principle.

2 A Potted History of the Pauli Exclusion Principle

Michela Massimi has written an authoritative and engaging history of the PEP [13],
which impressively combines clear explanations of the quantum and statistical
physics underlying the PEP with engaging discussions of both the history and the

1Although the term non-contact atomic force microscopy (NC-AFM) is widespread—to the extent
that the major conference in the field is the annual International NC-AFM meeting—it is arguably
something of a misnomer to label the technique “non-contact” when it is now commonplace to
operate in a regime where the probe is in contact with the sample. We will therefore use the term
dynamic force microscopy throughout this chapter.
2We shall return, in Sects. 4 and 5, to a detailed discussion of whether or not it is appropriate to
describe the effects of Pauli exclusion as a repulsive force.

2 S.P. Jarvis et al.
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philosophical ramifications of the principle. As Massimi points out in the preface to
her book, her research on the origin and validation of the exclusion principle took
almost 10 years. For those readers interested in a comprehensive account of the
“evolution” of the PEP, we therefore strongly recommend Masimi’s book. Here, we
will limit ourselves to providing a brief summary of those aspects of the PEP which
are of key significance for (ultra-) high-resolution scanning probe microscopy.

The origins of the exclusion principle lie, like so many aspects of quantum
physics, in the interpretation of spectroscopic data. In particular, a series of so-
called anomalies in the spectra of alkali and alkaline earth metals, and, arguably
more importantly, the response of atomic spectra to the application of a magnetic
field, i.e. the (“anomalous”) Zeeman effect, became a major challenge to the Bohr–
Sommerfeld theory of the electronic structure of atoms in the early 1920s. It was
only with the introduction of what came to be known as electron spin—but which
Pauli initially called simply the electron Zweideutigkeit (“twofoldness”)—that the
spectroscopic data could be reconciled with the theoretical predictions. The intro-
duction of electron Zweideutigkeit [14] was followed very closely by Pauli’s
statement of the exclusion principle [15] (or, as it was known at the time, the
exclusion rule). Pauli subsequently won the Nobel Prize in 1945 for his discovery
of the exclusion principle.

It is worth quoting directly from Pauli’s Nobel Lecture, given on 13 December
1946, as this provides key insights into the original formulation of the principle
“straight from the horse’s mouth”, as it were:

On the basis of my earlier results on the classification of spectral terms in a strong magnetic
field the general formulation of the exclusion principle became clear to me. The funda-
mental idea can be stated in the following way:

The complicated numbers of electrons in closed subgroups are reduced to the simple number
one if the division of the groups by giving the values of the four quantum numbers of an
electron is carried so far that every degeneracy is removed. An entirely non-degenerate

b Fig. 1 Imaging bonds via the Pauli exclusion principle. a Combination of schematic illustration
and experimental data to demonstrate experimental protocol used to acquire submolecular
resolution. The apex of the probe of a dynamic force microscope is passivated (in this case with a
CO molecule) and scanned across a pentacene molecule at a height where Pauli exclusion plays
a key role in determining the tip–sample interaction. b Experimental frequency shift image for a
pentacene molecule [a and b taken from Gross et al. [1]. © American Association for the
Advancement of Science (2009)]. c Dynamic force microscope image of four 8-hydroxyquinoline
molecules. Both intra- and intermolecular features are observed (See Sect. 7). d Schematic diagram
of molecular arrangement shown in c with the expected positions of hydrogen bonds drawn as
lines between the molecules [c and d taken from Zhang et al. [3]. © American Association for the
Advancement of Science (2012)]. e High-resolution image of a chain of oligo-(E)-1,1-bi
(indenylidene) with associated structural model. Taken from Riss et al. [8]. © American Chemical
Society (2014). f DFM image of two different conformers of dibenzo[a,h]thianthrene on a NaCl/Cu
(111) substrate with (lower panel) structural models of both conformers. Taken from Pavlicek
et al. [6]. © American Physical Society (2012). g Structural model of a naphthalenetetracarboxylic
diimide (NTCDI) molecule and a DFM image of a hydrogen-bonded assembly of NTCDI
molecules. From Sweetman et al. [4]. © Nature Publishing Group (2014)

4 S.P. Jarvis et al.



energy level is already closed, if it is occupied by a single electron; states in contradiction
with this postulate have to be excluded.

Or, if we couch this in the lexicon of modern quantum mechanics, no two
electrons can have the same values of n, l, ml and ms (i.e. the principal, orbital
angular momentum, magnetic and spin quantum numbers). More succinctly, no two
electrons can occupy the same quantum state. (The PEP of course holds for all
fermions (half-integer spin particles), not just electrons. We will return to this point
very soon).

Pauli’s Zweideutigkeit is now of course known as particle spin, but the inferred
connection with the classical concept of a spinning object is unfortunately mis-
leading. Indeed, Pauli himself switched from being firmly opposed to any con-
nection between his Zweideutigkeit and spin, to a somewhat grudging acceptance of
a link, and then, as his Nobel lecture highlights, back to a significant degree of
scepticism about the value of any classical analogy:

On the other hand, my earlier doubts as well as the cautious expression “classically non-
describable two-valuedness” experienced a certain verification during later developments,
since Bohr was able to show on the basis of wave mechanics that the electron spin … must
therefore be considered as an essentially quantum mechanical property of the electron.

2.1 Particle Statistics and the Quantum Identity Crisis

Following hot on the heels of Pauli’s publication of the exclusion principle, first
Fermi [1, 16, 17] and then Dirac [18] explored the quantum statistics of an ideal gas
of particles which was subject to the exclusion principle. Dirac coined the term
fermion to describe a particle subject to the Fermi–Dirac statistics he and Fermi
derived; a fermion is therefore a particle which obeys the PEP (and concomitantly is
of half-integer spin). At the very heart of quantum statistics—and, indeed, of
classical statistical mechanics—lies the issue of the distinguishability of particles.3

A simple back-of-the-envelope argument based on the (in) distinguishability of
particles can provide a helpful insight into the origin of the exclusion principle [19].

Before we introduce that back-of-the-envelope approach, however, it is first
important to define just what it is we mean by indistinguishable particles. This,
despite first appearances, is a far from trivial question to address and has been the
subject of quite considerable debate and interest for many decades. De Muynck
[20], Berry and Robbins [21], Ginsberg et al. [22] (see also Fleischhauer [23] for a
very readable overview of Ginsberg et al.’s work), Omar [24], and Dieks and
co-workers [1, 25, 26], amongst many others, have considered and explored the
important issue of how indistinguishability and quantum statistics are intrinsically

3Long before the advent of quantum mechanics, the effect of considering indistinguishable versus
distinguishable particles on the partition function for a system was known as the Gibbs paradox in
classical thermodynamics/statistical mechanics.
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coupled. We shall not delve into the detailed arguments—be they physical,
philosophical or semantic in scope—and instead restrict ourselves to the following
relatively simple, although certainly not “universal”, definitions. (It is also impor-
tant to note that the condition for antisymmetry and the exclusion principle are not
equivalent statements).

First, we draw a distinction between identical and indistinguishable particles.
Identical particles are those which have the same intrinsic (or “internal”) properties
(and the same values associated with those intrinsic properties), i.e. mass, charge
and spin. So two electrons are identical to each other. And two protons, or two
neutrons, are similarly identical to each other. But electrons are clearly not identical
to protons, nor to neutrons. (We apologise for labouring the point to this extent, but
the terms “identical” and “indistinguishable” are often used interchangeably—
including in many textbooks—and this has led to quite some confusion at times).

If we have a collection of identical particles, then they are indistinguishable if
we cannot separate them on the basis of their “external” properties such as position
or momentum. But classically, it is possible to distinguish between identical par-
ticles (at least in principle): we can effectively “label” individual identical particles
on the basis of their positions or trajectories and distinguish them accordingly.4

Quantum mechanically, however, the standard argument is that due to delocalisa-
tion, we lose this ability to label particles on the basis of their trajectories and they
then become indistinguishable.

But to what extent is this true? Are quantum particles indeed indistinguishable?
One can find undergraduate-level descriptions of quantum statistics [30] which
claim that quantum particles can in fact be distinguished on the basis of what might
be called a “Rayleigh criterion” for wave packets: if two particles are separated by a
distance greater than their de Broglie wavelength (i.e. such that the wave function
overlap is minimal), then they are distinguishable on the basis of their respective
positions. Versteegh and Dieks [27] invoke similar arguments about the spatial
extent of wave packets enabling identical quantum particles to be distinguished.

However, whether this is a valid condition for distinguishability is far from clear-
cut. In his commentary on Ginsberg et al.’s work [22], Fleischhauer [23] states the
following:

In the quantum world, particles of the same kind are indistinguishable: the wave function
that describes them is a superposition of every single particle of that kind occupying every

4In a thought-provoking paper, Versteegh and Dieks [27] discuss the importance of the distin-
guishability of identical particles and what these mean for classical thermodynamics and statistical
mechanics, including the Gibbs paradox. We note, however, that there is a very important
omission in the list of papers cited by Versteegh and Dieks, namely a paper by Jaynes [28] who
makes the point, following a similar analysis by Pauli, that the classical thermodynamic definition
of entropy as the integration of dQ/T/ over a reversible path is only introduced in the context of
constant particle number. This means that there is always (ultimately, see Ehrenfest and Trkal [29])
an arbitrary integration function (not an integration constant, but a function of N) that can be used
to yield the desired extensivity of the entropy.

6 S.P. Jarvis et al.



allowed state. Strictly speaking, this means that we can’t talk, for instance, about an
electron on Earth without mentioning all the electrons on the Moon in the same breath.

Why might Fleischhauer say this?5 The answer is, from one perspective at least,
rather straightforward. The universal superposition to which Fleischhauer refers
arises because in reality, we never have perfect confinement of particles: there is no
such thing as the infinite potential well beloved of introductory quantum physics
courses, and there is therefore some finite (albeit extremely small) probability for
tunnelling. Thus, in this sense, an electron on the Earth is indeed indistinguishable
from an electron on the Moon (or on Alpha Centauri).

But what really matters, of course, are the effects that this type of “coupling”
might have on experimental measurements. And for electrons separated by centi-
metres, let alone light years, those effects are, to put it mildly, utterly negligible. If
we consider a “double-well” system for an electron on Earth and an electron on
Alpha Centauri, the energy-level splitting is unimaginably tiny (and beyond any-
thing, we could ever begin to hope to measure), and the timescale for evolution of
the quantum state exceeds the age of the universe.

So in any practical sense, position can indeed be used to distinguish quantum
particles. This is why we can treat electrons in well-separated atoms as being
distinguishable. In principle, the electrons are indeed described by a single multi-
particle (“universal”) wave function and are thus indistinguishable. In practice,
however, the spatial extent of the particle wave packet is such that we can treat
electrons in atoms separated by distances much greater than their equilibrium bond
length as distinguishable. Only when those atoms are brought together so that there
is appreciable overlap of electronic wave functions, as in chemical bond formation
or, as we shall discuss below, a DFM experiment can one state that the electrons on
each atom become indistinguishable.

Following this lengthy “detour” on the topic of distinguishability versus indis-
tinguishability, we are now finally at the point where we can return to a consideration
of that back-of-an-envelope argument for the PEP which was mentioned above.

3 Statistics, Symmetry and Spin

Let us take a system where identical quantum particles cannot be distinguished
from another. As the particles are indistinguishable then when we compute the
probability density for the system, i.e. jWj2, we must get the same answer regardless

5It is perhaps worth noting at this point that the “interconnectedness” to which Fleischhauer alludes
in this quote, and its relevance (or not) to the Pauli exclusion principle, was the subject of a great
deal of sometimes ill-tempered online debate following the BBC’s broadcast of a popular science
lecture on quantum mechanics by Brian Cox, which included a discussion of the PEP. Jon
Butterworth’s post for The Guardian [31] is a short, clear and entertaining discussion of the furore
and the physics surrounding Cox’s lecture.
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of how we arrange the particles, i.e. their spatial positions have no influence on the
probability density. We will consider a very simple system with just two particles
whose positions are r1 and r2 and whose single particle wave functions are w1 and
w2, respectively. If we cannot distinguish Particle 1 from Particle 2, then it is clear
that

jWðr1; r2Þj2 ¼ jWðr2; r1Þj2 ð1Þ

This means one of two things. Either

Wðr1; r2Þ ¼ Wðr2; r1Þ ð2Þ

or

Wðr1; r2Þ ¼ �Wðr2; r1Þ ð3Þ

To meet the condition imposed by Eq. 2, we must have the following two-
particle wave function:

Wðr1; r2Þ ¼ 1ffiffiffi
2

p ðw1ðr1Þw2ðr2Þ þ w2ðr1Þw1ðr2ÞÞ ð4Þ

Or to satisfy Eq. 3, we need the following:

Wðr1; r2Þ ¼ 1ffiffiffi
2

p ðw1ðr1Þw2ðr2Þ � w2ðr1Þw1ðr2ÞÞ ð5Þ

Equation 4 represents what is called the symmetric case, while Eq. 5 is termed
the antisymmetric case.6 The antisymmetric equation leads us to a simple, but
exceptionally important, result—a result that is at the very core of how the universe
behaves because it is ultimately responsible for the stability of matter [32–34]. Note
what happens when we make w1 ¼ w2 in Eq. 5 (or, in other words, we put both
particles in the same quantum state): the two-particle wave function, W, vanishes.
This is the essence of the PEP: in the antisymmetric case, no two particles can exist
in the same quantum state.7 (We should also stress that the exclusion principle is
not equivalent to the statement that fermions have antisymmetric wave functions.

6The use of the terms symmetric and antisymmetric follows from Eq. 2 (where W is a symmetric
function with respect to the exchange of coordinates) and Eq. 3 (where W is an antisymmetric
function). Note also that the factor of 1ffiffi

2
p in Eqs. 4 and 5 arises from normalisation of the wave

function.
7We are neglecting explicit consideration of the spin contribution here—see Sect. 3.1. Moreover,
we are making drastic simplifications regarding the treatment of many electron systems in order to
put across the “essence” of the exclusion principle. For example, Eqs. 4 and 5 are approximations
because, in reality, there are many more contributing terms (as in the configuration interaction
method of quantum chemistry. See Kantorovich [35] for a summary).

8 S.P. Jarvis et al.



Rather, the exclusion principle follows from the antisymmetric character of
fermions).

A rather remarkable observation is that only antisymmetric and symmetric wave
functions are found in nature for fundamental particles, i.e. we only have bosons
(symmetric state) and fermions (antisymmetry). No other particles have been found
that fall outside these symmetry classes.8 As Omar [24] points out in a compre-
hensive and very readable review of the ramifications of indistinguishability in
quantum mechanics, this existence of only symmetric and antisymmetric states9 is
best described as a postulate (the “symmetrisation postulate”). And, disconcert-
ingly, it is a postulate that apparently cannot be deduced from the framework of
quantum mechanics (either the non-relativistic or relativistic “breeds” of the the-
ory). In other words, we simply have to accept that only bosons and fermions exist
(or, at least, we have no good experimental evidence to date for fundamental
particles arising from other rather more exotic statistics/symmetries such as par-
astatistics, see Omar [24]). In this sense, we have progressed very little since Pauli
voiced his misgivings about the origin of the exclusion principle almost seventy
years ago:

I was unable to give a logical reason for the Exclusion Principle or to deduce it from more
general assumptions… in the beginning I hoped that the new quantum mechanics would
also rigorously deduce the Exclusion Principle.

3.1 Putting a Spin on the Story

All known fundamental particles are either bosons or fermions. (Within the stan-
dard model, fermions are “matter” particles, whereas bosons are generally force
“carriers”.10 Again, we are not including quasiparticles in the discussion.). All
bosons have integer spin, while fermions have half-integer spin. Clearly, there must
be a strong connection between spin and symmetry. Indeed, this is known as the
spin–statistics theorem and holds not just for individual particles but composites of
fundamental particles.

This link between spin, statistics and the exclusion principle, however, very
much appears not to be something that can be deduced from non-relativistic

8Note, however, that the key principle underlying the concept of supersymmetry is that bosons can
be converted into fermions and vice versa. Supersymmetry therefore introduces a bosonic partner
for every fermion (and, again, vice versa). To the chagrin of (some of) the particle physics
community, however, any evidence for supersymmetry remains frustratingly elusive. Moreover,
we are omitting any discussion of quasiparticles here. The results of measurements of two-
dimensional systems exhibiting the fractional quantum Hall effect have been interpreted in terms of
anyons [36] and quasiparticles with mixed symmetry.
9…for the total wave function. Again, see Sect. 3.1.
10…although the Higgs boson is an honourable exception.
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quantum mechanics. This is the origin of the statement from Feynman quoted at the
start of this chapter—the link between spin and the exclusion principle is “deep
down” in relativistic quantum mechanics. More recently, Bartalucci et al. [37] have
put it like this:

Although the principle has been spectacularly confirmed by the number and accuracy of its
predictions, its foundation lies deep in the structure of quantum field theory and has defied
all attempts to produce a simple proof…

This means that within the non-relativistic quantum framework, the spin–
statistics–symmetry link is generally accepted as a dictum, although alternative non-
relativistic approaches have certainly been explored [21]. Duck and Sudarshan [38]
detail a proof of the spin–statistics theorem which can be “recast” in non-relativistic
quantum field theory, but only if an aspect of their proof which stems from rela-
tivistic quantum theory (via Lorentz invariance) can be invoked as a postulate.

Notwithstanding its essential relativistic origin, the spin contribution can be
incorporated into the particle wave function in non-relativistic quantum mechanics
in a straightforward fashion via the introduction of the spin orbital. A spin orbital is
a product of a spatial wave function (such as those described in the preceding
section) and a spin function, which we can represent as vð"Þ or vð#Þ for the spin-up
and spin-down states, respectively. So, if we use x as a variable which incorporates
both the spatial and spin coordinates, and we switch to using / to represent only the
spatial part (so that we can, as per convention, use w to represent the wave func-
tion), we have the following for the spin-up state of an electron:

wðx1Þ ¼ /ðr1Þvð"Þ ð6Þ

We therefore now have two options for ensuring antisymmetry in a two-electron
(or multi-electron) system: either the spatial part or the spin part can lead to an
antisymmetric total wave function, Wðx1; x2Þ. In other words, if two electrons have
opposite spin states, then there is no constraint on the spatial wave function. But
this is nothing more than the statement of the PEP given earlier: no two electrons
can exist in the same quantum state.

4 The Origin of Pauli Repulsion: A Gedankenexperiment

At short interatomic or intermolecular separations, Pauli repulsion11 is much
stronger than any electrostatic interaction, increasing very rapidly with decreasing
distance between atoms or molecules. Recall, for example, that the Pauli repulsion
term in the Lennard–Jones potential is modelled not with a 1

r dependence, as one
would expect for a classical electrostatic interaction (between point charges), but

11We focus throughout this chapter only on fermions. For bosons, and as discussed by Mullin and
Blaylock [39], an effective attractive force is often invoked.

10 S.P. Jarvis et al.



with a 1
r12 function. This 1

r12 dependence is, of course, purely empirical in the
Lennard–Jones (L-J) potential—it has no grounding in theory—but, nonetheless,
the exceptionally high sensitivity of the repulsive interaction to small changes in
interatomic/intermolecular separation is captured well by the functional form.

Of course, and as Baerends [40] discusses in a clear overview of Pauli repulsion
effects in adsorption, we are dealing not with point charges and a pure Coulombic
interaction but with a screened Coulomb potential and delocalised electron
“clouds”. The overlap of the electron clouds at short separations leads in a classical
model, and perhaps counter-intuitively, to an attractive electrostatic interaction. It is
only when the interatomic separation becomes so small that nuclear repulsion
dominates that the overall electrostatic force becomes repulsive.

Thus, and as we hope is abundantly clear from previous sections, we cannot
expect to understand electron repulsion due to Pauli exclusion in the context of
classical electrostatics. The fundamental origin of the repulsion comes from, as we
have seen, the physical impossibility of “squeezing” two fermions into the same
quantum state. But the central question is this: just how does the exclusion principle
translate into a physically measurable interaction? We will see in the following
section how DFM allows us to directly probe the exclusion-derived repulsion
between the electron density of two atoms or molecules. Before we consider the
results of the real-world experiment, however, it is very helpful to think about a
“stripped-down” system involving the overlap of two single particle wave functions
(see Sect. 3) [41–43]. This “Gedankenexperiment”, if you will, provides compelling
insights into the origin of Pauli repulsion.

First, recall that the kinetic energy operator is � �h2

2mr2. The curvature of a wave
function therefore determines its kinetic energy (via the Laplacian, r2). Wilson and
Goddard’s approach [41] to elucidating the origin of Pauli repulsion was to com-
pare the kinetic energy (KE) of a Hartree product of the wave functions for two
same-spin electrons with the KE of an antisymmetrised product (see Fig. 2).
A Hartree product is simply the following:

WHartðr1; r2Þ ¼ wðr1Þwðr2Þ ð7Þ

As should be clear from Sect. 3, the multiparticle wave function WHart is not
antisymmetric (nor does it take into account indistinguishability of the particles)
and is therefore in general not appropriate to use to describe fermions. However, we
can take the Hartree product as a representation of the system when the PEP is
“suppressed” and determine the resulting kinetic energy.

In order to incorporate Pauli exclusion, we have to consider a multiparticle wave
function which is appropriately antisymmetrised. Slater introduced an elegant
method of enforcing this antisymmetry requirement via the determinant approach
which now bears his name [44]. Wilson and Goddard [41] focussed on the
orthogonality of orbitals which is generally imposed in approaches which treat the
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multiparticle wave function in terms of (a sum of) Slater determinants (see Fig. 2,
taken from the PhD thesis of Julius Su [45]). We note, however, that orthogonality
is a constraint on the multiparticle wave function that is not strictly necessary [35]
and, as discussed by Beylkin et al. [46], leads to ever-increasing levels of com-
putational expense as the size of a system grows.

Nonetheless, to ensure antisymmetry (i.e. the requirement of Eq. 5), wave
function slope and curvature must necessarily increase and thus, the overall picture
emerging from Fig. 2 is correct (even if one does not invoke orthogonality as the
root cause of the increase in wave function curvature). This change in curvature
results in a corresponding increase in kinetic energy. A complementary explanation
from a Fourier analysis perspective, as noted in the following section, is that the
increase in curvature of the wave function necessitates the introduction of higher
spatial frequency contributions, i.e. higher momentum components). It is this
increase in KE (or momentum) which is responsible for the majority of Pauli
repulsion.

There are two important assumptions built into this description of Pauli exclu-
sion, however. First, we have adopted a “pairwise” approach to considering elec-
tron–electron interactions when, in reality, Pauli exclusion is an n-body, rather than
a two-body problem. The second, and related, issue is that the modification of the
wave function due to orthogonalisation will mean that the electron density will be
distributed differently, affecting electron–electron interactions and giving rise to the
effect known as correlation. Interactions between same-spin electrons go by the
name Fermi correlation, whereas those between opposite-spin electrons are known
as Coulomb correlation.12 Nonetheless, the dominating contribution to Pauli
repulsion is the pure quantum mechanical component arising from wave function
antisymmetry.

Fig. 2 The effective repulsion due to Pauli exclusion stems from the change in the curvature of the
wave function due to the requirement for antisymmetrisation in fermion systems. One approach to
visualising this is to consider the orthogonalisation of orbitals (which is placed as a constraint on
Slater determinant approaches to constructing a multiparticle wave function). Higher wave
function curvature leads to a higher kinetic energy. Equivalently, higher curvature is accounted for
in Fourier space by higher spatial frequency (momentum) components. Figure taken from the PhD
thesis of Julian Su [45]. © Julian Su (2007)

12The combined contributions of the exclusion principle and electron correlation produce the
exchange-correlation contribution to the functional in density functional theory.
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5 Is There a Pauli Exclusion Force?

Having spent much of the chapter up to this point using the term “Pauli repulsion”,
it might seem a little perverse for us to now pose the question as to whether there is
a Pauli exclusion force or not (particularly as the experimental technique we are
considering is DFM). Notwithstanding the use of “Pauli repulsion” or “Pauli
exclusion force” in the DFM literature—and, more broadly, throughout very many
areas of science (spanning, for example, particle physics, single-molecule imaging
and spectroscopy, astrophysics13 and cosmology)—a number of authors have made
the claim that Pauli exclusion does not produce a force in the traditional sense.
Mullin and Blaylock [39], in particular, present a set of arguments as to why they
are of the opinion that couching the effects of Pauli exclusion in terms of a repulsive
force, or exchange force, can be rather misleading. Indeed, they go so far as to
argue—and we quote directly from their paper—that “there is no real force due to
Fermi/Bose symmetries”, citing, amongst others, Griffiths’ description of the effects
of Pauli exclusion [48]:

We call it an exchange force but it is not really a force at all—no physical agency is pushing
on the particles; rather it is purely a geometric consequence of the symmetrization
requirement.

What does Griffiths (and, by extension, Mullin and Blaylock) mean by this?
To back up their assertion that Pauli “repulsion” is not a force in the traditional

sense, Mullin and Blaylock consider a number of “archetypal” physicochemical
phenomena where the exclusion principle plays a key role. Arguably, the most
instructive of these is their discussion of the changes in momentum in a classical
gas as compared to a Fermi gas. We encourage the reader to follow the detail of the
analysis in Section II of their paper (under the subsection entitled Virial Expansion)
and restrict ourselves here simply to highlighting the central point they make.

Consider first a classical ideal gas in a container. Pressure, P, arises from the
combined impacts of each atom of that gas on the walls of the container and is
given by the force per unit area. Force, in turn, is the rate of change of momentum.
The mean force, �F, which each individual molecule of the gas contributes, is
�F ¼ Dp=Dt, where Dp is the momentum change on striking the wall. (This is twice
the atomic momentum because the sign of the momentum flips on collision). Dt is
the time required for an atom to cross the container, i.e. Dt ¼ mL=�p where L is the
width of the container and m is the atomic mass. The key point in the classical case
is this: if we make the volume of an ideal gas smaller or we introduce repulsive
interactions (with no change in temperature), the pressure of the gas will rise
because of a decreased Dt due to a change in (the effective) L arising from colli-
sions, but �p remains the same. (Recall that for a classical gas, the root-mean-square
momentum, prms is

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3mkBT

p
).

13The Pauli exclusion principle prevents the collapse of white dwarf and neutron stars. See [47].
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Compare this to what happens for a Fermi gas subject to the exclusion principle.
The effect of the exclusion principle is to modify the momentum distribution.
Mullin and Blaylock argue that this is subtly different to what happens for the
classical gas when repulsive interactions are introduced. Classically, the repulsive
forces raise the pressure of the gas because the collisions and deflections of the
atoms change the atomic transit time. Quantum mechanically, the momentum
distribution is “intrinsically” modified because of the higher curvature of the wave
function which results from the exclusion principle. Position and momentum are
conjugate variables and are thus two sides of the same coin—Fourier transforma-
tion allows us to switch between the two (entirely equivalent) representations. The
higher wave function curvature demanded by Pauli exclusion is entirely equivalent
to stating that higher spatial frequency components are required in reciprocal
(i.e. momentum) space.14 It is this intrinsic symmetry-driven modification of the
momentum distribution which raises the pressure of the Fermi gas.

It is worth lifting another couple of quotes from Mullin and Blaylock’s paper to
highlight just how strongly opposed they are to equating Pauli exclusion with a
repulsive force:

The idea of an effective repulsion between fermions ignores the real physics and gives a
very poor analogy with classical repulsive gases…we offer the following guiding principle
regarding statistical symmetries: “May the force be not with you”.

Is this degree of antiforce scepticism justified, however?

6 Beyond Gedanken: Exploiting Exclusion in Force
Microscopy

At this point, the pragmatic scanning probe microscopist could quite reasonably
take issue with the preceding arguments because the primary experimental obser-
vable in a DFM experiment is the frequency shift of the probe. And this, via the
Sader–Jarvis formalism [49], for example, can be converted directly to a tip–sample
force. The effects of Pauli exclusion are directly measurable in DFM because they
shift the resonant frequency of the probe–cantilever system, and this ultimately can
be interpreted as a change in the tip–sample force. Notwithstanding the arguments
put forward by Mullin and Blaylock [39], and Griffiths [48], amongst others, if
Pauli exclusion is not giving rise to a force, then it certainly very much looks like it
in a DFM experiment.

The resolution of this apparent conflict may lie, as Moll et al. have discussed in a
recent paper focussed on the interpretation of submolecular resolution DFM images
[50], in the virial theorem. Slater showed in the 1930s that the virial theorem can be
applied to a molecule [51], assuming that the nuclei are fixed in place by external

14This, of course, is the fundamental origin of the Heisenberg uncertainty principle.
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forces. The total electron energy, E, is related to the electronic kinetic energy, T,
and potential energy, V, as follows:

T ¼ �E � r
dE
dr

� �
ð8Þ

V ¼ 2E þ r
dE
dr

� �
ð9Þ

The electronic kinetic energy and potential energy are thus coupled via the virial
theorem. Moll et al. [50] claim that, despite the Pauli exclusion force being non-
conservative in character, if it is assumed that we have a diatomic (or dimolecular)
system with one degree of freedom—as is the case for the tip–sample system in
DFM—the Pauli energy and the increase in electronic kinetic energy can be related
as follows:

EPauliðzÞ ¼ 1
z

Z1

z

DEkinðz0Þdz0 ð10Þ

where z is the interatomic/intermolecular separation. The issue of extracting
accurate measures of non-conservative forces from the frequency shift observable
in DFM, however, continues to attract considerable debate and discussion. For
example, the Sader–Jarvis inversion technique [49] widely applied to extract forces
from frequency shift versus separation curves must, as John Sader and his co-
authors themselves highlight [52], be applied with great care under conditions were
there is a significant contribution from non-conservative forces.

Although the authors cited in the previous section propose reasons for drawing a
distinction between a traditional force and the effects arising from Pauli exclusion,
the increase in kinetic energy and momentum resulting from the requirement for
wave function antisymmetry nonetheless ultimately result in an interaction which is
measured as a repulsive force in a DFM experiment. That is, the connection between
the change in kinetic energy and the total energy of the tip–sample system appears to
result in a measurable, and positive (i.e. repulsive), contribution to the frequency shift
due to the PEP. What is important to realise from the previous sections, however, is
that Pauli exclusion really is not comparable to other types of interparticle interaction.
In this sense, it is a phenomenon which is distinct from the four fundamental forces,
i.e. strong, weak, electromagnetic (in particular) and, if the graviton exists, gravity.

6.1 Intramolecular Imaging

Although DFM’s “sibling” technique, scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM), has
long been capable of submolecular resolution imaging, in the sense that molecular
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orbital density can be probed (see an earlier volume of this Springer series on Atom
and Single Molecule Machines [53]), only DFM is capable of resolving the
chemical framework or atomic structure of a molecule. This is because STM probes
orbital density only within a specific energy window (set by the potential difference
between the tip and sample), and in conventional tunnelling microscopy, therefore,
only the frontier molecular orbitals are accessible.15 The spatial distribution of the
frontier orbital density generally does not map onto the atomic positions and indeed
often bears very little relationship to the “ball-and-stick” models of molecules so
familiar to chemists and physicists.

As Giessibl has highlighted [54], however, DFM is not restricted to probing the
frontier orbital density and is sensitive to the total charge density. This is because
intramolecular forces depend on the total electron density, rather than the density of
states within a certain energy window [55]. The sensitivity of DFM to the total
electron density is particularly pronounced when in the Pauli exclusion regime of
imaging, i.e. at very small tip–sample separations. Figure 1 at the start of this
chapter shows very clearly that, unlike STM, DFM in this Pauli exclusion regime
produces images which are remarkably similar to the ball-and-stick structural
models of molecules.

On the basis of Fig. 3 (and related theoretical and experimental data), Moll et al.
[50] argue that there is a close connection between the charge density of a molecule
and the increase in electron kinetic energy due to Pauli exclusion. This assumes that
(a) the arguments regarding wave function curvature outlined in Sects. 4 and 5
provide an accurate model of electron–electron interactions at the tip–sample
junction, and (b) the dominant effect is the change in kinetic energy and that this
can be “deconvolved” from the overall response of the electron density as a
function of the tip–sample separation. They approximate the complicated rela-
tionship between the increase in kinetic energy and the separation of two atoms
with different nuclear charges (see Eq. 6 of their paper) as follows:

DEkinðzÞ ¼ AqsðzÞB ð11Þ

where z is the interatomic/intermolecular separation, qðzÞ is the sample charge
density at separation z, and A and B are two tunable parameters. As can be seen in
Fig. 3, this simple power law model, which involves no explicit consideration of the
probe, provides good agreement with experimental frequency shift images of a
3,4,9,10-perylenetetracarboxylic dianhydride (PTCDA) molecule. We also include
in Fig. 3, again from Moll et al.’s paper, a comparison of the charge density of the
PTCDA molecule with the increase in kinetic energy calculated using the simple
model of Eq. 11. There is again apparently good agreement, adding support to the
idea that DFM is sensitive to the total charge density of the system.

15In the scanning tunnelling hydrogen microscopy (STHM) [9–11] variant of STM mentioned
earlier, this constraint can be circumvented.
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What is not included in the model used to generate the simulated images in
Fig. 3—although Moll and co-workers deal with this point elsewhere [56]—is the
relaxation or bending of the CO molecule at the tip apex as it is moved across the
underlying PTCDA molecule. It turns out that this is an extremely important
contribution to the observation of intramolecular and intermolecular contrast in
DFM images and we will return to it in the final section.

6.2 Density Depletion

The modification of the curvature and spatial extent of the tip–sample wave
function due to Pauli exclusion produce extensive modification to the total electron
density of the system. A key aspect of this is the generation of regions of density
depletion. Baerends [40] discusses the importance of density depletion in the
context of the Ag–O bond where a substantial degree of Pauli exclusion-derived
depletion around the centre of the bond is observed.

As a more recent example in the context of DFM, a number of the authors of this
chapter have explored the importance of density depletion in the interpretation of
images taken in the Pauli exclusion regime. The molecular system we used is that
shown in Fig. 1g—a hydrogen-bonded assembly of naphthalenetetracarboxylic
diimide (NTCDI) molecules on a passivated silicon surface. Figure 4 shows a

Fig. 3 Comparison of a experimental frequency shift image and b a simulated frequency shift
image for a 3,4,9,10-perylenetetracarboxylic dianhydride (PTCDA) molecule calculated on the
basis of the Pauli exclusion-derived change in electron kinetic energy. c Charge density of a
PTCDA molecule at a given tip–sample separation. Compare with d the change in kinetic energy
at the same tip–sample separation. Figure adapted from Moll et al. [50]. © Institute of Physics
Publishing (2012)
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comparison of the total electron density for an NTCDI assembly versus the density
difference at a number of different z positions of the tip above a C–C bond
(Fig. 4a–c) and above an intermolecular region where hydrogen bonding is
expected [4]. Pauli exclusion results in strong tip-induced electron depletion above
both the intermolecular and intramolecular bond regions.

The most important insight to be derived from this analysis of density depletion
is that, as is always the case in any type of scanning probe experiment (and as is
well-understood across the SPM community), the influence of the tip on the
imaging process must always be carefully considered. Tip–sample interactions and
convolution have been an issue for STM since its invention, of course, but with the
advent of DFM imaging in the so-called Pauli regime, the probe can certainly no
longer be treated as just a perturbation of the electronic structure. The tip–sample
separation for the type of high-resolution images shown in Fig. 1 is such that the
repulsive Pauli component makes a strong contribution—the tip interacts heavily

Fig. 4 Total electronic density (TED) and electron density difference (EDD) calculated for an
NTCDI assembly plotted 100 pm above the molecular plane for a variety of different tip heights.
At each tip height in a simulated F (z) curve, the EDD was obtained by first calculating the TED
for (i) the isolated surface and (ii) the isolated NTCDI tip. These two densities were then summed
together and subtracted from the relaxed total density for the full system. The remaining quantity is
the EDD. This quantifies the fraction of charge which is redistributed due to the interaction of the
DFM tip and the NTCDI molecule. The TED (left) and EDD (right) are shown for an oxygen-
down NTCDI probe molecule at a–c the C–C location on an NTCDI molecule, and d–f at the
intermolecular H-bond location for the different tip heights specified in each figure. Figure from
Sweetman et al. [4]. © Nature Publishing Group (2014)
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with the underlying molecule adsorbed on the sample surface. In this sense, the
sample–tip apex system should be considered as one large molecule.

In the following, and final, section of this chapter, we will see just how important
a role the tip can play in generating high-resolution DFM images.

7 But Do We Really See Bonds?

A key “ingredient” in attaining intramolecular contrast in DFM is the passivation of
the tip apex. Gross et al. [1] first showed that CO was a particularly appropriate
molecule to use for imaging submolecular structure. (In the same paper, and in
subsequent work [57], they compared the imaging capabilities of CO with those of
other species adsorbed at the tip apex). Although deliberate functionalisation with
CO is certainly not necessary to obtain intra- (and inter-)molecular contrast [4],
carbon monoxide remains the molecule of choice at present for high-resolution
DFM.

It turns out that CO is very far from a rigid probe, however, and the tilting of the
molecule at the tip apex plays an essential role in the imaging process. The flexi-
bility of CO has been studied in some detail by a number of groups [1, 56, 58–60],
but it is a very recent paper [5], available only at the condensed matter arXiv at the
time of writing, on which we would like to focus here. This paper provides par-
ticularly telling insights into the extent to which the probe itself contributes to the
structure seen in molecular and submolecular images.

Hapala et al. [5] use an exceptionally simple, but remarkably powerful, model to
simulate DFM (and STHM [9–11]) images acquired either with a CO probe or with
any other type of tip apex. They represent the tip–sample geometry as shown in
Fig. 5 and account for interactions between the probe and sample molecule using
analytical Lennard–Jones potentials. It is very important to note that no account is
taken of intra- or intermolecular charge density in this model: the approach
adopted by Hapala et al. uses only the coordinates of the atoms within the molecule
under study—electron density due to bonding between those atoms is not incor-
porated in their model. In other words, the force field does not rely on the electron
density of the system. Although this might at first glance appear to be a rather crude
approach (as compared to, for example, modelling the system using an ab initio
method such as density functional theory), it is nonetheless the case that their
“stripped-down” model accurately reproduces the experimental data. This is the
acid test of any theory or simulation.

Figure 6 shows a comparison between experimental DFM images and the output
of Hapala et al.’s simulations for two systems comprising assemblies of
8-hydroxyquinoline tetramers and NTCDI molecules (as discussed above in the
context of Fig. 4), respectively. For both of these systems, intermolecular interac-
tions are mediated by hydrogen bonding. Note, however, how the sharp intra- and
intermolecular features in the simulated image of Fig. 6a agree extremely well with
those in the experimental data shown in Fig. 6b, despite the absence of any intra- or
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intermolecular charge density in the model. Figure 6c, d similarly shows a com-
parison between the “flexible tip” model and DFM images of a hydrogen-bonded
NTCDI assembly [4] taken by a number of the authors of this chapter. Again,
intramolecular and intermolecular features are observed in the simulated image,
despite the absence of any charge density due to covalent or hydrogen bonding.

It therefore would appear that the flexibility of the probe molecule plays a major
role in the imaging of intra- and intermolecular structure. But we have seen in
previous sections that there is also a close correspondence between images simu-
lated on the basis of an increase in electron kinetic energy due to Pauli exclusion
and the experimental frequency shift data [50]. Moreover, the intensity of intra-
molecular bonds as observed by DFM is related to the Pauling bond order [56], i.e.
the charge density. Similarly, the DFM images of de Oteyza et al. [2] clearly show a
pronounced difference between single, double and triple bonds. The key issue is
therefore the extent to which the response of the tip to interatomic and/or inter-
molecular charge density is a “first-order” versus “second-order” contribution to the
imaging mechanism, as compared to the flexibility of the probe. This is currently a
very active area of debate.

In order to explore the influence of tip relaxation on the DFM images of NTCDI
shown in Figs. 4 and 6, we (i.e. Sweetman et al. [4]) generated simulated images
using a variant of DFT where both the atomic geometry and the electronic structure
of the system were “frozen”. Despite the lack of probe relaxation, a weak feature at
the expected position of the hydrogen bond was observed. Nonetheless, another
question remains: to what extent might convolution of the tip’s electron density

Fig. 5 Schematic model of the tip–sample geometry used by Hapala et al. [5] in their analysis of
the origin of intra- and intermolecular contrast in DFM images. The final metal atom at the tip apex
and the “probe particle” are shaded in gold and cyan, respectively, with the underlying molecular
layer represented by the standard space-filling model. The coloured vectors show the various
forces on the tip: FTip;R (green) is the radial force; FTip;xy (red) is the lateral force; and FSurf

(yellow) is the force due to the sample molecules. (Ti and Tt refer to tunnelling processes not of
interest in this chapter.) Taken from Hapala et al. [5]
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with molecular charge density at the edge of a molecule account for the observation
of “intermolecular” features? In the supplementary information file associated with
their paper, Hapala et al. [5] suggest that this convolution effect could be as strong
as the interaction of the probe with any charge density due to an intermolecular
bond. This is an exceptionally important issue which needs to be addressed in a
timely fashion by the scanning probe microscopy community.

8 Conclusions

The history of the development of the PEP provides fascinating insights into just
how problematic it is to associate purely quantum mechanical concepts with clas-
sical “real-world” analogies. In this sense, it is a shame that Pauli’s Zweideutigkeit
term did not gain wider acceptance as it is a less misleading, albeit rather more

Fig. 6 a, b Comparison of a simulated DFM image of a hydrogen-bonded assembly of
8-hydroxyquinoline molecules (from Hapala et al. [5]) with the corresponding experimental DFM
image taken from Zhang et al. [3]. c Series of simulated frequency shift images at different
tip–sample separations, again from Hapala et al. [5], of NTCDI molecules using a (top row)
unrelaxed, and (bottom row) relaxed tip. d Experimental frequency shift image for comparison
(from Sweetman et al. [5])
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prosaic, description than “spin”. Similarly, when we describe the PEP as giving rise
to a repulsive force, we should bear in mind that the origin of the repulsion detected
in DFM is not at all adequately explained via classical analogies. The interaction
arises from the modification of the electrons’ momentum distribution due to the
increased curvature of the wave function imposed by the requirement for anti-
symmetrisation in fermion systems. Classical analogies will clearly fail.
Understanding the fundamental origin of the increased wave function curvature is
ultimate, as Feynman puts it in the quote at the start of this chapter, “deep down in
relativistic quantum mechanics”.

DFM provides us with direct access to the effects of Pauli exclusion on an atom-
by-atom and/or molecule-by-molecule basis, and with resolution comparable to the
spatial extent of a single chemical bond. This is a remarkable capability. At the time
of writing, it has been only five years since Gross et al. [1] pioneered the exploi-
tation of Pauli exclusion in force microscopy. As this variant of scanning probe
microscopy is therefore in its infancy, there is potentially immense scope for
detailed insights into the effects of the exclusion principle in a variety of atomic and
molecular systems. However, every probe microscope image—indeed, every image
(regardless of the technique used to generate that image)—is, at some level, a
convolution of the properties of the sample and those of the imaging system. In the
Pauli exclusion regime of dynamic force microscopy, this convolution can be
exceptionally strong. We therefore need to temper our enthusiasm for the acqui-
sition of ultra-high-resolution images with caution regarding the interpretation of
the data, as the examples included in this chapter clearly show.
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Mechanical and Electrical Properties
of Single Molecules

Thilo Glatzel

Abstract Molecular systems and devices are an strongly emerging technology.
Various devices are already available, while others are still under development. The
usage of molecules offers a great advantage to Si-based electronics, the functional
groups of the molecules are adoptable allowing to artificially generate a huge
variety of different properties and functionalities. However, the fundamental
requirements of molecular engineering are not fully developed yet, mainly well-
known molecules with limited functionality are used nowadays. To analyze and
create new molecular structures providing, for example, a very high extinction
coefficient while maintaining the chemical structure under environmental condi-
tions would allow to create new types of solar cell conversion devices. This chapter
introduces and reviews the research activities of the Nanolino-group at the
University of Basel in the active field of the usage of scanning probe microscopy
techniques to characterize the mechanical and electrical properties of molecular
assemblies down to single molecules.

Keywords Scanning probe microscopy � Single molecules �Molecular assemblies �
Insulators � KBr � NaCl

1 Introduction

Molecular electronics is based on the ultimate goal to use single molecules in
electronic devices [1–3]. A major challenge is to mechanically stabilize and elec-
trically decouple the molecules at and from a surface, respectively. Unfortunately,
these requirements are somehow contradictory, while most molecular assemblies
and single-molecular studies are done on metallic surfaces by scanning tunneling
microscopy (STM) [4–6], the electrically decoupling requires insulating films or
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substrates. Controlled growth procedures of single molecules on insulators are often
hindered by the weak, unspecific interactions between molecules and insulating
surfaces, which leads to surface diffusion and assembly of disordered aggregates.
Furthermore, insulating substrates require characterization approaches, which are
rather independent of the conductivity. One way is the usage of ultra-thin insulating
films which was shown to allow even orbital imaging by low-current STM [7]. An
alternative way is the usage of non-contact atomic force microscopy (nc-AFM) [8],
which cannot only image molecules on insulating films or bulk insulator surfaces
but is also able to determine mechanical and electrical properties at the submo-
lecular scale, e.g., [9–16]. Even vertical and horizontal manipulation processes as
well as measurements of single molecules on insulating surfaces at room temper-
ature are possible [17–21]. This process might also be important for molecular
electronics since molecules have to be arranged or contacts have to be moved to the
molecules. In a seminal work, Gross and co-workers [22] demonstrated that nc-
AFM is not only able to image single atoms and molecules, but is also able to detect
the charge state of adatoms on thin insulating films. The authors used bias spec-
troscopy measurements related to Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM) [23–25]
and determined the so-called local contact potential difference (LCPD) [26].

The achievements in scanning probe microscopy have tremendous consequences
for the field of molecular electronics [27]. Molecules can now be imaged down to
the submolecular level; even on insulating substrates, single metal atoms can be
manipulated to certain positions and act as electrical contact to the molecule; and
finally, the electrical and mechanical properties can be determined also under
external excitation. Figure 1 summarizes and illustrates these advances. As shown
in the figure, the AFM tip or an external excitation can alter the charge state of the

Fig. 1 A single molecule or molecular network on an insulator can be probed by the attachment of
metallic adatoms, where single electron charges can be excited by incident photons. Subsequently,
the charge transport can be investigated by the measurement of charge states of all the terminal
adatoms or directly within the molecule by scanning probe microscopy. Image adopted from [27]
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molecule which can afterward be measured by the change of the charge states of the
others terminals. This leads to a direct insight into the energy adsorption and
propagation of charges in the molecule or a molecular network. Such a change of
the charge state of a molecule is in principle an artificial way of a local chemical
reduction or oxidation process. Just recently, local Raman scattering measurements
at submolecular scale have been demonstrated [28].

In this chapter, the results in the field of advanced atomic force microscopy for
high-resolution detection and manipulation of single molecules done at the
University of Basel in the Nanolino-group [29] are summarized and discussed.
Started some years ago, porphyrin-type molecules were functionalized to allow the
stable adsorption of molecular assemblies on alkali halide surfaces (Sect. 2). The
formation, manipulation and even the contacting of such wires by non-contact atomic
force microscopy (nc-AFM) at room temperature were studied [11, 24, 30–33].
Finally, even a single truxene molecule could be stabilized at room temperature on a
KBr surface at a step edge [34, 35]. Section 3 summarizes results acquired by low-
temperature combined nc-AFM and STM measurements. At low temperatures, the
mobility of the molecules can be reduced so that local elasticity, manipulation, and
finally also the determination of electrostatic properties (Sect. 4) are possible [36–43].

2 Porphyrin-Based Molecular Assemblies

π-conjugated molecules such as porphyrins with tunable electronic properties are
appealing building blocks for the construction of functional materials with excep-
tional electrochemical and photophysical properties [44]. All porphyrins absorb
light in the visible range and therefore appear colored and are interesting candidates
for photovoltaic applications [45]. The chemical structure of a porphyrin molecule
is based on a macrocycle having four pyrrole rings cyclic linked by four methyne
groups to build an extended aromatic π-system with 18 π-electrons per core. The
core has a fourfold symmetry and can be augmented with functional groups in
many ways. Furthermore, the two hydrogen atoms in the middle can be substituted
by a metal atom (e.g., Fe, Mg, and Zn, …) having profound influence on the
electrochemical activity. This might also explain why porphyrin molecules are very
crucial building blocks in nature, e.g., the most important ones are involved in
photosynthesis and the transport of oxygen. In the metabolism of mammals, oxygen
is transported by red blood cells, the hemoglobin. The major part of it is the HEME
group, an iron-(II)-substituted porphyrin. The photosynthesis taking place in plants
uses chlorophylls which are magnesium-(II)-chlorin complexes with chlorin being a
porphyrin derivate. To allow photosynthesis, the porphyrins absorb red light
which is responsible for the green color of all plants [44].

The growth of ordered molecular structures on insulators was in the beginning
limited due to a lack of well-adapted molecules. By developing specific cyanophenyl
end groups and link them to the porphyrin core [46], these could be solved. In the
following, structural, mechanical, and electrical measurements of well-ordered
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nanostructures of meso-(4-cyanophenyl)-substituted Zn(II) porphyrin molecules
(inset of Fig. 2a) will be described. As substrates, mainly alkali halide single crystals
are used, which offer an easy-to-prepare, insulating, and atomically flat surface with
well-known properties.

The porphyrin assemblies are formed along step edges and along specific direc-
tions of KBr(100) and NaCl(100). Short molecular wires, ringlike structures, long
molecular wires (>250 nm), and oriented multiwires are observed by high-resolution
nc-AFM at room temperature. The measured intermolecular distances of 0.5–0.6 are
similar to natural and biomimetic light-harvesting structures and indicate π–π
stacking of the porphyrin rings. The immobilization of the porphyrin molecules is
due to electrostatic interaction between the cyanophenyl group and the ionic surface,
which yields stable, defect-free molecular aggregates [30, 31]. A similar behavior
was also found for porphyrins deposited on thin alkali halide films [47]. In contrast to
the parallel orientation of porphyrin molecules deposited on metal surfaces [48], they
are tilted on KBr by 35°–45°with respect to the surface. The electrical decoupling as
well as the stacking of these porphyrine wires are necessary requirements for the
application as light-harvesting structures. Such structures are based on the formation
of excitons along the wires and might be used in molecular electronics or machinery.
Furthermore, contacting by metal clusters [11, 24, 33], controlled cutting and
self-healing processes [32] have been observed and will be summarized.

2.1 Deposition of Porphyrins on Insulating Surfaces

In 2004, Nony et al. [9] showed the confinement of chloro-[subphthalocyaninato]
boron-(III) (SubPc) molecules in nanometer-sized pits on KBr(100) which were
related to the interaction of the molecular dipole (5.4D) with the electrostatic
corrugation of the surface. To enhance the molecule–molecule interaction while still

Fig. 2 a nc-AFM measurement of single atomic KBr step edges decorated with cyanoporphyrin
molecules (inset), size = 100 × 100 nm2. b Wire-like molecular structures which are stabilized by
an intermolecular interaction (π–π stacking) and directed electrostatic interaction with the alkali
halide substrate. c A high-resolution nc-AFM measurement (size = 22 × 22 nm2) shows single-
molecular resolution, while some molecules are already removed from the wire [30]
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providing a large molecular dipole moment, a special cyanoporphyrin molecule was
synthesized and the chemical structure is shown in the inset of Fig. 2a. The core of
the molecule is apolar, while the strong negative polarization of the nitrogen atom
induces a dipole moment of 0.36 D allowing to interact with the alternating charges
of the ionic surfaces. Porphyrin molecules tend to π–π stack allowing a reasonably
strong intermolecular interaction for the stabilization of self-assemblies [30].

Figure 2a shows an nc-AFM image of an electron-irradiated KBr(100) surface
[49, 50] at a constant frequency shift of Df = −20 Hz, after the evaporation of
cyanoporphyrin molecules. The structure of the irradiated pattern is still apparent,
and decorated steps are clearly visible. Atomic resolution was obtained on flat
terraces, inside the pits, and sometimes also close to the molecular structures
[11, 31, 47]. This large-scale topographical image highlights also that only the
straight step edges are decorated by porphyrins. As soon as the steps are rounded,
the molecular wire becomes interrupted. In Fig. 2b, c, more details about the
molecular wire itself are shown. In the lower part of Fig. 2c, an instability is
observed where part of the molecular wire is removed, revealing the KBr step
underneath it. A model of the molecular arrangement at the ionic step edges reveals
the strong intermolecular stacking combined with the electrostatic interaction
between the cyanophenyl groups and the alternating ionic potential at the step
edges. The two 3,5-di(tert-butyl)phenyl side groups of the molecule are determining
the tilting of the wire parallel and perpendicular to the step edge. Along one and two
monolayer step edges, single-molecular wires are found, while at higher steps,
disordered aggregates of molecules appear [47].

For larger step edges, disordered agglomerates of porphyrin molecules have
been observed. Figure 3a shows such agglomerates on a stepped KBr(100) surface
which acting as nucleation sites for ordered structures of parallel stacked wires.
These multiwires were found to be mainly oriented along the [110]-direction of the
KBr substrate. The number of parallel stacked wires can be controlled by the
deposition rate. Assemblies with sizes from a few parallel wires up to several
hundred nanometer wide structures are possible [31]. Figure 3b shows a high-
resolution nc-AFM image of such parallel molecular wires separated by
2.4 ± 0.2 nm. This separation corresponds to approximately five lattice spacings of
the substrate. In a work of Pšenčík et al. [51], distances between different bacte-
riochlorophyll stacks in natural chromosomes of 2.1–3.0 nm have been determined
which is in the same order of magnitude as observed by Maier et al. for the
porphyrin assemblies. However, unlike at the step edges in [100]-direction, the
intermolecular distance (0.56 ± 0.01) within a wire differs from the KBr lattice
spacing of 0.47 between two K+ ions along the [110]-direction. This indicates that
the dimensions of the molecule require a larger separation than the K+ intervals
provide. However, the partially negative-charged cyanophenyl groups are
forced into position by the alternating K+ and Br− ions along the step edges in
[100]-direction.

In [110]-direction, a positive potential well is formed by the potassium ions
which are not interrupted by bromide ions. This allows the cyanoporphyrins to
adjust to their thermodynamically preferred intermolecular spacing while stabilizing
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in the positive potential well along the K+ ions by the partial negative charge of the
cyano end groups. Figure 3c shows the proposed multiwire arrangement in
[110]-direction taking into account the sterical hindrance of the side groups and the
measured intermolecular distances. Compared to the wires at the step edges, the
angle between the porphyrin cores and the wire axis of the multiwires is enlarged to
(43°–45°). It was concluded that the multiwires are attached by the cyanophenyl
groups pointing downwards to the surface and the bulky side groups standing out
on one side as depicted by the asymmetric shape of the molecule in the high-
resolution image (Fig. 3b). Depending on the tilt angle of the stacks, monolayer
heights between 1.5 and 2.0 nm were measured.

We showed further that the direction of the wires can be controlled by the atomic
structure of the substrate so that complex molecular assemblies can be formed.
NaCl is chemically and physically similar to KBr and is therefore an interesting
sample to investigate the influence of the lattice distance of the substrate to the
molecular self-assemblies. The lattice constant of NaCl is 5.65 Å which is very
close to the spacing of 5.6 Å between the stacked molecules. An overview nc-AFM
topography image of the molecular assemblies on NaCl(100) is shown in Fig. 4a.
The step edges show no ordered molecular decorations and have no specific
direction; however, single-wire decoration as on the KBr(100) has been found
along steps in [100]-direction. Furthermore, a large amount of multiwires growing
across the terraces from kink sites at step edges was observed. A major difference
between the self-assemblies on KBr and NaCl is the formation of crossing
molecular carpets or networks of molecular wires which is shown in Fig. 4a. The
observed angles between the wires are 90° and 45° indicating a growth-oriented in
all major crystallographic surface directions. The shape and thickness of the
molecular structures do not differ along the 〈100〉 and 〈110〉 directions. The
intermolecular distance of 5.65 Å making the wires along the 〈100〉 directions on
NaCl more favorable compared to KBr and the molecules is most certainly
adsorbed at every sodium atom. Furthermore, wires along the 〈110〉 directions can
still grow from kink sites or wire junctions, which is depicted in Fig. 4b, c for the
structural models of KBr(001) and for NaCl(001).

Fig. 3 a nc-AFM topographical overview of atomic KBr step edges decorated with porphyrin
molecules and a molecular carped (multiwire) in [110] substrate direction. b Intramolecular
resolution of such a wire and parallel rows of the stacked molecules are visible. c Schematic model
of the molecular multiwire on KBr [31]
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2.2 Contacting Porphyrin Structures

The previous section showed the possibility to form and control the growth
direction of molecular wires along step edges and across terraces. A requirement in
molecular electronics is the contacting of such molecular structures with metal
contacts. Evaporated gold forms small clusters on KBr and NaCl with a visible
diameter of 2–10 nm and a height of roughly 1.5 nm. Figure 5a shows a mea-
surement of such Au clusters and molecular assemblies of porphyrin wires [24].
The zoomed area in (b) highlights one wire contacted at both ends by a gold cluster.
The LCPD [26] image in Fig. 5c resolves differences among the KBr surface, the
Au nanoclusters, and the molecular wire. Between the KBr surface and the Au
nanoclusters, differences of ≈250 mV and between Au nanocluster and the
molecular wire of ≈220 mV were measured. The local dipole moment of the
molecules defines the LCPD values at the wire which was measured to be
DVLCPD = 180 ± 20 mV.

The LCPD can be related to the difference in dipole moment densities (Δp) by
DVLCPD ¼ 1=e0Dp which results in 0.5 D nm2. Taking a molecule density of
0.72 nm−2 [31] results in an average dipole moment density difference per molecule
of 0.36 D. This is a reasonable value in comparison with the absolute dipole
moment of a single porphyrin of 4.37 D. However, the well-known averaging effect
[52] in KPFM measurements at very close proximity to the surface (<1 nm) has to

Fig. 4 a nc-AFM topography of the cyanoporphyrin molecular wires on NaCl. The molecular
wires are oriented along the [100]- and [110]-directions. Schematic views are depicted in b and
c [47]
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be considered and the absolute values can be assumed to be a lower limit for the
dipole moment.

Even so the molecular structures can be contacted by metal clusters, an electrical
readout is still not possible. The goal of the next study was therefore the electrical
contacting of such molecular porphyrin wires. For that purpose, electrodes using
nanostencil lithography (NL) were fabricated, which circumvents the use of resist
layers and etching steps [53]. Building up the molecular wires and metal electrodes
on a crystalline insulating layer required a complex sample fabrication, involving
several evaporation and annealing steps. The starting point was an n-doped (001)-
oriented GaAs wafer for subsequent use as a conductive substrate for the electrodes.
A NaCl layer having a thickness of approximately 2.5 nm (sufficient for efficiently
suppressing electron tunneling) was evaporated through a stencil mask. The por-
phyrin molecules and some Au cluster were evaporated onto the entire sample.
Metal electrodes were fabricated by using the same mask as used for NaCl evap-
oration, but with a lateral offset. This produced a metal pad that partly overlapped
with the NaCl pad. Electrical contact of the metal pad was established to the GaAs
substrate in the region without overlap with the NaCl layer. As electrode material
Cr was used, diffusion effects could be strongly minimized compared to Au elec-
trodes. To facilitate the contacting of molecular wires, dendritic apertures were cut
into the edge of the stencil membrane to form structured metal electrodes on the
NaCl layer (cp. Fig. 6a) [33].

Figure 6a, b shows the topography and the contact potential difference (CPD)
around an area near an electrode structure of such a sample, respectively. A mea-
surement with increased resolution of a porphyrin multiwire contacted on one side
by an Au cluster and on the other to the Cr electrode is shown in Fig. 6c. The wire
was approximately 100 nm long with a height of 1 nm. This multiwire was built up
from several individual molecular wires, as we deduced above, cp. Fig. 3. Taking
the width of approximately 10 nm into account, the multiwire consisted of 4–5

Fig. 5 nc-AFM measurements of porphyrin multiwires on Au-decorated KBr(100). a shows a
300 × 300 nm2 scan with various wires along the [110]-direction. b Topography and c LCPD
measurements give a closer look of the region (100 × 100 nm2) marked by a black frame in a. A
porphyrin multiwire assembly is formed between two Au clusters marked in b. The insets
(30 × 30 nm2) highlight details of the lower end of the wire [24]
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single-molecular wires. To test the conductivity distance, spectroscopy measure-
ments along the structure have been performed using the tip as the second electrode.
At each measurement point (red dots along the wire in Fig. 6c), the tip was moved
23.5 nm toward the surface, measuring frequency shift, amplitude, dissipation, and
current values. A sample bias voltage of Vbias = 2.5 V was applied. Above the Cr
electrode, a current of up to 40 pA was measured, whereas above the molecular
wire, no current could be detected. However, the molecular structure was com-
pletely damaged after the measurement (inset of Fig. 6c) most probably due to
entering the repulsive regime of the interaction forces during the spectroscopic
measurements. The measured onset of the current above the Cr electrode indicates
that the electrode was connected successfully via the GaAs sample and also that
such conductance measurements are in principle feasible.

2.3 Cutting and Regeneration of Porphyrin Structures

Already in the first measurement of porphyrin wires, it was observed that the
structures can be easily destroyed by the AFM tip (cp. Fig. 2c). Figure 7 shows a
series of topographical measurements of an intentionally deformed porphyrin
multiwire obtained by nc-AFM at room temperature with an amplitude of 5.0 nm at
a frequency shift of −5.1 Hz. In order to avoid accidental tip-induced modifica-
tions, the surface was scanned at a relatively large tip–sample distance
ðc ¼ �0:5 fN

ffiffiffiffi
m

p Þ. After Fig. 7a was obtained, the wire was cut by deactivating
the tip–sample distance controller eleven times at the indicated positions. The
multiwire was divided into three parts but surprisingly, in the next measurement,
shown in Fig. 7c, the wire grew, and the gap between the middle and upper parts

Fig. 6 a Cr electrodes are evaporated after the molecular wires on top of a NaCl thin film on a
GaAs substrate. The molecules were evaporated first, then the sample was annealed to 480 to
induce the formation of molecular wires, and finally, Cr electrodes were evaporated. b shows the
simultaneously acquired CPD image highlighting the different materials (DCPD = 720 mV).
Molecular wires were also found near the electrodes as highlighted by an arrow in c. Bias
spectroscopy was performed along the red dotted line, however the wire was destroyed afterward,
see inset image [33]
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became smaller, indicated with an arrow. Since no significant instability of the
cantilever oscillation was observed, the regeneration process seems not be related to
tip-induced modifications (i.e., deposition of molecules from the tip covered by
molecules). It is most likely that mobile molecules, existing on the KBr(100) sur-
face, self-assembled to close the gap in the wire. This behavior might be very
important to achieve highly robust and self-healing future molecular devices.

3 Mechanical Properties

A general strategy allowing immobilization of single molecules on an insulating
substrate at room temperature is a prerequisite for molecular electronics. In Sect. 2
the self-assembly and the stabilization of porphyrin molecules was presented. The
stabilization at room temperature occurred due to π–π interaction between the cores
of the molecules, while the substrate interaction controlled the absorption of the
assemblies on ionic surfaces [47]. To allow an even stronger molecule surface
interaction, stronger localized and directed dipole moments are necessary. Custom-
designed syn-5,10,15-tris(4-cyanophenylmethyl)truxenes (inset of Fig. 8a) contain
three flexible cyanobenzyl groups, possessing a large dipole moment, which
immobilizes even single molecules at specific sites of the ionic substrate allowing
them to be imaged by nc-AFM at room temperature [34].

Figure 8b shows molecular dynamics (MD) calculations of the truxene molecule
attached to a kink of a KBr step edge. The combination of the three flexible binding
groups interacting independently with the surface is crucial for anchoring and
enhances the binding energy at the kinks, while the molecules at the bare step edges
are at room temperature still mobile, leading to the fuzzy contrast in Fig. 8a. The
molecule–substrate interaction was even found to be large enough to restructure the
ionic surface providing anchoring sites for the single molecules. Figure 8c shows a
former rectangular KBr pit which was reconstructed while evaporating the truxene

Fig. 7 Intentional deformations of a porphyrin multiwire connected to an Au cluster
(90 × 90 nm2). a Before cutting with the AFM tip, b with two distinct cuts, and c self-healing
at room temperature [32]
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molecules to the surface [35]. So the mechanical properties such as elasticity and
mobility of molecules on the surfaces are crucial physical parameters to understand,
control and predict molecular self-assemblies for applications.

3.1 Elasticity of Single Molecules

Recently, atomic force microscopy has made remarkable progress in imaging
organic molecules allowing inner structure observations within molecules [15].
Although the atoms and bonds of flat molecules have been resolved, the study of
three-dimensional molecules such as C60 and the measurement of intrinsic
mechanical properties at the atomic level within a molecule is still challenging. We
presented submolecular resolution of the C60 molecule obtained by combined nc-
AFM and STM in 2011 revealing its chemical structure, describing unambiguously
the C60 orientations on the substrate as well as local elasticity measurements. The
same molecule was used by Gross and co-workers [54] to discriminate the bond
order of individual carbon–carbon bonds in polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons and
fullerenes. Moreover, three-dimensional spectroscopic measurements of the inter-
action force and the tunneling current above single molecules allowed us to obtain a
detailed insight in the observed contrast. By our technique, we could show site-
specific stiffnesses within the molecular structure which are related to the local
elastic properties of the fullerene structure and confirms its predicted robustness at
the atomic scale which is not possible by STM alone. Recently, the molecular
stiffness of a single CO molecule was determined with a similar setup [55].

Systematic three-dimensional (3D) spectroscopic nc-AFM measurements at 77
on C60 molecules being adsorbed on top of self-assembled C60 islands have been

Fig. 8 a Single truxene molecule (inset) stabilized at a kink of a KBr step edge. The fuzzy
contrast at the atomic step edge is induced by mobile molecules [34]. b MD calculations confirm
the attachment of the cyanobenzol groups to the kinks and the overall stabilization of the molecule.
c During deposition of the molecules, the surface of KBr is adopted to provide sufficient
adsorption sites for the molecules. Former rectangular pits are transformed to round-shaped
structures [35]
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performed [37]. Figure 9a, b illustrate the evolution of the 3D force field above a
single molecule Fz(x, y) at different tip–sample distances as well as a vertical cross
sections Fz(x, z) taken at the center of the molecule, respectively. For tip–sample
distances smaller than 200 pm, the detected contrast appears as a homogeneous
dark protrusion above the C60 and is induced by attractive forces of up to −70 pN.
Simultaneously, small tunneling currents of 10–20 pA have been detected. For
tip–sample distances smaller than 100, the observed contrast in the Fz(x, y) field
shows a local increase up to positive values with submolecular resolution. This shows
that a variation of the tip–sample distance of only 100 pm is sufficient to induce the
disappearance of the inner molecular structure during imaging. The inset of Fig. 9c
presents the constant-height force map of the closest tip–sample distance, which
reveals the chemical structure of the C60 with an edge between polygons on top of the
molecule. The deduced orientation of the C60 is just plotted below [37, 40].

The analysis of individual force curves is shown in Fig. 9c. Specific sites (see
right inset of Fig. 9c) corresponding to carbon sites (marked a–e) and the center of a
carbon ring (f) were analyzed. In region I and II, more far away from the surface,
the curves are nearly indistinguishable as expected for long-range attractive forces.
For tip–sample distances smaller than 100 pm (region III), differences induced by
the repulsive force regime have been observed. While the total interaction force
obtained in positions a and b reaches a maximal value of 550–570 pN, the value is
slightly lowered to about 460–500 pN due to a slightly larger tip–sample distance
for similar carbon sites c, d, and e. Finally, the center of the carbon ring (site f)
exhibits the smallest repulsive force of 390 pN.

The slopes of the force–distance curves in the repulsive force regime can be
interpreted as the local elastic properties appearing between the structure of the C60

molecule and the Cu-terminated tip. Above carbon atoms (sites a–e), this vertical

Fig. 9 a 3D force field Fz(x, y) acquired by nc-AFM at different tip–sample separations and
b Fz(x, z) cross section taken at the center of the molecule, revealing the contrast evolution with
respect to the tip–molecule distance z. Parameters, 1.1 × 1.1 × 0.5 nm3 with 60 × 60 × 128 data
points, Vtip = 300 μV, A = 60 pm [37, 40]
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force gradient is found to be 7–9 N/m, whereas above the center of the carbon ring
(site f), this value is lowered to 4 N/m. Since only a minor dissipation contrast was
detected, reveling a pure elastic interaction as well as a stiffer tip apex was assumed,
the observed site-dependent force variations have been related to submolecular
stiffness variations of the C60 structure.

Another example of the local deformation of a single molecule on a surface is
the study presented by Pawlak et al. [39]. H2TBCPP porphyrin molecules (chemical
structure in inset of Fig. 10a) were thermally evaporated on a cold Cu(111) sub-
strate (T = −190 K. Figure 10a shows individually adsorbed molecules oriented
along the [110]-direction or an equivalent symmetry direction (marked by circles).
The di-tert-butylphenyl groups of each molecule appear as bright protrusion, while
the di-cyanophenyl groups are darker which is described also for similar molecules
as saddle conformation (cp. Fig. 10b upper image) [57]. The two di-cyanophenyl
groups are slightly rotated compared to the molecular center leaving one carboni-
trile group closer to the Cu(111) substrate than the other and resulting in two
enantiomers as shown in the lower part of Fig. 10b.

The submolecular elastic properties of this molecule have been studied again by
combined 3D force and tunneling spectroscopy at low temperatures (T = 4.8 K).
The frequency shift data set revealed four distinct submolecular regions at the
periphery of the molecule with a strong positive frequency shift, the rest of the
values is negative hence still in the attractive force regime. These points can be
related to the carbonitrile groups of the porphyrin molecule. The forward and
backward data sets revealed a strong hysteresis in these areas (transition 1–2). The
same phenomenon is visible in the tunneling current channel, showing an abrupt
jump to higher currents. The corresponding distance-dependent Δf and It curves are
shown in the upper panel of Fig. 10c. Both curves clearly indicate a hysteresis loop
at the point of closest tip–sample distance between the forward and backward scan,
while further away they match perfectly. Therefore, tip changes can be excluded as
well as a strong influence by repulsive forces.

Fig. 10 a STM topography in constant current mode of H2TBCPP on Cu(111) showing
individually adsorbed porphyrin molecules oriented along three directions of the substrate
(circles). b Schematic view of the saddle conformation and STM images of the two enantiomers
[56]. c Individual approach–retract curves taken above a single nitrogen atom and the determined
vertical extension as well as the tip–sample stiffness during the switching process [39]
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The oscillation amplitude used in this studies was A = 40–60 pm and the hys-
teretic behavior was attributed to the formation of a junction between the
Cu-terminated tip and the N atom of the targeted carbonitrile group. Upon retrac-
tion, the bond formation is strong enough to lift the carbonitrile group (transition 2–
3). Within this region, the tunneling current slightly decreases, because the car-
bonitrile group is disconnected from the surface and lifted up. At the same time, the
frequency shift increases in a discontinuous manner, suggesting a strong tip–mol-
ecule interaction. The jump back to the initial curve shape (point 3) indicates that
the molecule recovers its initial state in the saddle conformation. The vertical lifting
process happens independently of the targeted carbonitrile group and is fully
reversible.

To extract the local stiffness kts of this submolecular contact, the length of the
hysteresis loop (z-distance between point 2 and 3) as well as the maximum fre-
quency shift were determined in a statistical analysis. The vertical extension as well
as the stiffness is plotted in the lower diagrams of Fig. 10c. Both histograms have
two pronounced peaks (a and b) attributed to two different lifting processes, one for
a carbonitrile group which initially have been more far away from or closer to the
surface, respectively. The maximum stiffness determined for these two distinct
contacts is kts(a) = 2.9 N/m and kts(b) = 2.0 N/m.

3.2 Manipulation of Single Molecules

Directed molecular manipulation is a key step toward the understanding of
molecular electronics as well as to build up single-molecular devices. To initiate
and control molecula motion on a surface mechanical, chmical, or electrical
interactions are used. However, as was described in Sect. 3.1, elasticity of
molecular structures plays a major role in all diffusion processes. In response to the
just above discussed local tip–sample force, the molecular structure is elastically
deformed and leads finally also to a controlled rotation [37, 39].

If the tip is approached slightly further (20 are sufficient!) compared to the sep-
arations that induce only an elastic deformation, the bond between the carbonitrile
group and the Cu tip apex is sufficiently strong to induce a rotation of the molecule by
60°. However, the exact lateral position of the tip is important for the strength of the
interaction and the bond might already not be strong enough anymore to induce the
rotation. The target area for a clockwise rotation is highlighted by the red area in
Fig. 11a. The rotation direction depends on the targeted carbonitrile group, for a
clockwise rotation the red areas, while for an anticlockwise direction the green areas
have to be approached by the tip. An example of both rotation directions is shown in
the overview images in Fig. 11b. For all adsorption directions and enantiomers, this
behavior was found to be valid success rate of 75 % [39].

Some details about this manipulation process can be gained by analyzing
the respective distance-dependent measurements as presented in Fig. 11c.
The tunneling current plotted in the upper diagram shows again the discussed
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abrupt jump when contacting tip and molecule. However, the hysteresis is strongly
distorted due to the rotation. For the frequency shift and the dissipation, significant
features are visible in the retraction curves. The hysteresis in the frequency shift
channel is extended, while the dissipation rises up to values of ≈40 meV/cycle. This
peak in the backward dissipation signal is one of the main characteristics of a
successful and force-induced rotation process. Similar to the elastic deformation, a
junction is formed between the tip apex and the molecule upon approach. During
retraction, first the di-cyanophenyl group is lifted up; however, the bond is stronger
and the group is lifted up further. Upon this process, the second carbonitrile group
is partly detached from the surface and laterally moved to a neighboring equivalent
adsorption site. This detachment gives rise to stochastic changes of the tip–sample
interaction and therefore to an increase of the frequency shift and the dissipation.
Upon retraction of the tip and breaking of the tip–carbonitrile bond, the molecule
relaxes to the new equilibrium position.

Another important manipulation process is a lateral manipulation of molecular
structures for understanding their mechanical properties. The most fundamental and
clean approach to understand these properties is a single-molecular wire pulled off a
surface measured with atomic-scale resolution. Just recently, Kawai et al. [21]
presented a study of the mechanical behavior of in situ polymerized fluorene wires
with a length of 10–100 by pulling individual wires with a tip of a low-temperature
nc-AFM. Figure 12a shows an Au(111) surface covered by molecular wires
deposited by polymerization of a dibromoterfluorene (DBTF) precursor, schemati-
cally presented in the lower part of Fig. 12b [58]. The chemical structure and a high-
resolution image of one end of the wire is shown in the inset. Most of the wires are
physisorbed along the fcc stripes of the Au(111) herringbone structure at 4.8.

Fig. 11 a STM images showing a single rotation of a H2TBCPP molecule on Cu(111), the white
arrow shows the used position of the z spectroscopic curve for the clockwise rotation (red areas).
Counterclockwise rotations can be induced at green areas. b Images of successive manipulation
processes. c Typical distance-dependent curves of the tunneling current, the frequency shift, and
the dissipation leading to a molecular rotation [39]
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By contacting the AFM tip to one end of the wire and pulling it up, the frequency
shift at the resonance of the tuning fork sensor was recorded (Fig. 12c). The mea-
sured periodic variations of the force gradients correspond to the step-by-step
detachment of fluorene units as shown by the schematic model in Fig. 12b.
Calculations based on an extended Frenkel–Kontorova model reproduced the
measured mechanical behavior and revealed that the stick forces and energy barriers
are almost independent of the unit being detached.

All the presented examples demonstrate that the mechanical behavior of single
molecules as well as low-dimensional molecular assemblies on surfaces can be
characterized with atomic-scale precision in a control manner by high-resolution
nc-AFM measurements.

4 Electrical Properties of Single Molecules

Also the electronic properties of single-molecular adsorbates play a decisive role in
many fundamental processes as for instance in catalysis [59, 60], organic photo-
voltaics [61], and particularly also in molecular electronics. The adaptation of the
energy alignment and local charging processes significantly modify the electronic
structure of both the molecule and substrate. Combined nc-AFM and STM offers
not only to image the topographical structure down to the atomic scale and measure,
and manipulate mechanical properties as shown in the sections before, but also to
determine local electronic properties such as the local work function or charge
density. One of the major advanced microscopy techniques allowing to determine
such properties is called KPFM [62]. In this section, we will just briefly introduce

Fig. 12 a Constant current STM measurement of the polymerized DBTF molecules to
polyfluorene chains on an Au(111). The inset shows a zoom-in STM image near one end of a
molecular chain. A schematic drawing of a physical model while pulling up the molecular chain as
well as the DBTF molecule during the polymerization process is shown in b. c Experimental
frequency shift data measured while retracting the tip after contacting and pulling a chain and
calculated force gradient [21]
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some recent studies focusing on submolecular resolution allowing to determine
intramolecular charge densities.

Figure 13 shows the structure and local electronic properties of copper phtha-
locyanine (CuPc) molecules [inset of (a)] adsorbed on a metallic Cu(111) substrate,
either directly, or on top of a decoupling NaCl bilayer [56, 63]. A comparison of
these strongly and weakly interacting systems allows to directly conclude on
structural distortions and charge distributions within the single molecules. While
CuPc exhibits a fourfold D4h symmetry in the gas phase, it is reduced to twofold
D2h symmetry by the adsorption on the metal surface, resulting in three different
orientations on the Cu(111) substrate. For metal phthalocyanine molecules, it is
assumed that an electron transfer from the metal surface to the molecule takes place
[64, 65]. For CuPc on Cu(111), the overall charge transfer is assumed to be two
electrons [66, 67]. However, in the presence of a NaCl bilayer, this charge transfer
is affected and the electronic structure of the molecule remains nearly as in its gas
phase [7].

In Fig. 13b, constant tunneling current images and DFT simulations of a single
CuPc molecule adsorbed on a 2ML NaCl on Cu(111) (top) and bare Cu(111)
(bottom) are shown. The fourfold symmetry for the molecule on the NaCl bilayer is
as expected preserved indicating rather weak molecule–surface interactions. The
DFT-calculated adsorption geometry in the lowest energy configuration reveals that
in the energetically most favorable conformation, the central Cu atom is placed
above a Cl− ion. Due to the coinciding fourfold symmetry of the NaCl layer and the
molecule, all four benzopyrrole rings are located at equal adsorption sites. The
reduced twofold symmetry, one pair of opposing benzo-pyrrole rings appears
brighter than the other, of the CuPc molecule on the bare Cu(111) surface is clearly
visible in the measurement below. The combination of the sixfold symmetry of the
Cu(111) and the fourfold symmetries of the molecule resulting in a twofold sym-
metry of the combined system which is also visible in the DFT calculations.

Fig. 13 a STM constant current image of CuPc molecules (inset) on Cu(111), three
different orientations have been observed. b High-resolution constant current images and DFT-
calculated adsorption geometries of CuPc on 2ML NaCl on Cu(111) (top) and bare Cu(111)
(bottom). c LCPD showing intramolecular resolution of both configurations obtained by bias
spectroscopy [63]
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To determine the local electrostatic potential and the distribution of charge inside
these two setups, 3D local bias spectroscopy measurements have been performed.
The mapping of the LCPD as a function of the lateral position above the surface at
constant height allows to obtain subnanometer scale LCPD values which can
directly be connected with the local dipole moments induced by the local electric
field between tip and molecule/surface. Figure 13c shows the LCPD of both setups
the one on the NaCl bilayer again in the upper row. The contrast above the mol-
ecule is shifted to lower LCPD values compared to the substrate, and the overall
maximal shift is ≈ 80 mV for the molecule on the NaCl and only ≈10 mV on the
bare Cu(111). However, the central Cu atom of the CuPc appears at more positive
LCPD values than the benzopyrrole rings. The major difference of the CuPc
adsorbed on Cu(111) beside the overall lower contrast is the completely broken
symmetry in between the benzopyrrole rings. While the two rings along the red line
feature similar contrast, one of the rings along the blue line features brighter
contrast than the other.

A more negative LCPD value corresponds in the used setup to a more negative
charge at the surface, here the benzopyrrole rings. For the CuPc on the NaCl layer,
the charge distribution between the center Cu atom and the four benzopyrrole rings
seems to be preserved, while the surface–molecule interaction in the case of the Cu
(111) sample reduces this charge contrast by a different adsorption geometry but
also by a charge transfer between them. The asymmetry within the LCPD contrast
for CuPc on Cu(111) could also be proven by DFT calculations and is based on the
fact that one benzopyrrole ring adsorbs above a fcc—while the other one above a
hcp—hollow site. This gives rise to different molecule–substrate interactions at the
two positions, and hence to different charge densities.

Another study was performed on a functionalized phenylethynylbenzene mol-
ecule (FFPB) providing an electron-donating and electron-accepting group (see
inset in Fig. 14) [42]. The molecule was self-assembled on an Au(110)-(1 × 2)

Fig. 14 a Frequency shift image of a donor–acceptor molecule (FFPB, inset chemical structure)
self-assembled on Au(110)-(1 × 2). b Side and top views of the relaxed molecule on the Au
substrate using DFT. c A 3D bias voltage-dependent measurement revealed the frequency shift and
the LCPD measured with an Au tip [42]
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surface forming one-dimensional supramolecular structures. Figure 14a shows the
complex chemical structure in the frequency shift image revealed by atomic force
microscopy. It was observed that a major stability requirement of these self-
assemblies is the formation of directional hydrogen bonds. A comparison of
detailed geometrical deformations of the molecule on the substrate with density
functional calculations is in perfect agreement with the measurements
(cp. Fig. 14b). Furthermore, detailed bias spectroscopy measurements have been
carried out providing the intramolecular charge distribution and allowed to identify
the fluoro-substitution sites of each molecule. The data have been acquired by
fitting the measured bias spectroscopy data to a parabola and calculating the LCPD
and the corresponding frequency shift as shown in Fig. 14c. The LCPD contrast is
governed by the local dipole and charge state, and the strongly electronegative
fluorine atoms induce stronger local dipoles than the CH bonds. Therefore, the
direction of each molecule could unambiguously be determined. However, the
dipole of this molecule is located mainly parallel to the surface and the variations
only appear due to the geometrical distortions and are influenced by the substrate
interaction.

5 Summary

The presented results show that scanning probe microscopy techniques serve as
unique investigation tools concerning fundamental questions related to molecules
on surfaces. The deposition of molecules on insulating surfaces was demonstrated,
and the in-detail characterization of the mechanical properties revealed a clear
picture of the adsorption and stabilization process. Molecules with functionalized
groups have been sensitized and allow together with an appropriate substrate the
controlled growth of single molecules and various assemblies. The electrical
characterization at the molecular scale is still in progress and a very active research
field. However, the presented results already allow to determine intramolecular
charge transfer processes and might also lead to the development of new functional
molecules. Future studies include the simultaneous excitation by visible light to
study also optically induced charge transfer processes within single molecules.
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Atom Manipulation Using Atomic Force
Microscopy at Room Temperature

Y. Sugimoto, M. Abe and S. Morita

Abstract Atomic force microscopy (AFM) has demonstrated its capabilities as a
nanotechnology tool. These capabilities include imaging/characterizing individual
atoms on various surfaces and manipulating atoms and molecules. Here, we report
how atom manipulation works on a well-known semiconducting surface,
Si(111)-(7 × 7). To quantify the stochastic behavior of atom manipulation at room
temperature (RT), atom hopping probabilities with various tip–surface distances are
derived. The different hopping processes of Si adatoms have different tendencies in
the probability plots. More remarkably, the ability of atom manipulation strongly
depends on the AFM tip used. Tips can be characterized by their interaction force
with surface Si adatoms. Force spectroscopic measurements combined with atom
manipulation clarified that the ability to manipulate atoms is correlated with
maximum attractive chemical bonding force with surface Si adatoms. Knowing the
degree of chemical reactivity on the tip apex used for manipulation is key to
enhancing the efficiency of the manipulation process occurring on semiconductor
surfaces.
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1 Introduction

The ability to manipulate individual atoms on a surface is a remarkable feature of
scanning probe microscopy [1]. Artificial nanostructures have been constructed for
technological, physical, and chemical experiments using scanning tunneling
microscopy (STM) at cryogenic temperatures [2–6]. Sophisticated atom positioning
is usually controlled by the tiny force between the apex of the tip and the target
atom on a surface [7].

Atomic force microscopy (AFM), the working principle of which is based on the
detection of the tip–sample interaction force, has been developed as a versatile tool
for imaging various surfaces, including insulator surfaces and organic molecular
systems. The invention of a frequency modulation technique meant that atomic
resolution could be routinely obtained [8]. The shift of frequency (Δf) from the
resonance frequency (f0) of an oscillated cantilever is detected for measurement of
the tip–surface interaction force [9, 10]. One of the central analytical techniques in
AFM is site-specific force spectroscopy measuring Δf with the tip–surface distance
[i.e., Δf(z)]. The interaction force between the atoms of the tip apex and individual
surface atoms can be quantified by conversion from Δf(z). Since the first demon-
stration of quantification of a single chemical bonding force on the Si(111)-(7 × 7)
surface [11], various applications have used force spectroscopy with atomic reso-
lution, including chemical identification by maximum attractive covalent bonding
force [12, 13], direct estimation of magnetic exchange force [14, 15], and clarifi-
cation of the fundamental relationship between current and chemical force [16, 17].
Extension of the dimensionality of the measured force field has been also devel-
oped. One can obtain a 3D force map by acquiring Δf data in the volume on
surfaces and converting it to a force map. There are many reports of force mapping
measured on metal surfaces [18, 19], semiconductor surfaces [20–22], insulator
surfaces [23–27], and molecules [28–33]. AFM has evolved from a surface imaging
tool to a mapping tool for visualization of the force field on surfaces.

In addition to imaging and force spectroscopy, we have demonstrated that atom
manipulation can be performed using AFM at large cantilever oscillation ampli-
tudes [34–40]. Our first study of mechanical vertical manipulation using AFM was
reported in 2003 [34]. We demonstrated that single Si adatoms can be extracted
from the Si(111) surface reproducibly at low temperature (LT). Such vertical atom
extraction is illustrated in Fig. 1a. A demonstration of lateral atom manipulation on
a Ge surface at LT was published in 2005 [35]. Lateral manipulation means that
single atoms residing on a surface are manipulated laterally (see Fig. 1d). Shortly,
thereafter, we showed atom manipulation and assembly at room temperature (RT).
This AFM manipulation achieved precision similar to that reported in LT manip-
ulation using STM [36]. To avoid thermal diffusion at RT, we used a novel tech-
nique, called interchange lateral atom manipulation. In this method, the positions of
two different elements are exchanged in the plane of a semiconducting alloy sur-
face, as shown in Fig. 1e. In 2008, we discovered yet another interchange
manipulation, called interchange vertical atom manipulation [38]. In this new
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vertical manipulation, atoms on the tip apex are vertically exchanged with surface
atoms as shown in Fig. 1b. This process is reproducible enough to engineer
nanostructures on surfaces at RT. Interchange vertical/lateral atom manipulation
allows us to construct planer nanostructures by rearranging two different adatom
species on semiconductor surfaces at RT, as shown in Fig. 1c, f, respectively [36,
38]. These techniques at RT are highly promising for atom-by-atom construction of
nanodevices able to operate in ambient conditions.

Moreover, using AFM, it is possible to investigate the interaction force asso-
ciated with mechanical atom/molecule manipulation [18, 37, 38, 41–43]. Ternes
et al. [18] measured the force required to move a metal adsorbate on a metallic
surface using a quartz cantilever oscillated at sub-angstrom amplitude. Lateral
manipulation of metal adsorbates is dominated by the lateral force only, indepen-
dent of the vertical force. This result is in contrast to manipulation mechanisms
proposed on the semiconducting surface where the vertical force plays an important
role in atom movement by reducing the energy barrier [37]. The relation between
mechanical atom manipulation and measured tip–surface interaction force, as well
as the role played by the tip, is still open questions.

Fig. 1 Four different types of atom manipulation and atom letters. a Illustration of vertical atom
manipulation; b interchange vertical atom manipulation; d lateral atom manipulation; and
e interchange lateral atom manipulation. c The symbol ‘Si’ assembled by interchange vertical
manipulation at RT [38], and f the symbol ‘Sn’ assembled by interchange lateral manipulation at
RT [36]
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In this study, we combine the capability of AFM to manipulate single atoms at
RT with force measurement techniques. The relation between tip reactivity and
ability of the tip to move atoms is systematically investigated on the Si(111)-(7 × 7)
surface.

2 Experimental Procedure

We used an ultrahigh vacuum AFM operated at RT. Commercial Si cantilevers with
first resonant frequency of the order of 100 kHz were used. The tip apex was cleaned
with an Ar ion sputtering in an ultrahigh vacuum. A homebuilt interferometer was
used to detect the cantilever deflection, as shown schematically in Fig. 2. Note that a
cantilever deflection sensor based on the optical interferometer enabled us to mea-
sure the tip–sample interaction force with high sensitivity [44]. In addition,
decoupling of the force and tunneling current signals were guaranteed, which is
essential for reliable simultaneous AFM/STM measurements [17, 22, 45–47].

Control of cantilever oscillation with constant amplitude and frequency mea-
surements was performed using PLL-based commercial electronics. Cantilevers
with a typical spring constant of 10–50 N/m were oscillated at a 10 nm order of
oscillation amplitude to avoid jump into contact [48]. The tip–surface distance was
regulated by feedback of the shift in the cantilever’s first mechanical resonant
frequency to the distance piezo. A commercial digital scanning controller was used
for AFM scanning, force spectroscopic experiments, and atom manipulation
experiments [49].

We used Si(111) samples of cut Si wafer for our atom manipulation and force
spectroscopy experiments. The Si(111)-(7 × 7) surface was obtained by direct-
current heating with vacuum pressure kept below 1 × 10−10 Torr. The sample was
flashed up to 1200 °C, followed by annealing.

Fig. 2 Schematic views of our cantilever-based AFM setup: a topographic scan mode; and
b constant height scan mode
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3 Manipulation of Si Atoms at Room Temperature

Although precise atom assembly was realized even at RT by the interchange lateral/
vertical atom manipulation method, the manipulation mechanism on semicon-
ducting surfaces at RT was not clear. Since the atom exchange process is com-
plicated, we began by investigating lateral movement of the surface Si adatoms on
the Si(111)-(7 × 7) surface by tip interaction. It was challenging to laterally
manipulate single atoms that adsorbed on the surfaces at RT because of unwanted
thermal diffusion. We found, however, that Si adatoms could be laterally manip-
ulated toward a vacancy of adatom with high precision, even at RT [37, 39, 50].
Such vacant adatom positions were used as an open space toward which Si adatoms
were manipulated.

Several AFM images of the same location on the Si surface are shown in
Fig. 3a–h, which demonstrates manipulation of Si adatoms. The gray arrow in
Fig. 3a indicates the vacancy created by vertical manipulation to supply a marker.
An Si adatom vacancy was created by the mechanical atom extraction technique
[34]. The procedure for this is given as follows. First, we scanned the Si(111)-
(7 × 7) surface by AFM and selected a surface region that was suitable for atom
manipulation experiments near the center of a terrace. The AFM scan was then
stopped, and the tip was positioned over the Si adatom to be removed. After the
feedback for the regulation of the tip–surface distance was deactivated, the tip
approached the surface by a certain small displacement and then retracted to the
original height. The feedback loop was then reactivated, and an AFM scan was
carried out to check that atom extraction had been successful. The controlled
indentation procedure was repeated with gradual increments of displacement until a
Si adatom vacancy was successfully created. If the tip state became unstable after
atom extraction, the tip was laterally moved to a different surface area, typically
10 nm away from the created vacancy site, and changed by intentional tip–surface
contact or by AFM scanning under close tip–surface distances until the tip state was
stabilized. When clear atomic resolution was obtained and the tip state was stable
such that no further tip changes occurred during scanning, even under close
tip–surface distances, the tip was brought to the area where the vacancy was created
and an AFM topographic image was obtained over this region.

The white triangles in the images of Fig. 3a–h show an equivalent faulted half-
unit cell, including the second vacancy created. In this triangle, Si adatoms were
manipulated. The lateral manipulation of Si adatoms resulted in a change in the
vacancy position, imaged as dark. The Si adatoms were manipulated along the
dimer rows (along the sides of a triangle) in Fig. 3a–f. The atom could be also
manipulated across the half-unit cell, as shown in Fig. 3f–h. In this manipulation,
we were able to put a Si adatom on an unusual adsorption site (called an M site). An
Si adatom adsorbed on the M site stably, such that the Si atom could be imaged by
AFM within the experimental timescale under a weak tip–surface interaction.
Figure 3g shows the AFM image of the artificial configuration. The vacancy is split,
and three Si adatoms align horizontally in the half-unit cell. The atom configuration
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of this artificial structure is schematically illustrated in Fig. 3i. The manipulated Si
adatom sits in a T4 site near the center of the half-unit cell and forms bonds to an
original surface rest atom.

These manipulations were performed using a vector scanning method in which
the tip–sample distance feedback was closed, i.e., the topographic mode (see
Fig. 2a). The procedure performed between Fig. 3d and e is shown in Fig. 3d. A Si
adatom on a corner site (Co) was laterally manipulated to a center adatom site (Ce)
by the method described below. After the initial image (Fig. 3d) was acquired, the
scan area was reduced and the scan angle was rotated, as shown by the dotted
rectangle. By the rotation of the scan angle, the fast scan direction coincided with

Fig. 3 a–h AFM topographic images showing lateral manipulations of Si adatoms on the Si(111)-
(7 × 7) [37]. The gray arrow in a indicates a missing adatom vacancy created by vertical
manipulation for a marker. The acquisition parameters are f0 = 162,295.8 Hz, A = 282 Å, and
k = 28.7 N/m. Frequency shift set points for imaging (Δfimage) and manipulation (Δfmove) were −3.9
and −5.1 Hz, respectively. Si adatom can be put into an unusual metastable site, as shown in i,
which is a stick and ball model that displays the atomic configuration
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the line above the Si adatom to be manipulated and the vacancy. The fast scan
direction was set to be one way, indicated by the black arrow, and the slow scan
started from the top right of the dotted rectangle. When the slow scan line reached
the line that included the vacancy, it was stopped and scanning on the same line was
repeated. The Δf set point was then increased to be more negative, and the averaged
tip–surface distance during line scans was decreased. Under a certain threshold
distance, the Si adatom was manipulated toward the vacancy. After the signature of
the atom movement appeared in the topographic signal, the averaged tip–surface
distance was restored by setting the Δf set point to the original value. The final
image shown in Fig. 3e indicated that the Si atom had been successfully manipu-
lated toward the vacancy.

These manipulations were categorized into the pulling mode. Si adatoms were
moved by the attractive force (negative Δf). First principle calculations [37] shed
light on the details of the mechanism. The chemical interaction force reduces the
potential energy barrier, resulting in a thermal hop of the adatom toward an adjacent
vacancy site. In contrast to typical lateral manipulation on metal surfaces [18], the
vertical force plays a role in manipulation in our Si system. The tip pulls the target
Si adatom up by the vertical component of the attractive force. Due to the vertical
relaxation of Si adatoms, the bonds with the backbond atoms are weakened, which
contributes to the barrier reduction. We believe that the proposed interpretation is
characteristic of semiconductor surfaces.

4 Relationship Between Atom Manipulation
and the Measured Force

To further quantify the manipulation process and investigate the effect of the
reactivity of the tip apex on the manipulation, we combined force spectroscopy and
constant height manipulation using the same tips. Before the lateral atom manip-
ulation on the Si(111)-(7 × 7) surface, force spectroscopic measurements were
carried out to characterize tip apex reactivity. We applied atom tracking to position
the tip just above the adatom for site-specific force spectroscopy [51]. For quan-
titative atom manipulation experiments, it is necessary to precisely adjust the scan
line just above the vacancy and the manipulated adatoms. To accomplish this at RT,
the tip was first positioned above another Si adatom that was also above the line but
in a different half-unit cell by atom tracking. After measurement of the drift velocity
during atom tracking, thermal drift was compensated by the feedforward controller
[20]. Successive line scans were then carried out above the vacancy and the
manipulated Si adatoms in the [1 −1 0] direction (the left-right arrow), as illustrated
in Fig. 4a. The scan direction was precisely aligned parallel to the [1 −1 0] direction
by a versatile scan controller [49]. More importantly, the tip was scanned at con-
stant heights by switching off the feedback control for the tip–surface distance to
make statistics at each tip–surface distance. During constant height scanning, the
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Δf signal was recorded (see Fig. 2b). This scanning mode is indispensable for
reducing the risk of a tip crash during atom manipulation. The slope of the Δf
(z) curves above the adatom sites changes the polarity at the tip–surface distances
where atom hopping probability is large, because the long-range force is relatively
small for sharp Si tips.

Figure 4c1–h2 shows the Δf images of the constant height line scans on the Si
(111)-(7 × 7) surface. The horizontal arrows in Fig. 4a indicate the scan line. Each
image in Fig. 4c1–h2 shows theΔf signal at a constant height vector scan, so the bright
stripes correspond to individual Si adatoms. Discontinuity and intermittent patterns
reflect atom hopping processes caused by interaction with the tip. The fast scan
direction from left to right is shown in (c1–h1) and right to left is shown in (c2–h2). All
images in Fig. 4 were acquired using the same tip. From (c1, c2) to (h1, h2), the

Fig. 4 Quantitative manipulation of Si adatoms at RT [50]. a A ball and stick model of a half-unit
cell in the Si(111)-(7 × 7) surface. Single vacancy is illustrated on a Ce site. The theoretically
found atom hopping path (Co→ H3 →M) is shown in the rectangle. The horizontal left and right
arrows indicate the direction of the vector tip scanning for manipulation at constant height. The tip
was successively scanned above the line of the arrows, connecting a vacancy and manipulated
adatoms. b Two selected line profiles of Δf images from the constant height scan. c1–h2 Constant
height Δf images at different tip–sample distances. The fast scan direction is from left to right
(c1–h1) and right to left (c2–h2). Corresponding distances for the Δf images: c1, c2 z = 0.21 Å; d1,
d2 z = 0.12 Å; e1, e2 z = 0.02 Å; f1, f2 z = −0.17 Å; g1, g2 z = −0.31 Å; and h1, h2 z = −1.16 Å.
Here, the z values were defined from the force curves in Fig. 5a; i.e., z = 0 corresponding to
maximum attractive force. Both line profiles in b were extracted from e1 and so were acquired with
the same parameters. The profile with symbols of black triangles does not show the signature atom
hopping. On the other hand, in the profile with red circles, we can see the signature atom hop from
a left Co site to an M site, followed by a successive jump to a Ce site
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tip–surface distance decreased: Δf images in c1 and c2 were measured at a far
tip–surface distance, while those in h1 and h2 were measured at the closest tip–surface
distance.

The Si adatoms were moved following the tip scan when the tip–surface distance
became small. From the Δf images, we can see which adsorption sites were
occupied by the Si adatoms, so atom movement could be followed. The atom
manipulation process is stochastic at RT. Different manipulation processes could be
observed in line profiles of Δf images even at the same scan parameter of the
tip–sample distance [39]. For example, two different line profiles are shown in
Fig. 4b. These line profiles were taken from the Δf image as shown in Fig. 4e1. The
line profile with the black triangles shows that two Si adatoms stay at left and right
Co sites without any atom movement. In contrast, the line profile with the red
circles shows the signature of atom displacement. Initial atom configuration is the
same between the two profiles. The latter profile demonstrates atom hopping as
follows. When the tip scans from the left, the left Co adatom is imaged. At
x = 17.8 Å, the Si adatom is moved to the M site following the tip, causing the
Δf jump. When the tip reaches x = 20.7 Å, the same Si adatom jumps to the Ce site.
There was a vacancy at the Ce site before this manipulation, while the vacancy
appears on the left Co site after the scan.

Figure 4b shows that the manipulation process is stochastic at RT. To quantify
the probability of successful manipulation, we analyzed a number of Δf images
measured at various tip–surface distances. We calculated the probability as the
number of line profiles showing particular manipulation processes divided by the
number of total line profiles. The results obtained at a certain tip state are shown in
Fig. 5a. Three different probability plots are shown as a function of the tip–surface
distance. Solid (open) circles show the probabilities of atom hops from left (right)
Co to M sites, and open triangles show the probabilities of hops from Ce to M sites.
In Fig. 5a, the chemical bonding force [Fz(z)] and chemical bonding potential [U(z)]
are shown together. Those curves were numerically converted from the measured
Δf(z) curve above the Si adatom by the same tip state used for manipulation
experiments. The tip approach increases the probability of atom hopping for all
three processes. This increase was not step-like as expected at absolute zero tem-
perature. Around the maximum Fz(z), the probabilities smoothly increase from 0 to
100 %, which is a feature of manipulation at RT.

Most remarkably, the success rate of the manipulation strongly depended on the
tip apex state. To systematically investigate the tip dependence of the manipulation,
we carried out the same experiments with 15 different tips using 10 different
cantilevers. Different tip states for the same cantilever were prepared by controlled
tip crash to the surface. In our extended studies, two kinds of tips were found, i.e.,
the tips that could move atoms and those that could not. Figure 5a is an example of
the former group, while Fig. 5b is an example of the latter. The probability of atom
movement remains zero even for tip–surface distances closer than the distance of
maximum attractive force. Interestingly, the tip state that does not have manipu-
lation capability can be changed. After the intentional tip change, the results shown
in Fig. 5c were obtained. This tip state has the ability of atom manipulation. All
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processes observed in Fig. 5a were reproduced in Fig. 5c. The different tendencies
of the manipulation between Fig. 5a and c will be discussed later. Figure 5d shows
the result with a different tip state and different cantilever from those used in
Figs. 5a–c. In Fig. 5d, the Si adatoms cannot be moved in either the forward or
backward scan direction even at distances where Fz on Si adatom reaches the
repulsive force region. These results clearly show that the properties of the few
atoms at the very apex of the tip are essential to manipulation.

We found that manipulation capability can be characterized by the interaction
force with surface adatoms. Figure 6a displays a histogram of magnitude of the
maximum attractive force Fmax of 15 different tips. The forces were measured
above the Si adatom. In the graph, it is clear that manipulation capability is sig-
nificantly correlated with Fmax. Thus, Fmax can be used to categorize the 15 tips
measured into two groups. The group with larger Fmax has the capability to
manipulate Si adatoms, while it is not possible to move atoms using the group with
the smaller Fmax. We call the tips with larger Fmax reactive tips and the others less-
reactive tips. To manipulate Si adatoms as shown in Fig. 3, reactive tips are
necessary.

Fig. 5 Hopping probability plots with Fz(z) and U(z) curves. Results with four different tips are
shown [50]. a Solid circles correspond to the probability of the atom hopping from the left Co to
the M site. Open circles correspond to the likelihood of the atom hopping from the right Co to the
M site. Open triangle shows Ce to the M site. b This data do not show atom manipulation. c The
data set acquired by using the same cantilever as in b, but with a different tip state. The different tip
state is prepared by a gentle tip–surface crash. Assignment of the symbols for the manipulation
process is the same as in a. d These data do not show atom manipulation. The insets of a and
b show corresponding AFM topographic images
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These two types of tips can be identified from AFM images with relatively close
tip–surface distances. With a reactive tip, during AFM scanning, one will be able to
observe that Si adatoms are moved following the tip (see the inset image in Fig. 5a).
In contrast, with a less-reactive tip, one will obtain an AFM image without fluc-
tuation around the vacancy site. In Fig. 5b, even Si rest atoms can be clearly
resolved.

It is worth nothing that there is a third class of tip apex, i.e., the non-reactive
tip. Non-reactive tips cannot provide clear atomic resolution on the Si(111)-(7 × 7)
surfaces by AFM (as opposed to all the tips in Fig. 6a that gave a clear atomic
resolution). In addition to the atom manipulation experiments shown in Fig. 6a, we
measured Fmax on Si adatoms on the Si(111)-(7 × 7) surfaces using various tips. As
shown in the histogram of Fig. 6b, the tips that cannot provide atomic resolution
have extremely small Fmax, usually less than 0.1 nN [52]. The other tips giving
atomic resolution have Fmax larger than 0.5 nN, and the dispersion of Fmax is the
same as that in Fig. 6a.

Thus, it is possible to manipulate Si adatoms with reactive tips. More specifi-
cally, we can discuss the anisotropy of the manipulation direction depending on the
tip. Direction can be investigated by equivalent manipulation processes from the Co
to the M site, but in opposite scan directions. In Fig. 5a, solid (open) circles indicate
the probability plots from the left (right) Co site to the M site. Although those
processes are equivalent, the probability plots differ with the scan directions. The
probability from left to right starts to increase at farther distances than that from
right to left. This is likely due to a tip asymmetry effect. Asymmetric tip structures
may also produce asymmetric dangling bond states with respect to the surface.
Recently, Jarvis et al. [53] reported theoretical studies about tip effects on vertical
manipulation. The manipulation depended on the orientation of the dangling bond.

Fig. 6 a The histogram of the maximum attractive forces with 15 different tips [50]. The forces
were acquired by force spectroscopy above Si adatoms. There are two groups. The tips with larger
attractive force can move atoms. The other tips with smaller force cannot move atoms even at close
tip–surface distances. b The histogram of maximum attractive short-range forces measured above
Si adatoms besides atom manipulation experiments. There is a group showing tiny Fmax, i.e.,
physical force [52]
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Therefore, we can assume that the tip had an asymmetric structure in Fig. 5a.
Symmetric results can be also obtained, as shown in Fig. 5c. There, the probability
plots for different tip scans match. Such a tip may have symmetric structure with
respect to scan direction.

Finally, we should note that correlation between the capability of atom manip-
ulation and Fmax was reproduced by first principle calculations [50]. The energy
barrier for Si adatom under the interaction with the tip was calculated. Tips with
different degrees of reactivity decreased the energy barrier differently. The tip that
interacts with surface Si adatoms strongly can reduce the barrier more. Therefore,
the theoretical studies reproduce our results; that is, only a reactive tip can
manipulate Si adatoms on the Si(111)-(7 × 7) surface.

5 Conclusions

We performed force spectroscopic measurements on Si adatoms on Si(111)-(7 × 7)
surfaces using various tips of AFM. It was found that tips could be categorized into
three groups: non-reactive, less reactive, and more reactive. Non-reactive tips interact
with the adatom by physical force, and atomic resolution cannot be clearly obtained
on the surface by AFM. The other two groups can give clear atomic resolution by
chemical interaction force. Using the latter two classes of tips, we systematically
investigated the relation between degree of reactivity on AFM tip and capability of
lateral manipulation on the Si(111)-(7 × 7) surface at RT. It was found that the less-
reactive tips did not have the capability of atom manipulation, while the more-
reactive tips did. We found clear correlation between the capability of the manipu-
lation and the degree of tip reactivity that can be characterized by the magnitude of
the maximum attractive force with surface Si adatoms. This may be related to the
‘sticky fingers problem’ pointed out by Smalley [54]. For efficient manipulation, one
should tune the extent of the chemical reactivity with the interaction strength between
manipulated atom and substrate in mind. Once a suitable tip is obtained, it will be
possible to manipulate atoms at will—even on reactive semiconducting surfaces—by
adjusting the tip–surface interaction through the distance control.
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A Considered Approach to Force
Extraction from Dynamic Force
Microscopy Measurements

Andrew Stannard and Adam M. Sweetman

Abstract High-accuracy measurements of short-range chemical interactions
between well-defined atomic and molecular species are possible using dynamic
force microscopy (DFM). For these measurements to be quantitatively reliable,
proper attention must be paid to the analysis techniques used to process experi-
mental data; a considered approach is detailed here. We describe a rigorous
implementation of the ‘on–off’ method to remove long-range interactions and
quantify the uncertainty arising from implementation of this technique. We also
explore the validity of approximation formulae used to convert from frequency shift
to force, finding that these approximations are only valid when the oscillation
amplitude is at least an order of magnitude different than any characteristic inter-
action length scale.

Keywords Dynamic force microscopy � Force conversion � Chemical interactions

1 Introduction

In dynamic force microscopy (DFM), a cantilever of stiffness k with a sharp tip
attached to its free end is driven to oscillate at its resonant frequency f0 with amplitude
a. When the tip is brought into close proximity to a sample surface, tip–sample
interactions cause a shift in the cantilever’s resonant frequency Df zð Þ, dependent on
the tip–sample separation z (defined throughout here as the separation at the point of
closest approach during an oscillation cycle). InDFM, the term ‘spectroscopy’ is often
used to describe the measurements of frequency shift obtained whilst the tip–sample
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separation is controllably decreased (or increased). This spectroscopy data can then be
processed to extract the corresponding tip–sample interaction force F(z)—a thorough
description of this analysis procedure is presented here.

DFM is commonly used to obtain high-accuracy measurements of short-range
chemical interactions between tip- and surface-adsorbed species. These measure-
ments are highly sensitive to the processing procedure, resulting in unreliable
quantitative values if proper care and attention is not taken. Two obvious sources of
error are the calibration uncertainties of cantilever stiffness and oscillation ampli-
tude. However, even data obtained from a perfectly characterized and calibrated
system require a thorough and considered analysis procedure to convert measured
frequency shift data into the desired short-range interaction force. This procedure
can be separated into two stages—subtraction of long-range contributions and
conversion from frequency shift to force (typically in this order). Without proper
consideration of these stages, errors at, or greater than, the magnitude of inherent
calibration uncertainties can be introduced.

In the following, we first discuss the formulae used to convert frequency shift
into force, and using a prototypical interaction potential, simplifying approximation
formulae are tested to ascertain under which conditions they are applicable. Second,
a rigorous method for the isolation of short-range forces via the subtraction of long-
range forces is explained in detail, and the uncertainties introduced via such a
process are divulged in a transparent manner.

2 Relationship Between Frequency Shift and Force

In DFM, it is generally the tip–sample interaction force, F(z), that is of most
interest. However, knowledge of the tip–sample interaction potential, U(z), can also
be informative. These two are (naturally) related via F(z) = −dU(z)/dz and
U zð Þ ¼ R1z FðtÞ dt, where in the latter, t is used as the integration variable repre-
senting tip–sample separations to avoid using z as both the integration variable and
the lower bound of the integral (z represents the tip–sample separation at which the
interaction potential is to be determined).

A variety of formulae for converting cantilever frequency shift, Df zð Þ, to tip–
sample interaction force (and vice versa) are available. The applicability of each
formula depends on the magnitude of the oscillation amplitude compared to
characteristic length scales of the interaction being probed. This section discusses
these different formulae and demonstrates when they can—and, more importantly,
cannot—be employed successfully.

It should be noted that conversion from frequency shift to force can also be
achieved via a matrix method proposed by Giessibl [1]. Reference [2] compares this
matrix method to the formula-based approach (to be discussed here) proposed by
Sader and Jarvis [3].
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2.1 Arbitrary Oscillation Amplitudes

For oscillation amplitudes of an arbitrarymagnitude, the frequency shift at the point of
closest approach relates to an integration of the interaction force over the tip–sample
separation interval [z, z + 2a] (the range spanned during an oscillation cycle) and may
be written as

Df zð Þ ¼ � f0
pka

Zp
0

F zþ a 1þ cos/ð Þð Þ cos/ d/; ð1Þ

where / represents the cantilever oscillation phase, with / ¼ p at the point of
closest approach [4]. It is very important to note that the amplitude, a, refers to the
maximum displacement of the tip from its equilibrium position during an oscillation
cycle and not the peak-to-peak displacement separation. Other manifestations of
Eq. 1 can be found in the literature (see, for example Ref. [3]) for an improper
integral version that may be converted to Eq. 1 by a change of variable.

It is informative to study the oscillation amplitude dependence of frequency shift
as a function of tip–sample separation for a prototypical DFM interaction, namely
the chemical bond formation between a silicon-terminated tip and a silicon adatom
(we ignore background interactions at this stage, justified by the fact that additional
interactions only change frequency shifts additively). The Morse potential model of
chemical bonding can be expressed as

UMorse zð Þ ¼ Ue e�2 z�zeð Þ=k � 2e� z�zeð Þ=k
� �

; ð2Þ

where Ue is the equilibrium binding energy, ze is the equilibrium bond length, and k
is a characteristic length scale of the potential. For the system of interest, Pérez et al.
[5] fit a Morse potential to density functional theory (DFT) data of a silicon-
terminated tip interacting with a silicon adatom and obtain Ue = 2.27 eV,
ze = 235 pm, and k = 78.7 pm. Using Eq. 1, and the corresponding ‘Morse force’,
the cantilever frequency shift behaviour can be calculated for this prototypical
interaction for a range of oscillation amplitudes (here using f0 = 25 kHz and
k = 2.2 kN/m, typical parameters for a qPlus sensor). Figure 1a shows frequency
shift curves for amplitudes spanning four orders of magnitude—1 pm to 10 nm. It is
clear that increasing the amplitude reduces frequency shift magnitudes and moves
the minimum value towards smaller tip–sample separations.

Sader and Jarvis [3] derived an expression for how the interaction force at the
point of closest approach relates to an integration of the frequency shift (and
frequency shift gradient) over the tip–sample separation interval [z, ∞],
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F zð Þ ¼ 2k
f0

Z1
z

1þ a1=2

8
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p t � zð Þp � a3=2ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2 t � zð Þp d
dt

 !
Df tð Þ d t; ð3Þ

with the corresponding interaction potential given by

U zð Þ ¼ 2k
f0

Z1
z

t � zð Þ þ a1=2

4

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
t � zð Þ
p

r
þ a3=2ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2 t � zð Þp
 !

Df tð Þ dt: ð4Þ

To demonstrate the high accuracy of Sader and Jarvis’ formulae, the frequency
shift curves shown in Fig. 1a are reconverted to interaction force using Eq. 3. The
results are shown in Fig. 1b; clearly, there is excellent agreement with the original
Morse form. As a quotable value of accuracy, the error in the recovered maximum
attractive forces is less than 2 % across all amplitudes (the equivalent comparison of
interaction potentials is equally as accurate).
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Fig. 1 Calculations applied to the Morse potential of a silicon-terminated tip interacting with a
silicon adatom. a Frequency shift curves display a strong dependence on oscillation amplitude,
increasing the amplitude reduces the magnitude and moves the minimum value to smaller
separations. b Reconverted interaction forces for all amplitudes show excellent agreement with the
Morse force
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2.2 Small Oscillation Amplitudes

For sufficiently small oscillation amplitudes, Df zð Þ converges to an amplitude-
independent form. The small-amplitude approximation assumes that the interaction
force gradient is constant over an oscillation cycle. Under this approximation, the
frequency shift is related to the interaction force gradient by

Dfsmall zð Þ ¼ � f0
2k

dF zð Þ
dz

: ð5Þ

as discussed by Albrecht et al. [6]. The interaction force at the point of closest
approach relates to an integration of the frequency shift over the tip–sample sep-
aration interval [z, ∞],

Fsmall zð Þ ¼ 2k
f0

Z1
z

Df tð Þ dt; ð6Þ

with the corresponding interaction potential given by

Usmall zð Þ ¼ 2k
f0

Z1
z

t � zð ÞDf tð Þ dt: ð7Þ

It can be seen that Eqs. 6 and 7 correspond to the first terms inside the brackets of
Eqs. 3 and 4, respectively.

It is informative to consider under which practical circumstances the small-
amplitude approximation is valid, i.e. what qualifies as a ‘small’ oscillation
amplitude for typical experimentally probed interactions. Returning to the Morse
potential used previously, Fig. 2a shows a comparison of Df zð Þ calculated using the
small-amplitude approximation (Eq. 5) to equivalent curves obtained at a range of
amplitudes with no approximation (Eq. 1). It can be seen that a = 1 pm agrees
excellently, a = 10 pm agrees satisfactorily, but a = 100 pm quite strongly dis-
agrees, and a = 1 nm even more so.

In general, it is of more interest to know how well the small-amplitude
approximation works for converting frequency shift into interaction force. As such,
we can take the amplitude-dependent frequency shift curves from Fig. 2a and use
the small-amplitude approximation (Eq. 6) to reconvert to interaction forces. The
results are shown in Fig. 2b. One observes similar behaviour as with the frequency
shifts, a = 1 pm agrees excellently, a = 10 pm agrees satisfactorily, but the error in
the reconverted maximum attractive force is approximately 30 % for a = 100 pm, an
unsatisfactorily high value, and only gets worse with increasing amplitude (com-
parisons of interaction potential display similar behaviour). Overall, it is clear that
for this particular Morse potential, the small-amplitude approximation can only be
successfully employed for a.10 pm.
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2.3 Large Oscillation Amplitudes

For a given tip–sample interaction, increasing the oscillation amplitude always
reduces the frequency shift magnitude. However, for sufficiently large amplitudes,
Df zð Þ � a3=2 converges to an amplitude-independent form. The large-amplitude
approximation assumes that tip–sample interactions near the point of closest
approach dominate [7]. Under this approximation, the frequency shift at the point of
closest approach is related to an integration of the interaction force over the tip–
sample separation interval [z, z + 2a],

Dflarge zð Þ ¼ f0ffiffiffi
2

p
pka3=2

Zzþ2a

z

F tð Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
t � z

p dt: ð8Þ

The interaction force at the point of closest approach is related to an integration of
the frequency shift gradient over the tip–sample separation interval [z, ∞],
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Fig. 2 Calculations applied to the Morse potential of a silicon-terminated tip interacting with a
silicon adatom, made using the small-amplitude approximation. Good agreement is displayed for
a.10 pm in both a frequency shifts and b recovered tip–sample forces
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Flarge zð Þ ¼ �
ffiffiffi
2

p
ka3=2

f0

Z1
z

1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
t � z

p dDf tð Þ
dt

dt; ð9Þ

as shown by Dürig [8], with the corresponding interaction potential given by

Ularge zð Þ ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
ka3=2

f0

Z1
z

Df tð Þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
t � z

p dt: ð10Þ

It can be seen that Eqs. 9 and 10 correspond to the third terms inside the brackets of
Eqs. 3 and 4, respectively.

It is informative to consider under which practical circumstances the large-
amplitude approximation is valid, i.e. what qualifies as a ‘large’ oscillation
amplitude for typical experimentally probed interactions. Returning to the Morse
potential used previously, Fig. 3a shows a comparison of Df zð Þ � a3=2 calculated
using the large-amplitude approximation (Eq. 8) to equivalent curves obtained at a
range of large amplitudes with no approximation (Eq. 1). It can be seen that
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Fig. 3 Calculations applied to the Morse potential of a silicon-terminated tip interacting with a
silicon adatom, made using the large-amplitude approximation. Good agreement is displayed for
aJ1 nm in both a amplitude-modified frequency shifts Df zð Þ � a3=2 and b recovered tip–sample
forces
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a = 10 nm agrees excellently, a = 1 nm agrees satisfactorily, but a = 100 pm quite
strongly disagrees, and a = 10 pm even more so.

Again, it is of more interest to know how well the large-amplitude approximation
works for converting frequency shift into interaction force. As such, we can take the
frequency shift curves from Fig. 3a and use the large-amplitude approximation
(Eq. 9) to reconvert to interaction force. The results are shown in Fig. 3b. Again, one
observes similar behaviour as with the frequency shifts; a = 10 nm agrees excellently,
a = 1 nm agrees satisfactorily, but the error in the reconverted maximum attractive
force is approximately 55 % for a = 100 pm, an unacceptably high value, and only
gets worse with decreasing amplitude (comparisons of interaction potential display
similar behaviour). Overall, it is clear that for this particular Morse potential, the
large-amplitude approximation can only be successfully employed for aJ1 nm.

2.4 Discussion on the Use of Approximation Formulae

It appears that there is a general rule of thumb here relating the oscillation ampli-
tude, a, and the characteristic length scale of the interaction, k (≈100 pm for the
Morse potential used throughout here). For the small-amplitude approximation to
hold, it is required that a is much less than k by approximately an order of mag-
nitude; for the large-amplitude approximation to hold, it is required that a is much
greater than k by approximately an order of magnitude. In other words, if the
oscillation amplitude is within an order of magnitude of the characteristic length
scale of the interaction being probed, the formulae for any arbitrary oscillation
amplitude must be employed.

Oscillation amplitudes used in experimental studies take on a range of values,
determined largely by the geometric configuration of the sensor probe. With a stiff
(k ’ 1:8 kN/m) qPlus sensor, Kichin et al. achieved stable oscillation amplitudes as
small as a ’ 20 pm in their studies of Au-, CO-, and Xe-terminated tips interacting
with 3,4,9,10-perylene-tetracarboxylic-dianhydride (PTCDA) molecules [9]. In this
case, their use of the small-amplitude approximation for converting frequency shift
to force (Eq. 6) is sufficiently justified. Weymouth et al. apply the small-amplitude
approximation to data concerning Si-terminated tips interacting with adatoms of the
Si(111)-(7 × 7) surface, using a qPlus sensor with a = 400 pm [10]. Despite this
amplitude being at least an order of magnitude too large for this approximation to
be accurate with respect to the short-range chemical interaction (according to the
calculations in Sect. 2.2), their model of ‘phantom’ forces agrees well with their
experimental data, suggesting that the length scale of this ‘phantom’ force is much
greater than the chemical interaction force.

An instance of the justified use of the large-amplitude approximation is given by
Sawada et al. [11], where amplitudes of a > 20 nm have been used to probe adatoms
of the Si(111)-(7 × 7) surface using a Si-terminated tip located at the free end of a
soft (k = 22.9 N/m) cantilever. In this case, the oscillation amplitude is more than an
order of magnitude and greater than the characteristic length scale of the interaction
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potential. An instance when one must also take care that an oscillation amplitude is
‘large’ is when performing a commonly applied method of amplitude calibration
[7, 12]. In the large-amplitude approximation, Df zð Þ � a3=2 is solely dependent on
z (tip–sample separation at point of closest approach). As such, amplitude can be
calibrated by relating piezo retraction to the required increase in amplitude to
maintain Df zð Þ � a3=2 constant. Our calculations highlight that this technique should
only be applied to amplitudes an order of magnitude larger than the tip–sample
interaction being probed for calibration. In this case, it is the total tip–sample
interaction which is being probed, and one would expect the typical length scale of
this to be greater than that of purely chemical interactions.

3 Numerical Evaluation of Formulae

To calculate an interaction force from frequency shift data, it is convenient to
calculate the interaction potential first and then differentiate to obtain the corre-
sponding force. One advantage to this procedure is that it separates the numerical
integration and numerical differentiation stages, allowing greater flexibility in the
choice of numerical evaluation technique. This approach is also sensible when
dealing with three-dimensional ‘grid spectroscopy’ data sets, where the scalar
potential field must be calculated first to permit further calculation of the corre-
sponding vector force field (although this is beyond the scope of this chapter, we
focus here solely on one-dimensional data sets).

To numerically evaluate an interaction potential from experimental frequency
shift data, five pieces of information are required: the resonant frequency f0, spring
constant k, oscillation amplitude a, of the cantilever, the array of N uniformly
spaced tip–sample separations fz1; z2; . . .; zNg (in order of increasing separation),
and the corresponding array of N measured frequency shifts fDf1;Df2; . . .;DfNg.
This data can then be used to generate the array of N corresponding interaction
potential values fU1;U2; . . .;UNg.

To calculate the interaction potential for an arbitrary oscillation amplitude, two
aspects concerning the numerical evaluation of Eq. 4 need to be considered. The first
concerns the improper integral [13]—the integrand diverges at its lower bound
(t = z) due to the third term inside the brackets. As such, performing numerical
integration techniques to this improper form will result in divergences. This problem
can be resolved by changing the integration variable to u ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

t � z
p

, which gives

U zð Þ ¼ 4k
f0

Z1
0

u3 þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a

16p

r
u2 þ

ffiffiffiffiffi
a3

2

r !
Df ðu2 þ zÞdu: ð11Þ

The integrand is now finite at the lower bound (the diverging integrand can also
be dealt with via the use of correction terms [2]). The second issue arises due to the
infinite upper bound of the integral—an experimental data set will not extend to an
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infinite tip–sample separation. This can be resolved by changing the upper bound to
a tip–sample separation at which Df � 0 (within experimental noise). At separa-
tions beyond this point, the integrand can be considered to be insignificantly small.

A consequence of applying the variable change discussed above is that the new
integration variable has a non-uniform spacing. As such, numerical integration
techniques of higher orders, e.g. Simpson’s (2nd order) rule, cannot be applied.
Therefore, using the trapezoidal rule with a non-uniform spacing, Eq. 11 can be
numerically evaluated to give the potential Ui at tip–sample separation zi as

Ui � 4k
f0

XN�1

j¼i

0 u3i; j þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a

16p

r
u2i; j þ

ffiffiffiffiffi
a3

2

r !
Dfj � ui; jþ1 � ui; j

� �
; ð12Þ

where ui; j ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
zj � zi

p
, the prime (0) indicates half-weighting of the j = i term, and

UN � 0.
Once an array of potential values has been obtained, the corresponding array of

force values may be calculated using the original array of tip–sample separations.
Whilst standard numerical integration techniques are fairly robust with respect to
noisy data, standard numerical differentiation techniques will amplify noise present
in data. One approach to counter such effects is to use a low-noise Lanczos dif-
ferentiator, which in this case may be expressed as

Fi � � 3
Dz

Xm
j¼1

j Uiþj � Ui�j
� �

m mþ 1ð Þ 2mþ 1ð Þ ð13Þ

where Dz is the (constant) spacing between successive tip–sample separations, and
m ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . . relates to the region size over which data are included in the dif-
ferentiator (with m = 1, Eq. 13 is identical to the lowest order central differences
differentiator—a poor-noise suppressing method). Increasing m increases the level
of noise suppression; however, one must ensure that mDz is less than any char-
acteristic length scale of the potential or the calculated force may be distorted (e.g.
the maximum attractive force may be underestimated).

4 Isolating Short-Range Interactions

There are many different tip–sample interactions that may be significant in any
given DFM experiment. For convenience, here, we simply categorize these inter-
actions as either short-range or long-range. We term short-range interactions as
those that are site specific (dependent on lateral position) and depend on the
chemical nature of the tip apex and surface directly beneath. We term long-range
(background) interactions as those that are non-site specific (independent of lateral
position) and depend on the bulk composition and geometry of tip and sample (e.g.
van der Waals interactions). In this scheme, the total tip–sample interaction force,
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FT, is simply the sum of short-range, FSR, and long-range, FLR, interaction forces,
FT ¼ FSR þ FLR. The analysis procedures presented here concern the extraction of
this short-range component of tip–sample interaction forces.

In DFM, force is not a directly measured property, but obtained via an inte-
gration of frequency shift (see Sect. 2). The total tip–sample frequency shift, DfT,
can be thought of as the sum of frequency shift components due to short-range,
DfSR, and long-range, DfLR, interactions, DfT ¼ DfSR þ DfLR. To isolate short-range
interaction forces from DFM spectroscopy measurements, two processes must be
accomplished: subtraction of long-range contributions and conversion from fre-
quency shift to force. These steps can occur in either order:

• DfLR subtracted from DfT gives DfSR, which is integrated to give FSR.
• DfT is integrated to give FT, from which FLR is subtracted to give FSR.

Formulae for converting frequency shift to force can only be applied to data
which extend to tip–sample separations large enough such that Df � 0. This is not
an issue if DfSR is used, which will become insignificantly small at tip–sample
separations typically not greater than one nanometre from the sample. DfT will
typically only become insignificantly small after many (even tens of) nanometres
due to long-range contributions. As such, to calculate the total tip–sample inter-
action force, frequency shift measurements need to extend to large tip–sample
separations. Therefore, it is more practical to perform the long-range component
subtraction in the frequency shift domain and then integrate to obtain the short-
range interaction force (as opposed to integrating total frequency shift data to give
total interaction force and then subtract the long-range contribution in the force
domain).

4.1 Methods of Background Subtraction

There are two common methods of subtracting frequency shift contributions due to
long-range interactions—referred to here as the ‘extrapolation’ method and the ‘on–
off’ method. The extrapolation method involves acquiring a frequency shift spec-
troscopy measurement over the feature of interest out to large tip–sample separa-
tions. Via inspection of this data (frequency shift against tip–sample separation),
one estimates the separation at which short-range interactions become insignificant
—a point that beyond which the measurement is solely sensitive to long-range
interactions. This long-range data is fit, typically to a power law with at least three
free parameters, and extrapolated towards the surface to estimate the long-range
contribution to the total tip–sample interaction at separations where short- and long-
range contributions are inseparable. This extrapolated fit is then subtracted from the
original data to estimate the frequency shift solely due to short-range interactions.
There are several reasons why this technique has the potential to introduce sig-
nificant uncertainties. For example, extrapolating a rapidly diverging power law
will dramatically magnify any slight error in fitting. Furthermore, it is naïve to
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expect that any given frequency shift data should conform to simple fitting, a ‘good’
fit to long-range data may simply be due to the fitting flexibility of power laws with
free parameters. A quantitative analysis of the uncertainties of this method is
beyond the scope of this work and is presented elsewhere [14, 15].

The on–off method involves acquiring two frequency shift spectroscopy mea-
surements—one on, and one off, the feature of interest, encompassing the same
range of tip–sample separations (only out to approximately 1–2 nm is typically
sufficient). The ‘on’ measurement will contain information on short- and long-range
interactions (Dfon ¼ DfSR þ DfLR), and ideally, the ‘off’ measurement will only
contain information on long-range interactions (Dfoff ¼ DfLR), resulting in the
difference between these measurements being solely due to short-range interactions,
DfSR ¼ Dfon � Dfoff , due to the non-site specific nature of long-range interactions
[16, 17]. Here, we concern ourselves with experimental instances where it is pos-
sible to obtain ‘off’ measurements which solely contain long-range contributions.
One such instance is probing adatoms of the Si(111)-(7 × 7) surface, where the ‘on’
measurement is acquired over an adatom and the ‘off’ measurement is acquired
over a cornerhole (a surface feature with an absence of adatoms). Another instance
is for protruding surface-adsorbed molecules—one measurement can be acquired
over a position on a molecule and the other measurement can be acquired off to the
side of the molecule. Examples of these two scenarios can be found in Chiutu et al.
[18]. For certain samples, it is not possible to obtain an ‘off’ measurement with only
long-range contributions. For example, the Si(100) surface has no suitable null
points. In situations like this, the on–off method is limited to calculating the dif-
ference in the short-range interactions between two different sites (see, for example
Kichin et al. [9] and Sharp et al. [19] for instances when force differences are
calculated).

4.2 Processing Experimental Data

The on–off method is not completely devoid of potential errors. Typically, two
frequency shift measurements will not initially be aligned in the z-axis, due, for
example, to different feedback heights over the two measurement positions [20]. As
such, the z-axis of one measurement needs to be shifted with respect to the other. In
this section, we discuss this aligning process applied to experimental data. Here, we
present a transparent perspective on the complete process of extracting a short-
range interaction force from DFM measurements.

The following data were acquired using an Omicron Nanotechnology GmbH
qPlus DFM/STM operating in an LHe/LN2 bath cryostat with a sample temperature
of approximately 77 K due to LN2 cooling. A commercial qPlus sensor (tungsten
wire attached to the end of a quartz tuning fork) was used, with resonant frequency
f0 ¼ 24; 372:2Hz, spring constant k � 2000 N/m (estimated [21]), and oscillation
amplitude a ’ 275 pm. The sample investigated here is the Si(111)-(7 × 7) surface,
freshly prepared following standard flashing/annealing procedures. The tip was
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prepared via standard pulsing/crashing methods, and thus, it is expected to be
terminated by silicon (and not tungsten). Thermal drift was minimized using an
atom-tracking system [22]. Piezoelectric creep was minimized by scanning the
same region for several hours prior to measurements and by acquiring data during
tip retractions (which preceded a small tip approach to the closest tip-sample
separation). The tip–sample gap bias was held at 0 V to eliminate any ‘phantom’
forces [10].

Figure 4a shows the raw data of two spectroscopy measurements, one obtained
over an Si adatom and the other over a cornerhole. In both measurements, z = 0
represents the imaging feedback height over that position (the surface was imaged
using constant frequency shift feedback, with Df ¼ �50:2Hz set point). Since the
two measurement positions have different tip–sample interactions, and thus dif-
ferent feedback heights, these two measurements are not correctly aligned relative
to one another. Thus, one must determine the correct tip–sample separation shift,
zshift, to align these data. Here, we adjust the z-axes of ‘on’ measurements and
maintain the z-axes of ‘off’ measurements (the alternative is possible, but less
convenient, since multiple ‘on’ measurements can use the same ‘off’ measurement
as a reference).

The calculation of zshift is accomplished by aligning the long-range component of
the ‘on’ measurement with the ‘off’ measurement (since the latter is assumed to be
entirely due to long-range interactions). However, by simple inspection of the ‘on’
spectroscopy measurement, it is not clear where the dividing cut-off, zcut�off , lies
(above which only long-range interactions contribute, i.e. Dfon ¼ DfLR for
z[ zcut�off ). As such, one should trial a range of zcut�off values to make a confident
decision of the correct value of zshift.

For a given trial value of zcut�off , zshift is calculated in the following way. The
‘on’ measurement data above zcut�off are compared to the ‘off’ measurement data
over the tip–sample separation values which are common to both data sets. The ‘on’
data can be shifted by integer amounts of Dz, the interval spacing of data points on
the z-axis. zshift is then given by the amount of shifting which minimizes the sum of
squared differences between the ‘on’ and ‘off’ data—for the correct value of zshift,
the residual should simply fluctuate around zero over the entire long-range segment
of tip–sample separations. This alignment technique is shrewd due to its interpo-
lation-free nature, and uncertainty in alignment is minimized to dzshift � Dz.

Figure 4b shows a plot of zshift values obtained for a range of zcut�off values—
three regions can be identified. When zcut�off is too large, there is little overlap
between the shifted ‘on’ and ‘off’ measurements, resulting in noisy variation of
zshift. When zcut�off is too small, short-range data are included in the truncated ‘on’
measurement and the resulting alignment is flawed. At intermediate values of
zcut�off , there are sufficient data points for a comparison without the introduction of
short-range interactions. Over this range, zshift is insensitive to the precise selection
of zcut�off , and it is this value (zshift ¼ 34:1 pm here, compared to 31 ± 5 pm as
estimated from the difference in feedback heights of the surface scan) which is
determined as the correct amount to shift the ‘on’ measurement by to align with the
‘off’ measurement.
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Figure 4c shows the spectroscopy data aligned using this informed choice of
zshift, with Fig. 4d showing the short-range frequency shift component obtained by
subtracting the ‘off’ measurement from the aligned ‘on’ measurement. Another
indicator that the alignment appears reliable is that the tail data are flat and fluctuate
around zero. Using the numerical technique described in Sect. 3, the short-range
interaction force can be calculated, which is shown in Fig. 4e and can be seen
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Fig. 4 A transparent approach to background subtraction to isolate the short-range interaction
force between an Si-terminated tip and an adatom of the Si(111)-(7 × 7) surface. a Raw
spectroscopy data measured over an adatom and a cornerhole. b Variation in zshift due to selection
of zcut�off . c Spectroscopy measurements aligned by applying zshift ¼ 34:1 pm to the ‘on’
measurement. d Short-range frequency shift data obtained by subtraction the ‘off’ measurement
from the aligned ‘on’ measurement. e Calculated short-range interaction force, with m = 10 used in
the Lanczos differentiator. f Variation in the peak attractive force depending on the value of zshift
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to be in very good agreement with previous experimental and theoretical studies
[5, 16, 23]. Finally, it is informative to see the result of using different zshift values
on the extracted interaction force. Figure 4f shows how the maximum attractive
force changes when different zshift values are used. One can see there is variation of
around 20 pN/pm—not an insignificant amount. The data shown here have a
minimum uncertainty in zshift of dzshift � 1 pm, and as such, there is a minimum
uncertainty in force due to the ‘on–off’ of approximately 20 pN (a small, 1 %,
uncertainty).

5 Summary

The use of DFM to perform high-accuracy measurements of short-range chemical
interactions between well-defined tip- and surface-adsorbed species is becoming
increasingly commonplace. For these types of experiments to be quantitatively
robust, a critical eye must be cast over the sources of uncertainty in any given
measurement. An obvious source of error is due to miscalibration. However, even
for a well-calibrated system, the analysis procedure used to convert experimentally
acquired total frequency data to short-range tip–sample interaction forces must be
undertaken with the utmost care and attention. Here, we have detailed a considered
approach of how to perform the subtraction of long-range contributions and the
conversion from frequency shift to force.

With respect to the subtraction of long-range contributions, a rigorous imple-
mentation of the ‘on–off’ method was described. Using this technique, uncertainties
can arise due to the alignment of z-axes of the ‘on’ and ‘off’ measurements and the
determination of the tip–sample separation cut-off (above which only long-range
interactions are significant). We described a rigorous approach to find this cut-off
separation and perform the optimum z-axes alignment and in doing so were able to
quantify the (very small) uncertainties arising from implementation of this sub-
traction technique. In regard to the conversion from the frequency shift to the force
domain, we explored the validity of approximation formulae relating to different
regimes of oscillation amplitude, concluding that the small[large]-amplitude
approximation should only be made when the amplitude is at least an order of
magnitude less than [greater than] any characteristic length scale of the interaction
being probed. Also detailed were numerical methods of integration and differen-
tiation that could be used to tackle the formulae of DFM.
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Theoretical Challenges of Simultaneous
nc-AFM/STM Experiments

P. Jelínek

Abstract The invention of scanning probe microscopy (SPM) provided an
unprecedented method to explore locally the material properties of surfaces and
nanostructures at the atomic scale. Recent progress, involving the simultaneous
acquisition of tunneling current and atomic force measurements, opens new hori-
zons in the SPM field. On the other hand, this enhanced experimental complexity
calls for a detailed understanding of the imaging mechanisms. Reliable interpre-
tation of experimental data and further proliferation of this technique strongly relies
on our theoretical understanding of ongoing physical processes during scanning.
Here, we discuss the current status of, and challenges for, the theoretical description
of simultaneous AFM/STM measurements.

Keywords Atomic force microscopy � Scanning tunneling microsopy � Density
functional theory � Atomic contrast

1 Introduction

Recent progress in scanning probe microscopy has allowed simultaneous scanning
tunneling microscopy (STM) [1] and atomic force microscopy (AFM) [2] mea-
surements to be acquired with atomic resolution. This combination brings com-
pletely new possibilities not only for more complex characterization of surfaces and
nanostructures, but it also opens new horizons for understanding fundamental pro-
cesses such as formation of chemical bonds [3] or charge transfer [4] at atomic scale.

STM is a well-established technique, routinely used to image, characterize, and
modify objects at the atomic scale [5]. Here, the tunneling current flowing between
an atomically sharp probe and a surface is employed as the experimental obser-
vable. Consequently, application of STM is limited to only conductive samples.
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This serious limitation can be overcome using AFM, where the detected signal is
the force acting between the outermost atoms of the tip and the sample. The
possibility of exploring non-conductive samples with high resolution at the nano-
scale led to AFM being adopted as an important tool in many areas (e.g., biology,
chemistry, and physics) in the last decade. In particular, the so-called frequency
modulation AFM (FM-AFM) [6] technique became widely used under ultrahigh
vacuum (UHV) conditions due to its high sensitivity in detecting forces at the
atomic scale. Here, the modulation of the frequency of the oscillating probe, pro-
portional to the force gradient acting between the tip and the sample, is recorded,
while the oscillation amplitude is kept constant. The technique has shown great
ability to provide high-resolution images [7], chemical sensitivity [8], or single
atom manipulation on all types of surfaces (see, for example, chapter “Atom
Manipulation Using Atomic Force Microscopy at Room Temperature” of this
volume by Sugimoto), including insulators [9].

Recently, simultaneous FM-AFM/STM measurements of both atomic force and
tunneling current with atomic resolution using different sensors and systems (many
commercially available) have been reported (see, e.g., [10–13]). It is evident that we
have reached the stage at which precise simultaneous measurements of the force
and the tunnel current are “de rigueur” in the scanning probe community.

This combination of STM and AFM is, of course, not without its challenges and
technical difficulties. STM tends to operate in a tip–sample distance regime where
perturbation of the atomic structure due to the proximity of the probe is negligible
(see Fig. 1). This is not the case in AFM, where the probe used to operate in the

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration representing three different tip–sample interaction regimes
depending on distance
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attractive regime, and the formation of a chemical bond between the atoms at the
apex of the tip and on the sample surface is often responsible for the observed
atomic contrast. Therefore, atomic relaxation cannot be omitted in the analysis of
simultaneous AFM/STM experiments. In other words, applications of frequently
adopted theoretical approaches to simulate STM images, such as Tersoff–Hamann
[14] or Bardeen [15, 16] method, are questionable here. On the other hand, the
presence of the tunneling current may introduce an extra electrostatic force [17],
which is not present in standard AFM measurements. What is more, simultaneous
acquisition of the tunneling current and the frequency shift might introduce
undesired cross talk between these two channels. Therefore, special attention must
be paid to understand and control this phenomenon [18].

The aim of this chapter was to provide a detailed theoretical description of the
processes taking place during simultaneous AFM/STM measurements with atomic
resolution. In particular, we will pay special attention to the formation of chemical
bonds between the outermost atoms of the tip and the sample and its consequences
on the behavior of the tunneling current and other quantities.

2 Theoretical Description of Scanning Probe Microscopy

2.1 Atomic Force Microscopy

Typically, theoretical AFM simulations involve calculation of the short-range for-
ces acting between the tip and the sample as a function of their distance [19]. The
resulting force–distance curves calculated over different characteristic surface sites
can be compared directly or indirectly to the experimental evidence (see, e.g.,
[20–25]). The character of the short-range force is determined by the chemical
composition of both the tip and the sample. Generally, on metallic or semiconductor
surfaces, the short-range forces reflect the chemical bond established between the
outermost atoms of the tip and the sample [26]. Therefore, only simulations
employing quantum mechanics can properly describe the mechanism of formation
of the chemical bond. On the other hand, precise quantum mechanical calculations
are computationally very demanding, which strongly limits the size and the com-
plexity of the modeled systems. From this point of view, simulations based on
density functional theory (DFT) seem to be the optimal choice as DFT provides the
optimal ratio between the accuracy and the size of model systems.

Typically, we carry out a series of DFT calculations, incorporating several
hundreds of atoms, which simulating a tip approach toward the surface. Here, a
small cluster of atoms represents a probe and a supercell model including slabs and
vacuum is the more efficient choice to simulate the solid surface (see Fig. 2). The
slab in the supercell is infinite and periodic in the directions parallel to the surface,
but finite in the direction perpendicular to the surface. Subsequently, the tip model
is statically shifted toward the surface slab, and selected atoms are relaxed to their
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optimal positions (see Fig. 2) until the residual forces acting on the atoms are
smaller than a threshold value, typically less than 0.05 eV/Å.

As already mentioned above, the resulting short-range forces strongly rely on the
chemical composition of the tip. For example, Fig. 3 shows the short-range forces
calculated over a silicon adatom on the Si(111)-7 × 7 surface using three different
tip models. More details about the computational procedure and a comparison to
experimental evidence can be found in Yurtsever et al. [27]. The three tip models
consist of a silicon cluster [28] with different apex terminations, and they can be
viewed as representative of the different interaction regimes available on semi-
conductor surface:

1. Strong covalent bond regime
A bare silicon tip (black curve in Fig. 3a) gives the larger attractive force.
Pronounced accumulation of electron density between the atoms at the very
apex of the tip and those at the surface indicates the presence of a strong
covalent bond. This conclusion is also supported by a strong modification of the
local density of states (LDOS), as shown in Fig. 3b (black).

2. Short-range electrostatic force regime

Fig. 2 Schematic illustration of an atomistic model of a tip and sample for AFM simulations. The
tip, represented by a small cluster of atoms, is statically approached toward the surface slab by
gradually decreasing the tip–sample distance z from its initial value zo by a constant decrement, Dz
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In the case of the Si-tip model with an OH group, where the oxygen atom is
connected to two Si atoms underneath, we observed significantly smaller
attractive forces (see red curve in Fig. 3a) and less pronounced electron density
accumulation between the tip and the sample. The LDOS of the Si adatom
shown in Fig. 3b (red color) reveals only modest modification, mainly con-
sisting of a rigid movement in energy. This observation indicates the dominance
of an electrostatic interaction instead of the presence of a true covalent bond.

Fig. 3 a Three different force curves calculated over a silicon adatom on the Si(111)-7 × 7 surface
using different tip models (see inset figures). The inset figures show induced electron densities
between tip and surface atoms corresponding to distances where the maximal attractive force
occurs. b Plot the corresponding variation of the LDOS at the maximal attractive force (empty)
with respect to the unperturbed states (filled) for the three different cases
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3. Non-reactive regime
The third tip model, with an OH group attached to a single Si atom of the apex,
represents a very weakly interacting tip. The interaction force shows a very
weak bonding minimum, and it enters quickly into the repulsive regime at close
distances. The calculated LDOS of the Si adatom reveals practically no modi-
fication at the distance corresponding to the maximal attractive force.

In summary, DFT simulations play a significant role in our understanding of the
interaction mechanism between the tip and the sample and the atomic contrast
observed in FM-AFM. Direct comparison between experimental site-specific curves
and theoretical simulations allows us to identify the atomic and chemical structure
of the tip apex used in the experiment.

3 Scanning Tunneling Microscopy

To simulate STM images, one needs to know at least the atomic and electronic
structure of the surface. Therefore, the first step typically involves total energy DFT
calculations, where the atomic and electronic surface structure is obtained using a
supercell model. In the lower approximation, STM images can be obtained by the
Tersoff–Hamann scheme [14]. The method is nothing but the calculation of partial
real space charge density in an energy window measured from the Fermi level,
which corresponds to the applied bias voltage in the experiment. This approach
completely omits the effect of the probe. A more advanced method, which takes
into account the tunneling process between electronic states at the tip and at the
sample (up to first order), is based on Bardeen’s tunneling theory [15, 16]. Again,
several severe approximations are adopted, including, among others, the following:

• tunneling is weak enough that the first-order approximation is valid;
• electronic states at the tip and sample remain unaffected by the presence of each

other, i.e., they are orthogonal to each other;
• atomic structures of the tip and sample remain unperturbed;
• the electron–electron interaction in the tunneling junction is ignored;
• electron occupations of the tip and sample are independent and constant;
• the tip and the sample are each in electrochemical equilibrium.

Here, the tunneling matrix elements are related to the derivatives of the sample
wavefunctions in a simple and straightforward way in terms of localized
orbitals [29].

To take into account out-of-equilibrium conditions and multiple electron scat-
tering events, a Green’s function (GF) technique was devised [30]. For example, it
has been shown that multiple electron scattering may significantly change the atomic
resolution of STM images at close distances [31]. For a more detailed discussion
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about the effect of multiple electron scattering on electron transport between the
frontiers orbital of the tip and the sample see, for example, Ref. Jelínek et al. [32].

Finally, we should stress that a precise modeling of simultaneous AFM/STM
experiments is only possible if we adopt the GF method on the fully relaxed atomic
structure of both the tip and the sample, which takes into account the atomic
relaxation due to the forces acting between the tip and the sample [14, 33].

4 Formation of Atomic Contact Between the Tip
and the Sample

Let us discuss now what exactly happens when a chemical bond is formed between
the tip apex and surface atoms. We should stress that the scenario described below is
general for reactive tips on both semiconductor and metal surfaces. Figure 4 com-
pares the calculated tunneling barrier, the short-range force, the conductance, and the
induced electronic density as a metal tip approaches a Cu adatom on the Cu(111)

Fig. 4 a Profile of the tunneling barrier between a Cu tip and a Cu adatom on the Cu(111) surface
at different tip–sample distances (see inset figure); b evolution of the bond charge (black) and the
tunneling barrier height (green) as function of tip–sample distance (x-axis); c the corresponding
short-range force (blue) and tunneling current (red). More details can be found in Ternes et al. [23]
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surface [23]. Here, the tunneling barrier is taken as the 1-D profile of the Hartree
potential plotted in the upper part of Fig. 5 at different distances (see white dashed
line). At large distances, the height of the tunneling barrier remains practically
unchanged (see Fig. 4b). In this regime, there is no covalent bond and the tunneling
current depends exponentially on distance. The situation changes at the onset of the
chemical force. The formation of the chemical bond is reflected in an attractive force
and an accumulation of the electron density between the frontier atoms of the tip and
the sample (see Figs. 4b and 5). At the same time, the height of the tunneling barrier
begins to decrease. Near distances where the attractive force becomes maximal, the
height of the tunneling barrier becomes lower than the Fermi level (see dashed
yellow line on Fig. 4a) and electron transport enters into the ballistic regime. At the
same time, the higher order terms of the electron scattering matrix begin to play an
important role in the electron transport across the contact. What is more, both the
LDOS and the surface dipole are locally modified by the proximity of the tip apex. In
particular, the local modification of the surface states on semiconductor surfaces can
lead to a vanishing of the tunneling current, as was shown on the Si(111)-7 × 7
surface both experimentally [12] and theoretically [12, 34]. Consequently, the
conductance no longer depends on the tip–sample separation. It has also been shown
that the local variation of the surface dipole due to the formation of a covalent bond

Fig. 5 Calculated Hartree potential (upper) and the induced charge density (lower) between a Cu
tip and a Cu adatom on the Cu(111) surface at different tip–sample distances. The quantities are
projected in the plane including the tip apex atom and the adatom in the perpendicular direction to
the surface (for details see [23]). Small spheres represent atoms of the tip (upper) and sample
(lower)
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is responsible for the atomic resolution observed by Kelvin probe force microscopy
on semiconductor and ionic surfaces [35].

To summarize, we observe that the formation of a chemical bond is accompanied
by the following events:

• pronounced atomic relaxation of both surface and tip atoms;
• modification of the tunneling barrier height, which completely vanishes at the

maximal attractive force;
• saturation of the tunneling current and non-exponential behavior;
• local modification of the surface dipole due to a redistribution of the electron

density at the atomic contact;
• local modification of the electronic states at both the tip and the sample.

One can therefore query the reliability of theoretical simulations of simultaneous
nc-AFM/STM on atomically sized contacts on metallic surfaces. To answer this
question,we can compare the calculated values of the conductance and the short-range
force with the experimental evidence (for more details, see Ref. Ternes et al. [23]). As
can be seen in Fig. 6, the agreement between experimental (full line) and theoretical
(dashed line) values is very good. We should stress that not only the maximal values
but also the characteristic decay lengths of both the conductance and the short-range
forces match very well. Of course, the agreement strongly relies on the choice of our
tip model, in particular on the chemical composition of its outermost atoms.

Fig. 6 Comparison between experimental (full line) and theoretical (dashed line with symbols)
results obtained on atomically sized point contact formed between the tip and the sample. In
particular, the figure shows a plot of the short-range force (black) and the conductance (red) as
function of tip–sample distance acquired on a Cu adatom on the Cu(111) surface. More details can
be found in Ternes et al. [23]
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Finally, we should note that there is a fundamental relationship between the
tunneling current and the short-range chemical force, steaming from the fact that
both quantities are a function of wavefunction overlap. What is more, it has been
shown recently that this relation is driven by the quantum degeneracy of the frontiers
orbital of the tip and the surface atoms in contact (for more details, see [32, 36]). This
is one of the examples of how simultaneous nc-AFM/STM measurements supported
by theory can extend our knowledge about the relations between different quantities
at atomic scale.

5 Conclusions

We have discussed the theoretical challenges associated with accurately describing
simultaneous AFM/STM measurements. Only total energy DFT calculations
combined with transport calculations based on a Green’s function technique can
correctly reproduce the experimental data. We also discussed the mechanism of the
interaction between the tip and the sample when a covalent bond is formed. Finally,
we showed how the presence of a covalent bond affects the tunneling barrier,
surface dipole, and atomic and electronic structure of both the surface and the
sample.
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Manipulation of Metal Nanoparticles
on Insulating Surfaces

Clemens Barth

Abstract In this chapter, it will be shown that with nanometer precision metal
nanoparticles can be laterally moved on a surface of an insulator by using the AFM
tip. After a general description of requirements needed for lateral manipulation
experiments, the surface morphology and lateral manipulation experiments are
discussed for the particular case gold nanoparticles on NaCl(001). It will be shown
that defects of the NaCl(001) surface underneath the nanoparticles have a strong
influence on the manipulation characteristics. At the end, promising perspectives in
the field of defect-mediated manipulation of nanoparticles are described.

Keywords Gold metal nanoparticles � Insulating surfaces � NaCl(001) �
Vacancies � Lateral manipulation � Noncontact atomic force microscopy
(nc-AFM) � Constant height mode imaging � Kelvin probe force microscopy �
Heterogeneous catalysis � Nanotribology � Nanofriction

1 Introduction and Motivation

Frequency-modulated noncontact atomic forcemicroscopy (FMnc-AFM) is nowadays
an indispensable technique in surface science and related research fields. Since its
introduction in 1991 by Albrecht et al. [1], any almost atomically flat and clean surface
can be imaged with atomic resolution, which helps characterizing the atomic surface
structure, surface defects and adsorbates [2–4]. Recent revolutionary work could even
show that atomic orbitals [5] and the atomic structure of singlemolecules can be imaged
[6–9]. Apart from the imaging, the strength and everlasting driving force of nc-AFM is
the implementation of other methods [4] that has lead to techniques like force spec-
troscopy (FS) [3], magnetic force microscopy (MFM) [10], electrostatic force
microscopy (EFM) [11], and Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM) [12, 13].
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An important advantage of nc-AFM is that the tip can be used as an active
agitator to explicitly manipulate atomic and nanometer-sized objects on surfaces
under controlled conditions [3]. As illustrated by a couple of examples in this book
(see, e.g., the chapter “Atom Manipulation Using Atomic Force Microscopy at
Room Temperature”), atoms and molecules can be moved on the surface, and the
vertical and lateral forces exerted on the individual adsorbates by the tip can be
measured [14]. Furthermore, single nanoparticles (NPs) [15–17] or even single
atoms [18] can be charged at a detection level of a single electron, with interesting
applications in nanoelectronics or heterogeneous catalysis.

With respect to the lateral manipulation of nano-objects, metal NPs with a size
larger than 10 nm have been quite often considered, in particular to understand
fundamental mechanisms involved in the friction of sliding nanocontacts—a hot
topic in nanotribology [19, 20]. In the last decade, the friction of sliding NPs was
studied as a function of contact area (NP size) [21–24], NP shape, velocity, tem-
perature [25–27], environment (humidity) [25, 26], surface roughness, and chemical
functionalization [25, 26]. The most prominent topic, and at the same time the big
‘mystery’, is friction, which depends on the contact area of nanometer-sized inter-
faces [19]. The law of friction for macroscopic bodies does not predict a dependence,
which is, however, completely contradicted in the nanoworld: For instance, when
moving large antimony NPs on a highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) surface
in air, the frictional force increases with increasing contact area [21]. Other experi-
ments in ultrahigh vacuum (UHV), in which the substrate surface and the antimony
NPs were prepared under clean conditions, have shown a ‘frictional duality’: While
the majority of NPs featured a smaller friction in comparison with the friction in air, a
quarter of the NPs has shown almost no friction and no contact area dependence [22,
23]. As verified recently by numerical calculations [24], a non-existing friction can be
explained by the model of superlubricity [28] or structural lubricity [29] for nano-
contacts build of two surfaces with incommensurate lattices.1

However, the precise mechanisms involved in the contact area-dependent friction
are still under debate: For instance, after the structure (amorphous vs. crystalline
NPs), shape, and relative orientation of the NPs could be ‘excluded’ as possible
explanations for Sb/HOPG [23], it was anticipated that impurities like molecules [22,
23] or even small parts of the NP [24] are intercalated in the NP–surface interface,
which may influence the properties of friction. Apart from the latter explanations, an
other one has been discussed in literature [22]: The friction of NPs is influenced by
defects like interfacial defects or grain boundaries located at the NP facets.

Although defects must not necessarily be the main origin for the contact area-
dependent friction of large NPs, their important role is, however, not far-fetched.
In particular, defects are of utmost importance when considering clean NP/surface
systems with a well-defined crystalline interface and NPs of very small size
(a few nanometers) in, e.g., heterogeneous (model) catalysis [30–33]. In this research

1Either one or both surfaces are amorphous or both have different lattice dimensions. In the case of
SbNPs on HOPG, the lattice mismatch is around 4 %.
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field, it is known for a long time that surface defects (e.g., vacancies, impurities, steps)
are the nucleation sites for metal NPs. If platinum, palladium, or gold atoms are
vacuum evaporated onto oxide surfaces, the atoms are mobile and form NPs at such
defects. If the AFM tip tries now to move a NP, a couple of possible phenomena may
arise: For instance, the defect remains at its surface site and energy is needed to
dissociate the defect–NP complex, which costs energy. In a second scenario, the defect
(e.g., vacancy) moves with the moving NP and also here an energy barrier must be
overpassed, e.g., to start the movement of the NP. An influence of defects certainly has
a high impact on the manipulation characteristics but also on the friction of NPs.

Although the role of defects at the NP–surface interface deserves advertence due
to its importance as recently shown [34], it has been almost neglected in the
manipulation of NPs. In fact, it forms a new domain in the manipulation and friction
of NPs, which can be called defect-mediated manipulation. The defect-mediated
manipulation of NPs opens many promising future perspectives in heterogeneous
model catalysis as it will be discussed at the end of this chapter.

In this chapter, we focus on a case study, which was recently presented in Ref.
[34]. It is a pioneer work, which documents a controlled lateral manipulation of
small gold NPs on clean and crystalline NaCl(001) surfaces. We discuss first
general criteria needed for accomplishing precise manipulation experiments and
focus on the clean alkali halide surfaces, related surface defects, and supported
metal NPs. The manipulation itself is discussed in the following section, whereas
the last section summarizes and comments future perspectives.

2 Criteria for Manipulation Experiments

To understand all mechanisms involved in the lateral manipulation of NPs on
surfaces, experiments should meet the following criteria:

• Experiments have to be done under extreme clean conditions (UHV) in order to
rule out possible contaminants from the environment, in particular at the
NP–surface interface [22]. Experiments should be therefore accomplished under
UHV conditions.

• The surface and NPs should have a well-defined structure (crystalline) with
known properties at the interface (epitaxy, etc.) and of the NP (shape, facets, etc.).

• The surfaces and NPs should remain clean within the period of experimental
observations—the surface and NPs should be rather inert in UHV.

• The number of different types of surface defects should be small, and the
properties of the few defects should be known (type of defect, surface site,
electronic properties, etc.). Furthermore, the defects should be stable within the
period of experimental observations.

• The surface should give an easy access for atomic resolution imaging in the nc-
AFM mode (for determining the precise lattice orientation of NPs and surface)
and KPFM (for analyzing the charge state, charge transfer, etc. of NPs) such that
a manipulation of NPs can be accomplished.
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In principle, apart from surfaces like HOPG, the surfaces of ionic insulators are
ideal candidates. For instance, the (111) surfaces of all three earth alkali halides
(CaF2, SrF2, and BaF2) and also the (001) surfaces of alkali halides (NaCl, KBr,
KCl, LiF, etc.) almost fully meet the criteria from above. We discuss this for alkali
halides in the following.

Alkali halides have been used for extensive studies in condensed matter physics
[35], and the crystal structure, defects, doping, ionic conductivity, surface reactivity,
etc. have been addressed several decades ago [36, 37]. The (001) surface morphology
has been studied in dependence on surface diffusion and evaporation [38–41] and
also on impurities [42–44] by the gold decoration method starting from the end of the
1950s [45]. With respect to FM nc-AFM [1], which is the high-resolution imaging
technique of choice in this case, alkali halide surfaces have become standard model
surfaces for many applications such as atomic structure analysis [46–54], charge
identification [55–57], indentation [58] as well as adsorbed molecules [59, 60], self-
assembled molecules [61–70] but also metal NPs [17, 69, 71–76].

An alkali halide (001) surface can be easily prepared by cleaving a single crystal
along the (001) cleavage plane in UHV and by following in situ annealing [55, 77,
78]. The same surface can also be obtained by evaporating a small amount of the
alkali halide material onto a clean metal surface like silver (001) (see Ref. [79] and
references therein). After the preparation, the surface exhibits large atomically and
perfectly stoichiometric flat terraces—ideal conditions for nc-AFM and KPFM,
especially with respect to atomic resolution imaging and the imaging of supported
NPs. Most importantly, the surfaces are quite inert in UHV such that measurements
can be accomplished within a week during which the surface remains clean.
Furthermore, the number of possible defects, which are stable during the acquisition
time in AFM experiments, is quite limited: Apart from impurities, only three types
of vacancies exist: cation and anion vacancies, and F0 centers, which are anion
vacancies with a localized electron inside.

With respect to the NP material, any kind of metal can be used since all metals
form three-dimensional NPs on alkali halide surfaces [71, 73, 75]. Furthermore,
NPs can be prepared in a very clean manner under UHV conditions, e.g., by
evaporating the metal onto the surface. Last but not least, if the substrate temper-
ature is sufficiently high during the growth of NPs, most of them are crystalline and
exhibit a well-defined interface with the surface [30]. A good NP material for
manipulation experiments is gold because it is quite inert and well studied.
Furthermore, gold NPs are relevant in heterogeneous catalysis [80].

3 The (001) Surfaces of Alkali Halides and Supported
Metal NPs

Once an alkali halide crystal surface is prepared by UHV cleavage and the crystal is
put into its equilibrium charge state by annealing (e.g., at T ≈ 100 °C for some
hours), typical features of the (001) surface can be imaged by nc-AFM. Topography
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images at large scale (Fig. 1a) show atomically flat and up to 150-nm-wide terraces,
which are divided by mono-atomic high steps. In most cases, images with atomic
resolution show no detectable defects on the terraces (e.g., ad-ions, vacancies, and
impurities), they rather show the stoichiometric ionic lattice of the surface (Fig. 1c),
which is also supported by metal deposition experiments that show an extremely
low NP density in such regions (Fig. 1d).

Note that the lack of ‘visible’ defects is always related to the timescale of the image
acquisition. Observing no defects by nc-AFM does not necessarily mean that there are
no mobile surface defects. For instance, at room temperature, the diffusion of
vacancies on terraces is much faster in comparison with the AFM scanning speed [72,
81]—vacancies are therefore ‘invisible’ for the AFM. Furthermore, a F0 center
(chlorine vacancy + electron) does not significantly change the image contrast because
the electron in the vacancy does not disturb the alternating electrostatic potential of the
surface ions [82]. In other words, such defects are also not ‘visible’ for the AFM, and
they can be only indirectly ‘detected’ by, e.g., a decoration with metal [83].

With respect to the NaCl(001) bulk surface, a fundamental surface property of
ionic materials in condensed matter physics describes defects on the surface: Due to
the different free formation energies needed for the creation of an anion and cation
vacancy at the surface, a double layer is created (Surface double layer or Debye-
Frenkel layer) [84, 85]. One type of vacancy is located on the surface, whereas the
other one is stabilized in a layer below the surface, in a so-called space charge layer

Fig. 1 The (001) surfaces of alkali halides and supported metal AuNPs. a KBr(001) surface with
large atomically flat terraces and mono-atomic high steps (topography image, crystal preparation: air
cleavage and UHV annealing at T = 200 °C for some hours). The corresponding Kelvin image
b reflects the net negative surface charge of the Debye-Frenkel layer. Round steps with a high
density of cation vacancies exhibit a stronger bright contrast than the almost perfect 100h i steps,
which only have a low density of cation vacancies. c Topography image acquired on NaCl(001) at
low temperature (5 K) with an Omicron low-temperature AFM/STM (QPlus sensor based), directly
after the cleavage of the crystal in UHV. In general, no defects can be found on the flat terraces.
d AuNPs on the NaCl(001) surface (crystal preparation: UHV cleavage and following annealing at
T = 80 °C for 2 h, AuNP preparation: 0.32 monolayer nominal thickness, T = 190 °C growth
temperature.). Images a and b are a courtesy of A. Hinaut, D. Martrou, S. Gauthier (CEMES-CNRS,
Toulouse, France). Images c and d are unpublished images of the author (Color figure online)
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[86–90]. Note that a cation and anion vacancy changes the local electrostatic
potential producing a negative and positive site, respectively. Both layers form
therefore a dipole, which modifies in turn the free formation energy balancing the
electrostatics of the crystal. This intrinsic case is valid for high temperatures only,
whereas at relatively low temperatures, like at room temperature, the so-called
extrinsic case predominates due to the presence of impurities with charge states other
than +1 or −1 [87]. Such impurities can be Ca2+ or Mg2+ ions which can be found in
any crystal of even highest purity. Because of the different charge state with respect to
the Na+ ions, cation vacancies are created in order to conserve charge neutrality. At
thermal equilibrium, a Debye-Frenkel layer is built such that the net negative charge
of the cation vacancies on the surface is compensated by the positive impurities
below the surface. The cation vacancies find their energetic equilibrium position at
low-coordinated surface sites of the steps [72, 91, 92]. Important to note is that a very
small impurity amount of only a few ppm is already sufficiently large to influence the
Debye-Frenkel layer and in turn the net surface charge [87]. Furthermore, it is very
difficult to include negative impurities with a charge state other than −1 into the host
system, which would lead to positive anion vacancies on the surface and therefore to
a positive net surface charge. Therefore, because only positive impurities are present
the net surface charge is always negative.

A work supplying direct evidence of the Debye-Frenkel layer was published
some years ago [55], and following work could approve the experimental obser-
vations [56, 57]. The net negative surface charge of the cation vacancies can be
directly detected by KPFM because such negative defects modify the local elec-
trostatic potential of the surface and in turn the Kelvin voltage (Fig. 1b): With
respect to the neutral and stoichiometric NaCl terraces (dark), bright patches at the
steps corresponding to negative surface sites can be observed in Kelvin images
[78]. At such positions, nc-AFM imaging with atomic resolution reveals single
atomic-sized defects at kinks and corners of steps, which are the negative cation
vacancies [55]. Note that the vacancies are electrostatic point sources, which leads
to an imaging of the tip apex. This explains why the bright patches in the Kelvin
image (Fig. 1b) have a size of some nanometers.

4 Manipulation of AuNPs on NaCl(001)

A typical manipulation experiment of gold NPs with about 2000 atoms (mean
diameter *5 nm) is shown in Fig. 2. The detuning Δf image (a) shows single
AuNPs in a dark contrast (more negative Δf values), which decorate mono-atomic
high steps oriented toward the 001h i and 011h i surface directions. During a
manipulation experiment, the NP in a green color (Fig. 2a) could be detached from
a step and moved along a path of 12 ± 1 nm onto a terrace site (Fig. 2b). In
following experiment, the NP could be moved again by 15 ± 1 nm from the first
terrace site (Fig. 2d) and again to another site by 16 ± 1 nm (Fig. 2e).
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The manipulation steps were achieved by either pushing the NP during a
spectroscopy step (Fig. 2d–e) or by sliding the NP during imaging in the nc-AFM
mode (Fig. 2b–d). In the first method, the scanning is switched off and the tip is
placed on or very close to the NP (Fig. 3a). The tip–sample distance is then
gradually decreased such that at a close NP-tip distance, the NP moves on the
surface due to a sufficiently large lateral force between the foremost atoms of the tip
and the NP. In the second method, the tip is scanned in the regular raster scan
pathway fashion during imaging (Fig. 3b) [93]. In particular, the constant height
mode is the scanning mode of choice since it allows a fast imaging of the surface,
minimizes the tip–surface convolution effect, and considerably reduces the drift of
the piezo scanner [94–96]. During a manipulation, the tip–surface distance is
reduced from image to image by choosing more negative values for the mean

Fig. 2 Experimental constant height images presenting several manipulation steps of AuNPs on
NaCl(001) (Au coverage: 0.64 monolayers). a Decoration of NaCl steps by AuNPs (NP–NP
distance: 8.4 nm, NP density: 4.6 × 1011 NPs/nm2). b Image after a single NP (green) was
detached from the step. The dashed circle represents the position of the manipulated NP in image
a. c Controlled manipulation of the NP by sliding. d The result after the movement. e Controlled
manipulation by pushing in a spectroscopy step. f Schematic of the manipulation steps. Adapted
from Ref. [34] (Color figure online)

Fig. 3 Protocols used for the manipulation of AuNPs: a A nanoparticle is moved by pushing
during a spectroscopy step. b The NP is moved by sliding during scanning (Color figure online)
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detuning Df. At a specific distance, the tip approaches the NP from the side and gets
sufficiently close to the NP such that a lateral force between both moves the NP. In
the case of AuNPs on NaCl(001), it produces an elongated contrast of the NP, as
can be seen in image (c) of Fig. 2. Obviously, the NP slides by some small distance
in front of the tip, and the tip images almost always the same part of the NP. Note
that the movement of the NP was not influenced by the direction of the scanning
where the NP is deflected by a certain angle depending on large spacings of the
scanning lines [93]. In the case here, the spacing was very small (512 lines for an
image) in comparison with the NP size and the geometry of the NP path.

Many experiments have shown that moving AuNPs on NaCl(001) by pushing
and sliding works quite well. They all show that the movement of a NP, once
detached from a step, is in fact anisotropic—the NP preferentially moves along the
011h i surface direction on the flat terrace. Surprisingly, the NP is indeed stable on
the terrace and never moves from a terrace position at room temperature. This is an
important observation because it is known that NPs on the perfect NaCl(001)
surface are mobile [34, 83, 97, 98]. From this, it follows that the stable NP position
on terraces must be related to an anchorage of the NP at surface defects and that a
defect probably moves at the same time when a NP moves.

Density functional theory (DFT) calculations accomplished with pyramidal-
shaped NPs with 20 and 100 atoms could show the important role of defects
(Fig. 4). Since the number of defect types is limited in the case of alkali halides (see
Sect. 3), a NP was modeled such that it sits either on a F0 center, chlorine (VCl� ), or
sodium (VNaþ ) vacancy of the NaCl(001) surface. Indeed, for all configurations, the
adsorption energies are quite high (VCl� : 2:1 eV and VNaþ : 2:5 eV), which supports

Fig. 4 a The Au20NPs (left) and Au100NPs (right) used for DFT calculations. bCalculated diffusion
barriers for some Au20NP-vacancy structures in eV. The 110h i directions are set to run horizontally
and vertically. left Au20NP without defect, middle Au20NP on a Cl vacancy and right Au20NP on a
Na vacancy. c Differential charge density images for Au20NP on a Cl vacancy (left) and on a Na
vacancy (right). d and e Schematic representation of the preferred diffusion modes for the Au20NP
on a Cl vacancy (d) and a Na vacancy (e). Adapted from Ref. [34] (Color figure online)
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the assumption that a defect is needed for stabilizing a NP on the terrace. Note that
independently, if a real VCl� vacancy or a F0 center is modeled, the anion vacancy is
always empty (no gold atom inside) and both vacancies have the same electronic
configuration due to the large reservoir of electrons inside the NP.

Not only the adsorption energies but also the diffusion energies are higher
(Fig. 4b). The surprising result is that it makes a clear difference if the NP sits on a
VCl� or VNaþ vacancy, independently on the size of the NP: In the first case, one of
the edges of the NP bounds to a surface Cl− ion with the VCl� vacancy next to it
(Fig. 4c, left). The whole NP is tilted by 10° toward the Cl� � VCl� vacancy
complex so that the NP then moves by pivoting around this bonded corner. Always
when the NP rotates, the VCl� vacancy jumps to a neighboring site at the same time,
allowing the NP to bond to another Cl− ion (Fig. 4d). Although in this case, the
direction is along one of the {001} family of surface directions, the NP can prin-
cipally also move along the other ones—none of the {001} directions is preferred
and the NP can move in any direction by taking a zigzag path.

On the contrary, when the NP sits on a VNaþ vacancy, the movement of the NP is
highly anisotropic. The defect is located in the middle of one of the NP edges, which
is aligned on top of a Cl− row along the 011h i surface direction (Fig. 4b, right). The
NP is again slightly tilted by 5.1° toward the edge such that the NP bounds via the
edge to the surface. The NP moves with the VNaþ vacancy, and the movement is
directed along the 011h i direction of the row of Cl− ions (Fig. 4e). On the contrary,
the movement along the other 011h i directions is less preferred due to the break of
symmetry by the triangular shape of the NP and its (111) epitaxy with respect to the
(001) orientation of the NaCl(001) surface (see diffusion energies in Fig. 4b, right).

It can be concluded that a NP needs a defect for getting stabilized on the terrace.
More importantly, with respect to the manipulation experiments shown in Fig. 2,
the defect probably was a cation vacancy. This is in perfect agreement with the
general picture of defects on NaCl(001) that the steps have indeed many cation
vacancies at the kinks, as discussed in Sect. 3.

A very important question is whether the 011h i direction is always the preferred
one. In other words, are there NPs which are attached at anion vacancies? The
manipulation of NPs already anchored on the flat terraces directly after the growth of
the NPs is sometimes different: Such NPs could be moved almost perfectly along the
001h i direction as shown in Fig. 5a. In other experiments, the direction of the NP
movement is not aligned along a simple surface direction like 001h i or 011h i, as it can
be seen in the experiment shown in Fig. 5b. The NP moved rather in a zigzag path.

Without any direct proof, it can be anticipated that such NPs are possibly
anchored at F0 centers, which is yet again in agreement with the general picture of
the clean surface: Because the NaCl crystals are annealed at relatively high tem-
peratures after their cleavage, most of the surface cation vacancies move to the steps
due to their high mobility and get trapped at the steps [72]. However, for F0 centers,
the diffusion energy is much higher (0.9 eV [34]), and it could be that a few of them
are present and stable on the surface even after the surface preparation by cleavage
and annealing of the crystals. If so, they serve as nucleation sites for metal atoms,
which then form NPs at F0 centers as recently described in detail [83].
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5 Conclusion

The manipulation experiments with AuNPs on NaCl(001) demonstrate that metal
NPs can be successfully moved on an insulating surface with already a standard
UHV AFM, which works at room temperature.2 This work invites studying the
manipulation characteristics of any type of metal NP on well-defined, almost
atomically flat and clean surfaces.

The manipulation experiments show that AuNPs need a defect on the NaCl
terraces for their stabilization and that in most cases, the direction of manipulation is
anisotropic, which is related to the type of defect below the NP. In fact, the pre-
ferred direction of NPs can be used to identify the defect underneath. Although the
picture from Sect. 4 is coherent and in perfect agreement with, e.g., the Debye-
Frenkel layer that describes the type of defect at NaCl steps, there is no direct
evidence for the existence of the cation and anion vacancies below the NPs—the
NPs were not removed from the surface to see what is left behind on the surface. An
unambiguous identification of the defects after or before a manipulation experiment
is, however, of importance to prove the model.

Fig. 5 Manipulation of two AuNPs (green) on NaCl(001) (Au coverage: 0.3 monolayers). a The
NP could be moved almost close along the 100h i surface direction. b The NP moved along a
complex surface direction exhibiting a zigzag path. The images of both experiments, (a) and (b),
always show the situation before and after the manipulation. Experiment (a) was adapted from Ref.
[34]. Experiment (b) are unpublished results of the author. Experiment (b): 60 × 60 nm2, Df = −20,
−42, −21 Hz, f0 = 275 kHz, k = 28 N/m, vScan ≈ 20 Hz, App = 15 nm (Color figure online)

2The UHV AFM used for the experiments in Ref. [34] is a standard commercial Omicron UHV
AFM/STM [99], controlled with a SCALA computer system. The detection of the detuning Df has
been improved using a digital demodulator from NanoSurf AG [100].
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Experiments that prove the existence of defects are not only needed for
the particular case AuNPs/NaCl(001) but are relevant for any kind of defect-
mediated manipulation experiment. A general protocol for a complete character-
ization of the manipulation characteristics of one single NP can be formulated
containing the following steps:

1. Characterizing the manipulation characteristics of the NP
2. Gently lifting the NP from the surface
3. Imaging and identifying the defect that is left behind

In the first manipulation step, a NP from, e.g., a NaCl step is moved onto a
terrace site. When detached from the step, the NP should be repeatedly moved on
the terrace to observe a trend in the direction of movement of the NP, e.g., a
possible anisotropic movement. This manipulation step can be easily accomplished
at room and low temperature. For the second manipulation step, a low-temperature
AFM is needed: Not only a high precision is given for accomplishing this
manipulation step, but it is also guaranteed that the exposed defect does not vanish
from its site (3rd step), which might happen at relatively high temperatures as in the
case of NaCl(001).

The most difficult part of the protocol is the lift-off of the NP, which needs to be
picked up by the AFM tip (2nd step). Although some experiments in air demon-
strate that NPs can be picked up in principle, there is, so far, no example in
literature demonstrating this also in vacuum. Merely, atoms and molecules could be
picked up from the surface [101], which let hope that lifting a NP should be
possible, too. The manipulation step asks for an attentive execution of the exper-
iment and of course also some experimental luck.

The last manipulation step is easy to accomplish since it only concerns the basic
imaging of the defect with atomic resolution. The atomic resolution imaging can be
done with the NP at the tip apex, otherwise one desorbs the NP from the tip by, e.g.,
voltage pulses. The atomic resolution imaging should be done systematically such
that the defect can be unambiguously identified afterward, e.g., with help of
assisting theory [82]. Either distance-dependent imaging [54, 94, 102, 103], 2D [14,
104] or even true 3D force spectroscopy [105, 106] should be done to fully char-
acterize the defect contrast.

6 Future Perspectives

With respect to the manipulation experiments from above (Sect. 4) and manipu-
lation experiments of single atoms and molecules that can be nowadays done with
high precision (e.g., see Refs. [14, 18]), several appealing experiments could be
done in future. For instance, an interesting experiment would be the manipulation of
NPs as a function of surface structure and in particular as a function of defect type
and size. This results from the simple point of view that a large number of
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interesting surfaces can be found in surface science, which all differ in their
respective atomic surface structure but also in their surface defects.

Promising surfaces are the (001) surfaces of alkali halides, where vacancies with
different sizes can be found and can be explicitly created (pits). For instance,
because the dimension of the unit cell varies from material to material (LiF:
aLiF ¼ 4:03 Å, NaCl: aNaCl ¼ 5:64 Å, KBr: aKBr ¼ 6:60 Å, RbBr: aRbBr ¼ 6:85 Å),
the size of the cation vacancy also varies. At a specific lattice size, the vacancy is
sufficiently large such that a metal atom of the NP can fill the vacancy [72]. For
instance, in the case of gold on KBr(001) theory predicts that a gold atom fills a F0

vacancy [72], which is not the case on NaCl(001) [34] and probably also on LiF
(001). An other way to size the dimension of the defect underneath a NP is to make
use of electron desorption, which creates nanometer-sized pits on the surface [74,
107]. Pits with a size ranging from the atomic size (single vacancy) up to small pits
with a surface area still smaller than the contact area with the NP could be created.
Last but not least, a few separated vacancies underneath a NP could be considered.
A key substrate surface is the nanostructured (001) Suzuki surface of, e.g., NaCl
doped with divalent metal impurity cations (e.g., Cd2+ or Mg2+) [51, 108]. The
Suzuki surface exhibits a high density of vacancies and impurities with a mean
next-neighbor distance of � 8 Å [54] so that NPs with a size of only a few
nanometers already cover two cation vacancies and more [69].

The movement of a NP, which covers a filled vacancy or pit, is certainly dif-
ferent in comparison with the movement of a NP anchored at an unfilled vacancy or
pit: If a gold atom is inside a vacancy or pit, it needs to be moved with the vacancy
and the NP, or the defect–NP complex gets dissociated. Such scenarios cost
probably much more energy with respect to the unfilled case. In the case of several
single vacancies (Suzuki surface), a concerted movement of the NP and the defects
is needed to move the ensemble together, which probably also costs more energy.
In future, manipulation experiments on alkali halide surfaces could be done to
clarify the effect of the vacancy size.

Alkali halide surfaces form one class of substrate surfaces. In fact, they are
suitable model surfaces for the manipulation of NPs. Other surfaces like oxide
surfaces are more relevant in, e.g., heterogeneous catalysis. Today, a precise
knowledge of almost all relevant defects exists, in particular with respect to oxygen
vacancies. This concerns the MgO(001) [109], TiO2(110) [110–112], CeO2(111)
[113], and Al2O3 surface [114], for instance. In most cases, thin oxide films with
fascinating morphologies, atomic structures, reconstructions, and defect structures
can be prepared in a controlled manner [115–119], with an easy access for nc-AFM
and KPFM imaging [4, 120]. If one succeeds with the manipulation methods from
Sect. 5, a dream in heterogeneous model catalysis becomes true: the morphology of
single NPs, charge transfer processes between the oxide support and single NPs but
also reactivity related phenomena like adsorption and contamination at single NPs
(see Ref. [121]) can be studied as a function of surface site.
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Imaging of Defects on Ge(001):H
by Non-contact Atomic Force Microscopy

Bartosz Such, Marek Kolmer, Szymon Godlewski, Jakub Lis,
Janusz Budzioch, Mateusz Wojtaszek and Marek Szymonski

Abstract The structure of a hydrogenated Ge(001) surface is examined by means
of non-contact atomic force microscopy (NC-AFM) at 5 K. Three-dimensional
force spectroscopy of a bond defect surrounded by a passivated area shows a
qualitatively distinct spatial dependence of the interaction. The force curve over a
defect has a range where the short-range attractive force is detected, whereas over
the hydrogen-terminated bonds, it is missing: atomic-scale imaging of hydrogens is
possible only in the repulsive range. Thus, NC-AFM allows for clear determination
of the different chemical activities of the defect compared to the surrounding
passivated area.

Keywords NC-AFM � Ge(001) � Surface defect

1 Introduction

New concepts in the fabrication of atomic-scale wires have inspired renewed
interest in hydrogenated surfaces of germanium and silicon. It is proposed that the
selective desorption of hydrogen from the passivated semiconductor surface could
provide the means for efficient creation of surface-supported chains of dangling
bond wires [1–8]. Upon passivation by hydrogen, each dangling bond present on a
dimerized c(4 × 2)/p(2 × 2) surface of Ge(001) binds a hydrogen atom [9, 10]. That
removes the tilt of dimers and creates a 2 × 1 surface structure. However, the
hydrogenation process usually is not complete, and a certain population of non-
passivated dangling bonds and other defects is still present on the surface. Such
defects are an exciting testing ground for scanning probe techniques, since they
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form chemically active centers protruding from the surface and surrounded by a
passivated, chemically inert area.

In this chapter, we report the results of a non-contact atomic force microscopy
(NC-AFM) study of such defects performed at cryogenic temperatures. NC-AFM at
low temperatures has provided quite a number of interesting results recently, mainly
thanks to the introduction of tuning forks as sensors [11, 12]. A variety of systems
were investigated such as metals [13, 14], HOPG [15], Si(001) [16], nanodiamonds
[17], and insulators [18], as well as molecular [19–23] and metallic [24] adsorbates.
While NC-AFM in general has been proven to be able to distinguish different
species on a surface [25] at the atomic scale, the aforementioned studies were not
concerned with examining radically different chemical activities on a single sample.
This is also true for investigations of surfaces of hydrogenated semiconductor
surfaces [26–30]. Local chemical activity at the atomic scale, however, is of con-
siderable interest in many applications. This particularly true for studies of single
organic molecules, where adsorption of a CO molecule on a tip is typically used to
provide the chemical inactivity essential for the outcome (i.e., resolving the internal
structure of a molecule) [19, 20, 22] of those experiments.

2 Experimental

The experiments were carried out in a UHV system equipped with a LT-STM/AFM
instrument (Omicron) operating at 5 K. Commercially available tuning fork-based
sensors (qPlus sensors) are equipped with chemically etched tungsten tips. Since
simultaneous STM and NC-AFM measurements with tuning fork-based systems are
often marred by problems related to a cross talk between the measurement channels,
our experiment is performed with tips which are non-conductive, probably due to a
thick oxide layer on the apex. Lack of the tunneling current measurement is the
price for reliable measurement of the frequency shift of the sensor and for avoiding
artifacts in the dissipation channel. The Ge(001) samples were prepared by repeated
cycles of sputtering (Ar+, 600 eV, 750 °C) until a clean c(4 × 2)/p(2 × 2) surface
was obtained, as checked by low energy electron diffraction (LEED) and LT-STM
measurements. The substrate was then exposed to atomic hydrogen dosed with the
use of a homebuilt cracker (1 × 10−7 mbar of H2 partial pressure, samples kept at
200 °C). Following this process, a well-hydrogenated surface with a limited number
of defects is observed.

3 Results

An NC-AFM image of a hydrogenated Ge(001) surface is shown in Fig. 1. The
main features in the constant frequency shift image are double rows of depressions,
i.e., positions where the tip had to approach closer to the surface in order to
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maintain the required frequency shift. The rows on adjacent terraces separated by a
monolayer step are perpendicular to each other, as expected for a reconstructed Ge
(001) surface. The separation between the protrusions in a single row is about
0.37 nm, while the double rows are separated by 0.82 nm. Those values correspond
quite closely to the expected distances between hydrogen atoms adsorbed on a Ge
dimer and the distance between dimer rows on the Ge(001) surface (0.39 nm [31]
and 2 � a0

ffiffiffi
2

p ¼ 0:8 nm, respectively, where a0 is the bulk lattice constant of Ge).
Therefore, it is plausible that the depressions can be identified as hydrogen atoms
bound on the surface dimers. Occasionally, defects can be observed on the surface,
located over one of the hydrogens in a dimer row. In the atomically resolved
images, they are depicted as even deeper depressions than the hydrogen atoms.

In order to gain more insight into the contrast formation mechanism, three-
dimensional (3D) frequency shift-distance spectroscopy was performed. A series of
constant-height images (32 in total) was taken over a small (1.8 × 1.8 nm2) area
with decreasing tip-surface separation. In order to elucidate the details of the tip
interaction with species present on the surface, an area containing both hydrogen-
passivated dimers and a defect was chosen. A representative image taken from the
series is shown in Fig. 2. The brighter colors depict increasingly negative frequency
shifts, i.e., increasingly attractive interactions. A series of such images forms a 3D
field of frequency shift experienced by a sensor over the surface. A frequency shift
versus distance curve over a site extracted from the 3D dataset is presented in
Fig. 2b, together with a force versus distance curve calculated according to the
procedure introduced by Sader and Jarvis [32]. The force curve shows significant
interaction as far as 2 nm from the surface. Therefore, the curve is dominated by
long-range interactions, perhaps arising from a relatively large radius of curvature
of the tip. The long-range forces are not site specific, and hence, the curves taken
over different sites on the surface are virtually unrecognizable at this scale. As a
result, in order to focus only on the short range, chemically specific forces in the

Fig. 1 NC-AFM constant
frequency shift image of a
hydrogenated Ge(001)
surface; f0 = 22,500 Hz,
Δf = −10 Hz, A = 500 pm, and
Q = 10,000
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following, only differences between the forces over the characteristic sites are
analyzed.

The position between the dimer rows does not show any contrast evolution upon
decreasing the tip-surface distance until a severe tip relaxation occurs. Therefore, it
is likely that the influence of a short-range component is small at that position and
the contrast evolution over hydrogen atoms or the defect can be analyzed with
respect to that site (marked in Fig. 2a as ‘background’). The curves presented in
Fig. 3 show the dependence of the difference between the force over the ‘defect’ site
and the ‘background’ site FD (red line), and between the ‘hydrogen’ site and the
‘background’ site FH (blue line), on the distance. The position ‘z = 0’ is chosen
arbitrarily as the position of the closest image taken. For large tip-surface distances,
the lines are virtually unrecognizable, meaning that there is no contrast visible in the
constant-height force image. The first discrepancies between the curves start around
a distance of 300 pm, where the curve FD becomes negative and reaches a mag-
nitude of almost 10 pN. This means that the tip is attracted to the defect in

Fig. 2 3D spectroscopy of a
Ge(001):H surface: a one of
the constant-height images
forming 3D dataset with
marked ‘background,’
‘defect,’ and ‘hydrogen’
positions; b frequency shift
versus distance dependence
(circles, scale on the right
axis) over an arbitrary point
within the scan area taken
from the consecutive images
and the force versus distance
curve calculated from the
frequency shift data (line,
scale on the left axis)
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comparison with the background. We note that this value of the force difference is
close to our detection limit. However, the region of increased attraction located over
the area of the defect is clearly visible in Fig. 3a, supporting our interpretation. The
curve FH is still close to zero in that region. The constant-height cross section of the
3D force field corresponding to that region is shown in Fig. 3a, showing the area of
attraction over the defect with no apparent contrast around. While the tip approa-
ches the surface, the curve FD changes its sign and increases rapidly. The tip starts
to experience the repulsion over the defect, and the force difference climbs to
5 × 10−11 N. The FH curve is still close to zero. The cross section of the force field,
presented in Fig. 3b, shows a small area of relative repulsion located over the defect
site and hardly any contrast around.

When the tip approaches further, the curve FH rises to positive values indicating
that a repulsive interaction appears over the hydrogen atoms. Curve FD is saturated.
Figure 3c shows clear contrast on the hydrogenated surface, while the defect loses its

Fig. 3 Evolution of the force over a hydrogen atom (blue line) and a defect (red line) with respect to
the ‘background’ site; the shaded areas represent the standard deviation of the force difference
calculated for the curves extracted for the areas of interest from the smoothed 3D force field (a–d) and
the cross sections of a force field taken at characteristic tip-surface distances marked on the plot of
force difference versus distance (e)
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circular symmetry. Figure 3d, corresponding to the position where both force dif-
ference curves seem to be saturated, shows a strong change in the shape of the features.
During the entire series of images, no contrast in dissipation channel is observed.

As the defect protrudes from the surface, it is not surprising that the interaction
of the tip with the defect appears around 200 pm further away from the surface than
for the hydrogen atoms. The crucial point, however, is that the interaction over the
defect indicates a different chemical activities of that site, in comparison with its
surroundings. This is shown by the extent of the attractive short-range interaction
seen between 200 and 300 pm on the z-scale of Fig. 3. Such a site-specific attractive
force is usually interpreted as a sign of creation of a temporary bond between a
feature on the surface and the tip apex. In contrast, the hydrogen atoms do not show
any attractive regime of the interaction which indicates a lack of chemical activity
between the tip and the hydrogen atoms.

It would be impossible to put forward such conclusions based on a single force
curve only. The amount of attractive force presented in the curve in Fig. 3 is only
10 pN—much less than the forces demonstrated in the previous atom—determi-
nation experiments [25], where forces are of the order of nanonewtons. Only
recently have reports been presented of the measurements of the attractive force
over the adatoms of the Si(111)-7 × 7 surface, showing that in the case of non-
reactive tips, the measured short-range force can be as small as 50 pN [33].
However, central to our reasoning is the analysis of the cross sections of the force
field. The spatial localization of the attractive interactions over a defect site cannot
be explained other than through the localized chemical activity present there.
Hence, only the analysis of 3D force field allows us to pinpoint chemical differences
between the various sites on the surface.

The small value of the measured attractive force is certainly connected to the
atomic structure of the tip. The exact structure of the tip is almost always a problem
in NC-AFM experiments. In our work, the tip apex is formed by deliberate contacts
with the surface. We note that it is quite difficult, and therefore rare, to obtain a tip
which is stable while scanning over both the hydrogenated surface and the defects.
This is not surprising since the requirements for the tip to image chemical species as
distinct as the dangling bond and the passivated surface are quite demanding, and the
tip structure is perhaps quite peculiar. The small value of the attractive force over the
defect presented in Fig. 3 suggests that most likely the tip is not terminated by clean
germanium, but it is partially passivated with hydrogen. A more exact termination of
the tip apex, however, could only be corroborated by extensive DFT calculations.

In summary, we have presented atomically resolved images and 3D force
spectroscopy of the hydrogenated Ge(001) surface. NC-AFM spectroscopy
revealed different local chemical activity of a defect, most likely a dangling bond,
with respect to the passivated Ge surface in the vicinity of the defect. The difference
is marked by the 100 pm long span of the attractive short-range interaction between
the tip and the defect. In contrast, hydrogen-passivated bonds do not exhibit any
chemical activity and there is no site-specific interaction between the hydrogen and
the tip until the tip apex enters the range of the overlapping electronic states. Thus,
we show that NC-AFM is capable of imaging and differentiating, at the atomic
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scale, species of contrasting chemical properties, and when corroborated by DFT
calculations in future, it could bring even quantitative measurement of the local
chemical activity.
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Adsorption Structures of Amino Acids
on Calcite(104)

Felix Kling, Markus Kittelmann and Angelika Kühnle

Abstract Elucidating the interaction details of proteins with the most stable
cleavage plane of calcite, namely calcite(104), is of great importance for under-
standing the physicochemical mechanisms behind biomineralisation. In this con-
text, amino acids are generally believed to serve as suitable model molecules, as
they constitute the basic building blocks of proteins. In this work, we present a non-
contact atomic force microscopy (NC-AFM) investigation of the adsorption of five
proteinogenic amino acids on calcite(104) under ultra-high vacuum (UHV) con-
ditions. For studying the structures formed from comparatively large amino acids,
enantiopure tryptophan, tyrosine and aspartic acid molecules are deposited onto the
surface held at room temperature (RT). These results are compared to the structures
observed when depositing the two smallest amino acids, namely glycine and ala-
nine. Our results reveal strikingly similar island structures with a (5 × 1) super-
structure for the class of large amino acids despite the rather different side chains.
The chirality of the molecules is unambiguously identified by a characteristic angle
that is formed with respect to the ½42�1� substrate direction. The structures observed
for glycine and alanine, on the other hand, differ substantially from each other and
also from the (5 × 1) pattern revealed for the large amino acid. Our study illustrates
that identifying general adsorption principles is difficult even in the case of rather
simple molecular building blocks.
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1 Introduction

Amino acids, one of the most fundamental components of life, appear to have
evolved spontaneously under early earth conditions, as has been indicated by the
Miller–Urey experiment [1]. Amino acids constitute the basic building blocks of
proteins, which are nature’s “molecular machines”. For instance, proteins can act as
catalysts, facilitating chemical reactions, or nanoscale transporter, directing specific
molecules towards their site of use.

Proteins are substantially involved in biomineralisation, nature’s way of creating
organic–inorganic hybrid materials with outstanding properties [2]. An impressive
number of biominerals with tailor-made properties can be found in nature such as
hybrid materials composed of proteins and calcite or aragonite in the shells of
marine organisms.

Amino acids are interesting molecules not only due to their biological relevance,
but also because they represent a prominent example for point chirality. Therefore,
upon adsorption onto a surface, the formation of global chiral structures is possible
and observed frequently. Besides the chirality, amino acids exist in a protonated,
deprotonated or even zwitterionic state, significantly altering the adsorption structure
[3]. Additionally, since amino acids contain freely rotatable bonds, different con-
formations and adsorption positions are feasible. This allows for forming quite
complex structures and different phases depending on temperature and coverage [4].

In this chapter, we will focus on the adsorption of five amino acids onto the
natural cleavage plane of calcite, namely calcite(104). Many studies exist in liter-
ature, addressing the adsorption behaviour of various amino acids on metal surfaces
in ultra-high vacuum (UHV) [4–9]. Surprisingly, no molecular-resolution mea-
surements of amino acids adsorbed to an insulating surface in UHV have been
reported in literature so far.

Calcite (Fig. 1a) is one of the best studied materials for biomineralisation [2]. It
can be found, e.g., in mollusc shells. For understanding the principles behind
biomineralisation, some work has focused on calcite crystallisation in the presence
of amino acids. An important observation is that adding enantiopure amino acids of
different chirality can result in chirally shaped calcite crystals. This constitutes a
most elegant way of showing how macroscopic chirality evolves from molecular
chirality [10, 11].

Calcite is known to be an excellent surface for molecular self-assembly due to
the high surface energy as compared to other non-conductive materials [12].
Therefore, a number of molecules have been observed to self-assemble on calcite
(104) into ordered structures ranging from molecular islands [13] to wire-like
structures [14].

We selected the amino acids tryptophan, tyrosine and aspartic acid (Fig. 1b–d)
for deposition as they represent rather large amino acids. These molecules were
used in their enantiopure form in both chiralities. Since most literature deals with
smaller amino acids, only little is known so far about the adsorption of tyrosine [15,
16], tryptophan [17, 18] and aspartic acid [19]. Moreover, all these studies are
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limited to metallic surfaces. To compare the structures obtained for the three amino
acids mentioned above, we also investigated the adsorption structures of the two
smallest amino acids, namely glycine and alanine (Fig. 1e–f). Being the simplest
amino acids, these two molecules have been studied extensively in the past, with a
focus on understanding both structure formation [9, 20, 21] as well as adsorbate-
induced surface reconstruction [22–24] on metallic surfaces.

2 Experimental Part

In this work, a variable-temperature atomic force microscope (VT-AFM from
Omicron, Taunusstein, Germany) was used for performing non-contact atomic
force microscopy (NC-AFM) imaging in the frequency modulated mode. All
experiments were performed following a procedure as described previously [25].
The orientation of the calcite crystals was determined by its birefringence. All
molecules were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich with purities larger than 98 %. For
molecule deposition, a home-built Knudsen cell was used. The temperatures for
sublimation were in the range of 110–145 °C for the larger amino acids. The
corresponding deposition rates were less than 0.01 monolayers (ML) per minute.
Sublimation times ranged from 30 min to 2 h. Alanine and glycine were sublimated
at 80 °C for 5–30 min, the resulting coverage being in the order of 0.1 ML. Detail
images have been corrected for thermal drift [26].

Fig. 1 a Model of the calcite(104) surface and structural formulas of the amino acids used in this
study, namely b L-tryptophan, c L-tyrosine and d L-aspartic acid as representatives for large amino
acids and e L-alanine and f glycine constituting the smallest amino acids
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3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Tryptophan

Tryptophan was chosen mainly because it is the largest of the proteinogenic amino
acids with a length of about 1 nm. This size is expected to facilitate both imaging
and identification of the molecular conformation. Besides these technical aspects,
the side chain contains an indole moiety that is aromatic and contains a nitrogen
atom. The latter allows for forming intermolecular N–H bonds as can be seen from
the crystal structure of racemic tryptophan [27].

At 110 °C cell temperature, less than 0.1 ML of tryptophan was sublimated onto
calcite(104) held at room temperature (RT). Molecular islands form both at step
edges as well as on terraces. These islands display a row structure along the ½42�1�
crystallographic direction, as can be seen in Fig. 2a. The apparent height of the
islands is about 4 Å, which can be tentatively assigned to flat-lying molecules,
although height information in NC-AFM should be interpreted with care in general.

When zooming into the islands, the NC-AFM images reveal further details of the
inner structure. As can be seen in Fig. 2b, c for D-tryptophan and L-tryptophan,
respectively, the contrasts in the two high-resolution images are somewhat different,

Fig. 2 a Molecular island of D-tryptophan and high-resolution images of b D- and c L-tryptophan.
The (5 × 1) surface cell is marked by a rectangle, the inner striped structure is indicated by white
lines
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which is ascribed to different tip terminations. However, both images clearly reveal
that the rows along the ½42�1� direction are composed by a striped inner structure,
resulting in a (5 × 1) unit cell. Interestingly, the stripes form a stacked pattern
(marked by white lines in the figure) with an angle of 108° with respect to the ½42�1�
direction. For L- and D-tryptophan, the same structure can be observed, but mirrored
along the ½42�1� direction. This finding suggests that a distinction between L- and
D-enantiomers is possible based on the chirality of the observed patterns.1

3.2 Tyrosine

Tyrosine is the second largest proteinogenic amino acid, featuring a phenol moiety
in its side chain and, hence, containing one additional hydroxyl group. This group
provides an additional possibility for the formation of hydrogen bonds. The crystal
structure of L-tyrosine is known to be stabilised mainly by hydrogen bonds between
the amino acid and hydroxyl groups [28].

A cell temperature of 115 °C proved to be optimum for sublimation of tyrosine.
Upon deposition of less than 0.1 ML of tyrosine onto calcite(104) held at RT, islands
form similar to the situation revealed after deposition of tryptophan (Fig. 3a). The
islands again exhibit an apparent height of 4 Å, indicating flat-lying molecules.

High-resolution images again display a (5 × 1) superstructure (Fig. 3 b, c) and
allow for distinguishing between the two enantiomers. As for tryptophan, an angle
of 108° is formed between the molecular stripes and the ½42�1�-direction. This
observation suggests that the change in side chain does not significantly influence
the adsorption of tyrosine as compared to tryptophan. This finding appears some-
what paradox, as hydroxyl groups are known to bind to calcite, which should affect
the adsorption position.

3.3 Aspartic Acid

Aspartic acid is frequently found in proteins that are important for biomineralisation
[29] and contains a second carboxyl group. This is especially interesting, since the
carboxyl group has been identified as a suitable group for anchoring the molecule
towards calcite surface [12]. Another significant difference is that aspartic acid is
considerably smaller than the two amino acids discussed before.

Aspartic acid was sublimated at about 132 °C. Interestingly, upon deposition of
around 0.1 ML of aspartic acid onto calcite(104) held at RT, the molecules form

1Images with poor resolution did not always display a chiral pattern. However, in case a chiral
pattern was seen, it always exhibited the same but mirror-imaged appearance for the D- or L-
enantiomers, respectively.
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islands that appear very similar to the islands formed upon deposition of tyrosine
and tryptophan (Fig. 4a). The islands formed by aspartic acid also display an
apparent height of about 4 Å and, most surprisingly, a chiral (5 × 1) structure at
small scale (Fig. 4b, c). Again, the molecular stripes form an angle of 108° with
respect to the ½42�1�-direction.

Thus, although the side chain of aspartic acid differs substantially from the side
chains of the two molecules considered before, the resulting structure appears to be
strikingly similar. This finding might suggest that a general binding motif for amino
acids on calcite(104) can be found, which is rather unaffected by the different side
chains. This is, however, not true as will be shown by investigating the structures
observed for glycine and alanine.

3.4 Alanine

Alanine is the smallest chiral amino acid and, therefore, was used to test whether
the above reported (5 × 1) structure constitutes a general binding motif for amino
acids on calcite(104). Since its side chain consists of a methyl group, the

Fig. 3 Images of a D-tyrosine and high-resolution images of b D- and c L-tyrosine upon deposition
onto calcite(104)
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intermolecular interactions in the crystal structure are dominated by hydrogen
bonds between the amino acid groups [30].

Sublimation at 80 °C for 5–10 min leads to a coverage of about 0.05 ML.
Alanine assembles into structures with an apparent height of about 4 Å (Fig. 5). It
should be mentioned that the islands are rather small compared to the islands
formed from the other amino acids discussed above, where less but larger islands
were revealed.

In high-resolution images, a (2 × 2) superstructure can be identified. Probably
due to the small size of the structures, no chirality can be observed. As seen for the
other amino acids before, the contrasts differ substantially, as demonstrated in the
high-resolution images presented in Fig. 5b, c.

3.5 Glycine

Glycine, being achiral, consists of the amino acid group only. It, therefore, takes
up a special position within the proteinogenic amino acids. Consequently,
hydrogen bonds are the dominant intermolecular interactions in the bulk structure
of glycine [31].

Fig. 4 Images of a L-aspartic acid and high-resolution images of b D- and c L-aspartic acid upon
deposition
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For sublimation, the cell temperature was about 80 °C, yielding a coverage of
about 0.1 ML during 10–30 min of sublimation. Deposition of glycine also results
in the formation of islands.

However, compared to the rather well-defined structures that could be observed
for the other amino acids, the islands assembled from glycine exhibit a “blurry”
appearance with a (1 × 1) superstructure (Fig. 6). Again, the apparent height is
about 4 Å. Interestingly, in sharp contrast to what was observed for all other amino
acids investigated in this study, the adsorption of glycine results in a metastable
structure. This is concluded from the fact that the (1 × 1) islands disappear when
waiting overnight, leaving behind unordered structures.

The reason for the transition cannot be identified easily. A possible explanation
might be the deprotonation of either the protonated amino or carboxyl group,
depending on the state of glycine adsorption on calcite. However, it remains unclear
why alanine forms stable islands then, since both molecules are very similar from a
chemical point of view.

Most importantly, the smallest amino acid presents yet another adsorption
structure, illustrating the richness of binding motifs for amino acids on calcite(104).

Fig. 5 a D-alanine and high-resolution images of b D- and c L-alanine upon deposition. The (2 × 2)
unit cell is marked with a rectangle in b and c
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4 Conclusion

Upon deposition on calcite, tryptophan, tyrosine and aspartic acid self-assemble
into island structures. The D- and L-enantiomers form mirrored structures each, as
expected from a chiral molecule. Surprisingly, all three molecules exhibit a (5 × 1)
superstructure with a very similar inner pattern, despite the significantly different
side chains. One possible implication of this finding is that the adsorption geometry
is determined mostly by the amino acid group. If this is true, single amino acids are
expected to bind in a completely different way to calcite when compared to pro-
teins, since the amino acid moieties are condensed in the latter case. This finding
might also suggest that the (5 × 1) superstructure constitutes a general binding motif
for amino acids on calcite(104), irrespectively of the chemical nature of the side
chains. This conclusion does, however, not hold true as demonstrated by depositing
the two smallest amino acids, glycine and alanine, onto calcite(104).

Alanine forms a (2 × 2) superstructure when deposited onto calcite(104) held at
RT. Glycine, being even smaller than alanine, assembles into a (1 × 1) super-
structure, which appears to constitute a transient structure. These two amino acids
demonstrate that a seemingly small change in structure (adding a methyl group
when going from glycine to alanine) can cause large changes in the resulting
structure. In contrast, the opposite observation is made for the three large amino
acids, where large changes in the side chains did not result in different adsorption
structures on the surface. Our work, thus, demonstrates that no general binding

Fig. 6 Images of glycine deposited onto calcite(104). In a a double-colour scale is used to
highlight the resolution obtained simultaneously on the calcite substrate and the glycine island.
b Zoom into the island structure, revealing the (1 × 1) unit cell (marked by a rectangle)
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motifs for the adsorption of amino acids onto the most stable cleavage plane of
calcite can be identified, calling for detailed adsorption studies for each amino acid
individually.
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Origin of the KPFM Contrast
in the Adsorption of a Triphenylene
Derivative on KBr(001)

Antoine Hinaut, Florian Chaumeton, David Martrou
and Sebastién Gauthier

Abstract The results of the study of the adsorption of 2,3,6,7,10,11-hexacyano-
propyloxytriphenylene on KBr(001) by non-contact atomic force microscopy
(nc-AFM) coupled to Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM) are presented.
A particular emphasis is put on the KPFM measurements. In particular, the contrast
in the Kelvin potential between a molecular monolayer and the KBr substrate is
interpreted on the basis of molecular modeling and classical electrostatic calculations
using a spherical tip model. It is demonstrated that this contrast originates from the
polarization of the molecule induced by its adsorption conformation where five polar
CN groups are adsorbed above five surface K+ ions. The calculated value of the
Kelvin potential difference between the molecular monolayer and KBr is in good
agreement with the experimental value.

Keywords Non-contact atomic force microscopy �Kelvin probe force microscopy �
Molecular adsorption on insulating surfaces

1 Introduction

Atomic force microscopy in the non-contact (or frequency modulation) mode is
now a well-established technique and has proven to be invaluable for investigating
molecular adsorption on atomically clean, well-defined surfaces of bulk insulators.
This field is progressing rapidly: A wide variety of structures, from 2D or 3D self-
assembled islands to single molecules, have been observed on different surfaces
with an ever increasing resolution [1–17] and important phenomena have been
investigated, such as dewetting of molecular layers from the substrate [3], novel
growth modes [15], and on-surface synthesis of polymeric structures by thermally
induced covalent linking [13].
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During the same period, Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM) has been
combined with nc-AFM [18–22] to investigate metallic or semiconducting surfaces,
as well as adsorbates [23, 24] or thin insulating films on metals [20, 25, 26]. But the
application of this technique to bulk insulating surfaces [27–31] is only beginning.
Coupling these two techniques is not only interesting to characterize the electrical
properties of the adsorbates, but also to extract topographic images that are free
from electrostatic-forces-induced distortion [37, 38]. A key difficulty with KPFM
on insulators, however, is that the interpretation of the results is not yet well
established and for this reason remains only qualitative.

In the following, our goal was to provide a semi-quantitative interpretation of the
KPFM results recently obtained for the adsorption of hexacyanopropyloxytri-
phenylene (HCPTP) on KBr(001) [30]. This molecule (Fig. 1) was equipped with
six flexible propyl chains ending with dipolar CN groups in order to increase its
adsorption energy and to limit its diffusion at room temperature. It was proposed
[30] that in one of the two molecular monolayer structures identified on KBr, the
molecules are lying flat on the surface, with five of these CN groups interacting
with surface K+ ions. This adsorption conformation polarizes the molecule, and the
primary question we address in this chapter is how the Kelvin voltage measured
above these monolayers can be related to this static polarization. While the quan-
titative aspects of KPFM on metals have been the focus of a number of recent
works [20, 32, 33], no real attempts at a quantitative analysis have been reported yet
for molecular deposits on bulk insulators. Note that we are not here concerned with
the recent reports and analysis of atomic resolution KPFM on insulators [34, 35]
where the data are obtained in a different regime of much stronger tip–substrate
interaction, where short-range electrostatic forces play a dominant role.

In the following, the experimental results obtained on HCPTP/KBr(001) are
briefly recalled in Sect. 2, with an emphasis on the KPFM measurements. The

Fig. 1 a Molecular scheme and b structure of HCPTP optimized in vacuum
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interpretation of these measurements is then presented in Sect. 3, based on the
calculation method of the Kelvin potential that is described in Annex A. These
results are discussed in Sect. 4. In addition, an estimation of the tip-surface force
that is used to fix some parameters of the calculations is presented in Annex B.

2 Experimental Results

2.1 Experimental Details

Experiments were conducted with a commercial room temperature ultra-high
vacuum STM/AFM (Oxford Instruments Omicron NanoScience, Taunusstein,
Germany).

The KBr crystal was cleaved in air, transferred to the UHV system, and heated at
480 K for 1 h to remove the charges created during the cleavage process. This
preparation method results in an atomically well-ordered surface with (001) terraces
separated by atomic steps, mainly oriented in the nonpolar 〈100〉 crystallographic
directions. Molecules were deposited from a heated boron nitride disk on which a
few drops of the molecular solution have been let dry. QNCHR (uncoated) and
PtNCH (Pt-coated) silicon cantilevers from NanoSensors (Neuchatel, Switzerland)
were used. No special preparation except a moderate heating (420 K) in vacuum
was exercised. The resonance frequencies were close to 300 kHz, with quality
factors around 40,000.

KPFM was performed in the frequency modulation mode [19]. The bias voltage,
referred to the sample, was modulated at 1 kHz with an amplitude of 2 V.

The images were obtained in the constant Δf mode with an oscillation amplitude
A = 2 nm and small values of Δf, corresponding to normalized frequency shifts [36]
γ = kA3/2Δf/f0 = 0.25 fN m1/2 at most (k * 40 N m−1). In these conditions, the
interaction of the tip with the surface is quite weak. It is then expected that only van
der Waals and electrostatic forces contribute to the image (see Annex 2). In these
conditions and at the Kelvin voltage, the topographic image is close to a pure van
der Waals image [37, 38]. The apparent height of the observed structures is then
close to the values extracted from the molecular models, facilitating the structural
identification.

Great caution was exercised to avoid cross talk between the different signal
channels available in nc-AFM. Constant Δf images were recorded simultaneously
with maps of the Kelvin voltage, the frequency shift, the amplitude, and the exci-
tation voltage. The excitation voltage map was uniform, at a value close to its value
in the absence of tip–surface interaction for all the images of this paper. The hori-
zontal and vertical directions in the presented images are aligned on 〈100〉 nonpolar
directions of KBr.
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2.2 Results

A topographic and a Kelvin image of a KBr sample after deposition of molecules at
room temperature and annealing at 420 K during 30 min is presented in Fig. 2. On
the basis of our previous work [30], we can identify three different domains: (1) the
two horizontally elongated areas that appear near the center of image (a) reveal the
KBr surface. They are decorated by small molecular aggregates which are probably
anchored on defects; (2) other areas, labeled MLh, which present fewer defects are
associated with a monomolecular layer where the molecules lie flat on the KBr
surface; (3) finally, the areas labeled MLv, which exhibit stripes oriented in
polar <110> directions of the substrate correspond to molecular structures where
the molecules are standing approximately perpendicular to the surface. These
attributions are consistent with the measured height of the two types of molecular
layers: The apparent height of MLh is 0.4 nm, a reasonable value for a molecule
lying flat on the surface, while that of MLv is 1.6 nm, a value comparable to the
molecular diameter (see Fig. 1).

These structures form, during a dewetting process where molecules are trans-
ferred from MLh to MLv, liberating KBr patches, since molecular density is higher
in MLv than in MLh. This type of dewetting process is common in systems where
the molecules are weakly bound to the surface and has already been observed
during nc-AFM experiments [3, 39]. We suppose that the anchored molecular
aggregates that are observed on KBr are formed during this process, at the
annealing temperature of 420 K, but a better understanding of this phenomenon
requires further experiments.

The Kelvin map of Fig. 2b shows a very clear contrast between KBr and the two
types of molecular layers. As shown by the upper profile of Fig. 3, the Kelvin

Fig. 2 Images of a sample annealed at 420 K after the deposition of the molecules at room
temperature. a Topographic image and b simultaneously obtained Kelvin map. Imaging
conditions: A = 2 nm, Δf = −20 Hz, fmod = 1 kHz, Umod = 2 V
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voltage is shifted down by about 2 V from KBr to MLh. The average Kelvin
voltage on MLv is higher than on MLh. It is also more heterogeneous on MLv,
revealing a disorder that is not so visible in the topographic image. In the following,
we will concentrate on the interpretation of the Kelvin voltage on KBr and on
MLh only.

Note that the two KBr patches that appear in Fig. 2 are bordered by a KBr
monoatomic step (height 0.33 nm), reducing the apparent height difference between
KBr and the adjacent MLh layer to approximately 0.1 nm, as measured on the
topographic profile of Fig. 3.

Measurements of the Kelvin potential on the sample imaged in Fig. 2, during
more than one day and a half, are displayed in Fig. 4. The black squares give the
value on the MLh layer. The sequence of voltage steps that appear near 1100 min is
related to a sequence of images where higher spatial resolution was looked for and
consequently where harsher imaging conditions were used (Δf down to −80 Hz,
KPFM feedback loop opened). During this sequence, the tip evolved, as seen from
the topographic images. Accordingly, tip changes are clearly the origin of the
Kelvin voltage steps, as observed and analyzed in Ref. [40]. Before and after these
evolutions, the surface was imaged with the KPFM loop active in mild conditions
(Δf = −20 Hz). It is then observed that the absolute value of the Kelvin voltage
decreases exponentially, with a time constant of 360 min (blue lines in Fig. 4).

A similar phenomenon is commonly observed on the clean surfaces of ionic
crystals (alkali halides, MgO, etc.). It is related to the relaxation of the charges
created by the cleavage of the crystal during the preparation of the surface [27, 28].
Here, the situation is different: The molecules were deposited at room temperature
on the surface of a crystal that was previously annealed to 480 K in order to remove
these surface charges, resulting in Kelvin voltages close to 0 ± 1 V. It is only after
annealing the sample covered by molecules that a large negative Kelvin voltage was
observed. This observation points to a large charge rearrangement during this step,
but we lack an understanding of this phenomenon at the present time.

Fig. 3 Profiles corresponding
to the line drawn in Fig. 2a
(black profile), b (red profile).
The spikes that appear on the
topographic profile on KBr
are related to the molecular
aggregates mentioned in the
text (color figure online)
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An important point illustrated by Fig. 4 is the absence of correlation between the
absolute value of the observed Kelvin voltage and the Kelvin voltage difference
between MLh and KBr. Clearly, the evolutions of these two curves are associated
with two apparently disconnected phenomena. Indeed, it was demonstrated in Ref.
[40] that the mean value of the Kelvin voltage is largely fixed by the electrostatic
characteristics of the tip. This is not the case for the relative values of the Kevin
voltage, which are directly related to the electrostatic properties of the surface
phases under examination.

In the following, we concentrate on the interpretation of the value of the Kelvin
voltage difference ΔV* between MLh and KBr. This value was measured on dif-
ferent samples with 3 different tips, 2 uncoated Si tips (QNCHR), and one Pt-coated
tip (PtNCH). Care was taken to minimize the influence of the edges of the
molecular islands by evaluating the Kelvin potential at a minimal distance of
approximately 50 nm from them. We obtain ΔV* = 1.8 V ± 0.2 V, with no clear
systematic difference between the tips.1

2.3 MLh Structure

Materials Studio [41] was used with the COMPASS force field [42] to optimize the
conformation of an isolated molecule on KBr(001). The condensed-phase opti-
mized molecular potentials for atomistic simulation studies (COMPASS) force field
is well adapted to calculate the adsorption of organic molecules on the surface of
inorganic materials because it has been parameterized using condensed-phase

Fig. 4 Time evolution of the
Kelvin potential on MLh
(V�

MLh) and of the difference
between the Kelvin potential
on KBr and on MLh
(V�

KBr � V�
MLh)

1The value of 1.4 ± 0.2 V given in our previous work (Ref. [30]) was the difference between the
Kelvin voltage on KBr and an average of the voltage on MLh and MLv. As the Kelvin voltage is
higher on MLv, this explains the difference with the value we obtain here.
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properties as well as ab initio and empirical data for isolated molecules [43, 44].
Previous studies have shown that the interaction of organic molecules with ionic
surfaces is dominated by van der Waals and electrostatic forces. In addition, these
works indicate that the charge transfer between the substrate and the molecule is
negligible [45], ensuring that force-field-based calculations are sufficient for a
realistic description of these systems. The KBr slab was constituted of 6 × 6 × 3 unit
cells, corresponding to a thickness of six (001) atomic layers. The two upper layers
were free to relax during the simulations while the four lower layers were kept
fixed.

The calculations show that the molecule binds on KBr(001) by positioning five
of its CN groups above K+ ions, with a mean N–K+ distance of 0.28 nm. The last
CN group cannot bind to the surface and stays at a larger distance from the surface
(see Fig. 5 and the arrow in Fig. 6). In this conformation, the central aromatic core
of the molecule is lying flat at 0.4 nm from the surface plane.

The adsorption energy amounts to 1.8 eV, including not only the contribution of
the five CN groups but also the interaction energy of the oxygen atoms and the
aromatic core with the surface. This contribution can be roughly evaluated from the
calculated adsorption energy of hexamethoxytriphenylene on KBr(001) in the same
conditions, which amounts to 0.8 eV. We conclude that each CN group contributes
approximately to (1.8 − 0.8)/5 = 0.2 eV, in fair agreement with the value obtained
for the CN groups of the truxene derivative calculated in [9].

In our previous work [30], we proposed a tentative model for the structure of the
MLh layer, taking into account the parameters of the molecular lattice, measured
from high-resolution images. As we will show in the following, it was impossible
with this model to find reasonable agreement with the calculated values of the
Kelvin voltage. The model was based on two assumptions: (1) The molecules in the
monolayer are adsorbed in the same configuration as the isolated molecule and
(2) there are two molecules in each unit cell. While (1) seems reasonable, since
these molecules are not expected to interact strongly when lying flat on a surface,

Fig. 5 Two HCPTP molecules in their adsorption conformation. The molecular van der Waals
surface is colored according to the molecular electrostatic potential from blue (more positive) to
red (more negative)
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(2) is probably wrong since it leads to a molecular density that is much lower than
the compact arrangement usually observed for this type of molecular layer. But, we
did not succeed in finding a denser model respecting (1) that would be compatible
with the experimentally determined lattice parameters. In the real structure, the
molecules are probably slightly distorted from their isolated molecule configuration
to achieve a higher density. This structure could be in principle obtained by cal-
culations, but the energy differences between the different configurations involved
are too small for the COMPASS force field to remain reliable.

Once (1) is accepted, the only parameter that influences the value of the Kelvin
voltage and that differs from one structure to the other is the molecular density. The
MLh structure proposed in Fig. 6 combines molecules in their isolated configura-
tion while achieving a molecular density 1.64 higher than the previously proposed
model. It does not correspond to the real structure since its lattice parameters are
different from the experimentally determined ones. Nevertheless, we think that it
constitutes a reasonable starting point to evaluate realistically the Kelvin potential.

Fig. 6 Model of the MLh layer used to evaluate the Kelvin potential. The green dots represent K+

ions of the KBr(001) surface. For each molecule, 5 CN groups are electrostatically bound to a
surface K+ ion, while the sixth CN group (red arrow) does not interact strongly with the surface.
The unit cell area is 6.08 nm2
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In addition, we foresee that even denser molecular arrangements could be achieved
since some of the molecules in this model are still far from being in van der Waals
contact.

3 Estimation of the Kelvin Voltage Difference Between KBr
and the Molecular Monolayer MLh

The major difficulty in the interpretation of KPFM, and, more generally, of local
probe electrostatic imaging methods, is related to the long-range character of the
electrostatic forces. (This discussion does not apply to atomic scale KPFM where
the forces involved, e.g., polarization forces, are of much shorter range [34, 35]).
This long-range interaction makes the images dependent on the shape of the tip
[46–49], which is generally unknown. Most of these experiments are carried in
ambient conditions and use large oscillations amplitudes and large tip–substrate
distances. In these conditions, not only the trunk of the tip but even the supporting
cantilever can also contribute to the image [48, 49]. The situation is somewhat
different for many UHV experiments where both smaller amplitudes and smaller
tip–substrate distances can be used. This is even more the case for FM-KPFM,
which, using the electrostatic force gradient, has a better resolution or in other
words a more local character. It is thus expected that the KPFM images obtained
under these conditions will be dominated by the near apex region of the tip. In the
following, we use a simple spherical tip–plane substrate model, which has the
advantage of leading easily to approximate analytical expressions [40, 50] and is
simple to numerically implement by means of the image charge method.

Our calculations are based purely on a classical electrostatic model that is pre-
sented in Annex A. The atomistic nature of the tip and the substrate is ignored.
Molecules are introduced in the tip–substrate junction as distributions of partial
atomic charges corresponding to the minimal energy configuration of a single
molecule adsorbed on KBr(001) calculated previously. KBr is characterized by its
relative static dielectric constant ε = 4.87.

The Kelvin potential UAM
K (respectively, UFM

K ) is calculated for the two com-
monly used KPFM modes, the AM-KPFM (respectively, FM-KPFM) mode where
the Kelvin feedback loop minimizes the electrostatic force (respectively, the gra-
dient of the electrostatic force).

The calculated constant height image2 of the Kelvin potential UFM
K over a

molecular island of HCPTP on KBr made by a 20 × 20 repetition of the unit cell
displayed in Fig. 6 is shown in Fig. 7. Calculated constant height profiles of the
Kelvin potential obtained on a central line, as in Fig. 7 and as a function of the

2Due to the weak distance dependence of Uk, constant Δf Kelvin images (such as the experimental
image in Fig. 2b) do not differ significantly from constant height images (such as the calculated
one in Fig. 7).
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island size, are displayed in Fig. 8. The radius R = 5 nm and the closest distance
between the surface of the sphere and the KBr surface b = 2 nm were chosen to fit
approximately with the parameters extracted from the force curves analyzed in
Annex B.

Fig. 7 Calculated Kelvin potential UFM
K over a 20 × 20 unit cells island (800 molecules) on KBr.

The black line corresponds to the n = 20 profile in Fig. 8c

Fig. 8 Constant height profiles of the Kelvin potential on an island of HCPTP molecules as a
function of its n × n size; a and b on a metal substrate, c and d on KBr. R = 5 nm, b = 2 nm. a and
c (Resp. b and d) give UFM

K (Resp. UAM
K ), the FM (respectively, AM)-KPFM Kelvin potential
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Not surprisingly, the calculated behavior is similar to what is observed on a
dipolar layer in Annex A. On the metal substrate, the FM-KPFM Kelvin potential
UFM

K near the center of the island (Fig. 8a) is nearly constant around −1.65 V, as
soon as the size of the island exceeds the size of the tip. For the AM-KPFM Kelvin
potential UAM

K (Fig. 8b), the convergence is much slower, the value reaching
−1.89 V for the largest island, whose size is around 60 nm. This confirms the lower
spatial resolution of AM-KPFM: the tip “feels” the edges of even the largest island.

The z component of the dipole moment of the adsorbed molecule, extracted from
the previous calculation, is p = −0.2734 nm × q = −13.1 Debye and the surface of
the unit cell, containing two molecules, is A = 6.08 nm2 (Fig. 6). The potential drop
associated with the dipolar layer of dipolar density p/A and its image in the substrate
is given by: ΔVm = p/(ε0 · A/2) = −1.625 V. This is the value that would be
measured on a molecular monolayer with the tip replaced by a planar electrode or
with the usual “macroscopic” Kelvin probe method, based on a vibrating capacitor
[51, 52]. As expected, it is quite close to the value calculated for UFM

K above the
center of large enough molecular islands, a situation in which the tip–substrate
junction can be considered as a planar junction.

On KBr, the same trends are observable. Near the center of the islands UFM
K

converges toward ΔVd = −1.46 V while UAM
K reaches −1.98 V. ΔVd is close to the

value predicted by expression 4 of Annex A: ΔVd = [(1 + β)/2] ΔVm = −1.35 V,
with β = (ε − 1)/(ε + 2), confirming that this reduced value is due to the less efficient
electrostatic screening of KBr.

As discussed in Annex A, the precise shape of the profiles is dictated by the
spherical shape of the tip and for this reason should not be considered as realistic.

4 Discussion and Conclusion

The value given by the calculation is finally ΔVd = −1.46 V for the structure
illustrated in Fig. 6. This value is lower than the experimental value
ΔV* = −1.8 ± 0.2 V, but we nevertheless consider this result as satisfactory since the
structure of the monolayer is not precisely known. It is clear from Fig. 6 that it could
be denser and that this would improve the agreement provided which the molecule
keeps staying with five CN legs on K+ ions. Indeed, it is possible to find denser
structures with moderate van der Waals overlaps between neighboring molecules
that give ΔV = −1.64 V. The important point is not to get precise values but to
identify the parameters that influence the value of the measured KPFM voltage. This
comparison with the experiment shows that the major quantity is the dipolar density
of the molecular layer. It also shows that the screening by the substrate can be taken
into account by generalizing the usual relation ΔVm = p/(ε0 · A) which is valid on a
metal to ΔVd = (1 + β) p/(2 · ε0 · A).
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The calculations presented in Annex A show than even in a very favorable
situation (FM-KPFM, small amplitude and small tip–surface distance), modeling
the tip as a sphere could be a limiting approximation. Calculating the Kelvin
potential with more elaborate tip shapes does not constitute a problem. Many
methods have been devised for that purpose. The problem is to find experimental
procedures to determine the shape of the tip. Such procedures have been proposed,
based for instance on Δf(z) spectra in the van der Waals regime (as done here in
Annex B) or in the presence of the electrostatic force [53]. As shown in Annex A,
the shape of the Kelvin profiles in the vicinity of island edges is determined by the
shape of the tip. This is especially marked on the insulating substrate. It could then
be possible to use the experimental profiles to improve our knowledge of the tip.

Acknowledgments This work has been supported by the European Commission within the
projects ARTIST (Contract n° 243421) and AtMol (Contract n° ICT-270028).

Annex A: Calculation of the Kelvin Voltage

Introduction

We consider a spherical metallic tip in front of a thick insulating substrate fixed on a
metallic sample plate. “Thick” means here that the substrate can be considered as
semi-infinite. We will investigate the influence on the Kelvin voltage of the
introduction of charges into this junction. These charges can be linked to the
substrate (e.g., to model a molecule by its partial charges) or to the tip (e.g., to
model an insulating cluster adsorbed on the tip: a nano-tip). The case of a metallic
substrate, treated by several authors [40, 54–56], will be also considered for
comparison. The calculation is classical and does not take into account the atomistic
nature of the tip and the substrate, which are considered as continuous solids,
characterized by their static dielectric constant. The dipolar layer that is present at
the surface of the metallic tip (with an extension in the 0.1 nm range) and the
Madelung potential that is present at the surface of the ionic crystal will be ignored.
Consequently, the conclusions of these calculations should be considered with great
caution when the charges are located very close to the tip and the substrate. Another
limitation is that no structural relaxations are taken into account in the calculation.
These relaxations have been shown to play an essential role in the formation of
atomically resolved KPFM images [34], but they are expected to be negligible in
our case where the tip interacts only by weak electrostatic and van der Waals forces
with the surface (see Annex B for an evaluation of these forces).
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Derivation of the Kelvin Potential

The energy of the junction formed by the back plate supporting the insulating
sample and the tip can be derived in the presence of a charge q by applying the
superposition principle (following the notation of Ref. [40]):

E ¼ 1
2
qUqðr; rtÞ þ qUCðr; rt;UÞ � 1

2
CðztÞU2 ð1Þ

or

E ¼ u0 þ u1U þ u2U
2

U is the applied bias voltage, r = (x, y, z) labels the position of the charge, and
rt = (xt, yt, zt) the position of the tip. This expression was derived in Ref. [54] for a
metallic substrate, but it remains valid in the presence of an insulating substrate.
When the charge is introduced into the junction, it polarizes the tip and the sample.
This polarization generates the potential Φq which interacts with the charge itself
(note the factor of ½). This first term does not depend on U. The third term is the
energy of the capacitor, including the work delivered by the power supply to charge
it (note the negative sign). The second term describes the interaction of the charge
with the potential generated by the capacitor biased at U, which is proportional to
U. Note that the first term varies with q2, while the last one does not depend on
q. The sign of the charge, which is the first information one wants to get, is
determined by the second term.

From expression (1), the electrostatic force on the tip reads:

F ¼ � @E
@z

¼ �u00 � u01U � u02U
2

The AM-KPFM feedback loop minimizes the force with respect to the bias
U [19]:

@Fz

@U
¼ 0 ) u01 þ 2u02U

AM
K ¼ 0 ) UAM

K ¼ � u01
2u02

ð2Þ

The FM-KPFM feedback loop minimizes the force gradient with respect to the
bias U [19]:

UFM
K ¼ � u001

2u002
ð3Þ

These expressions also appear, in a different form, in the work of Borowik et al.
[57]. They show that it is sufficient to evaluate u1, that is, the capacitive potential at
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the position of the charge and u2, the tip–substrate capacitance, to calculate the
Kelvin potential UK.

The generalization to several charges is straightforward. The mutual interaction
between the charges (direct or mediated by the electrodes) adds new terms to the
energy [Eq. (1)], but these terms do not affect the value of UK, since provided that
all the charges are linked to the sample or the tip, they do not depend on
z. Expressions (2) and (3) remain valid, with: u1 ¼

P
i qi/Cðri; rt;UÞ. UK is then

additive: UK ¼ P
i U

i
K, where Ui

K is the Kelvin potential calculated with only the
charge i in the tip–sample junction.

Expression (2) and (3) are valid only in the limit of small oscillation amplitude
(UK as given by (2) or (3) should not vary too much over an oscillation cycle). They
can be simply generalized by averaging them over an oscillation cycle, as reported
in Ref. [54].

Note that the contact potential difference UCPD that exists between the sample
plate and the tip has been neglected in this presentation since its effect is only to
shift UK to UK − UCPD.

Calculation by the Method of Images

An approximate analytical expression exists for the metallic sphere-metallic
substrate capacitance [58], but not for the metallic sphere–dielectric substrate
capacitance. Since the analytical expressions for image charge in a metallic sphere
and in a semi-infinite planar dielectric are known [59, 60], it is possible to express
the metallic sphere-dielectric plane capacitance as an infinite sum of image charges
[46, 50, 60, 61]. When charges are introduced into the tip–substrate junction, it is
straightforward to calculate the series of image charges in both electrodes. It turns
out that as demonstrated in [50, 54], the resulting series converge relatively rapidly
making the calculation easily tractable, even with a large number (e.g., thousands)
of charges.

The KPFM profiles UFM
K and UAM

K shown in Fig. 9 have been obtained with a tip
of radius R = 5 nm, scanning at a tip–surface distance b = 1 nm relative to the KBr
substrate above square islands constituted by the periodic repetition of a doublet of
charges on a square lattice of parameter 1 nm. The doublet of charge (z1 = 0.1 nm,
q1 = q) (z2 = 0.11 nm, q2 = −q) is supposed to approximate a dipole (q is the
positive elementary charge). The substrate is a metal for Fig. 9a, b and KBr for
Fig. 9c, d. L is the length of a side of the square island.

It is immediately seen that the Kelvin potential is positive over the molecular
island. This observation confirms the already established rule [62]: A negative
charge, or a dipole whose negative end is toward the tip, shifts the Kelvin voltage
toward positive values. The value of the Kelvin potential does not very consider-
ably from one case to the other: It lies between 0.15 and 0.2 V. Another general
observation is that the observed features are sharper in the FM mode than in the AM
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mode, a direct consequence of monitoring the force gradient in FM mode instead of
the force in AM mode.

One surprising feature is the shape of the profiles above the edges of the islands,
especially on the KBr substrate. It turns out that the Kelvin potential of a single
dipole changes its sign when the lateral distance between this object and the tip
becomes larger than approximately a tip radius. This is illustrated in Fig. 10. This
particular shape does not result from an imprecise calculation. It is also observed
when the calculation is performed with other types of tips, for instance a sphere
connected to a conical trunk [63]. We have no simple explanation for this effect,
which is very weak but significant when summed over all the dipoles of an island,
as seen in Fig. 9.

These calculations show that the only situation in which the Kelvin potential can
be realistically calculated with the spherical tip model is when the tip is close to the
center of a sufficiently large island. In these conditions, the values of UK converge
toward a constant value.

If the tip was replaced by a planar electrode, the Kelvin potential would be given
by the potential drop across the dipole layer: ΔVm = p/(ε0 · A) = 0.181 V, with our
values p = 0.01 nm × q and A = 1 nm2. One expects to recover a similar value when
the junction can be approximated as a planar capacitor. This is indeed the case as

Fig. 9 FM (a and c)- and AM (b and d)-KPFM profiles calculated over a dipolar island on a metal
(a and c) and a KBr (c and d) surface, as described in the text. Each profile color corresponds to a
different island size as indicated in the legend
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demonstrated in Fig. 9a. In fact, the value of the Kelvin potential UFM
K is exactly

equal to the expected value ΔV = 0.181 V as soon as the island size exceeds 20 nm.
The calculated AM-KPFM profiles of Fig. 9b show that the Kelvin potential

UAM
K deviates significantly from the expected value. This is clearly related to the

less local character of the AM mode, as discussed in [19, 20], which is also
responsible for the lower spatial resolution of this technique. Nevertheless, in the
center of the island, UAM

K still converges toward the theoretical value, being equal to
0.188 V for the largest island calculated.

On KBr (Fig. 9c) UFM
K above the center of the island converges toward 0.154 V.

This lower value is related to the less efficient screening of the dielectric substrate
when compared to the metal: While a dipole p on the metal develops an image
dipole p in the metal giving a total dipole of Pm = 2p, the image dipole in the
dielectrics is only βp, with β = (ε − 1)/(ε + 1), giving Pd = (1 + β)p. One then
expects to get:

DVd ¼ Pd=Pm DVm ¼ 1þ bð Þ=2½ � DVm ¼ 0:150 V ð4Þ

which is quite close to the calculated value. UAM
K on KBr also converges toward this

value, but as observed on the metal substrate in a much slower way.

Annex B: Estimation of the van der Waals
Tip-Sample Force

Δf(z) spectra were recorded on the sample of Fig. 2 with a QNCHR cantilever. They
were obtained with an applied bias corresponding to the Kelvin potential. It is then
expected that the tip–surface interaction will be dominated by van der Waals forces

Fig. 10 a AM (red curve) and FM (black curve)-KPFM profiles calculated over a dipole modeled
as a doublet of charge (z1 = 0.1 nm, q1 = q) (z2 = 0.11 nm, q2 = −q). b Same graph with vertical
scale expanded
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if the tip is sufficiently far from the surface for the short-range chemical forces to be
negligible.

The Δf(z) spectra of Fig. 12 were recorded on a KBr and MLh regions, as
indicated in Fig. 11. They can be very well fitted with the Δf expression for a
sphere-plane van der Waals force [64]:

Df ¼ �HR f0= 6k d0 þ A0ð Þ2�A2
0

h i3=2� �
ð5Þ

where H is the Hamaker constant of the tip–vacuum–substrate junction. Two
parameters are involved in the adjustment. P1 = HR f0/6k which determines the
Δf scale and P2, which fixes the origin of the tip–substrate distance scale, which is
not accessible experimentally. The relation between the experimental and physical
scale is given by: z + P2 = d0 + A0.

The fit of the Δf(z) spectrum of Fig. 12a, obtained on KBr, is excellent
(R2 = 0.999). Taking k = 42 N m−1, the value given by Nanosensors, one obtains:

HR ¼ �6kP1=f0 ¼ 2:6� 10�28 Nm2

It is likely that the tip is covered with KBr. Then, H = 5.6 × 10−20 J, the value of
the Hamaker constant for KBr calculated in Ref. [65]. One then gets R = 4.6 nm, a
realistic value for the radius of curvature of a very good tip (Nanosensors guar-
antees R < 7 nm).

The force curve of Fig. 12c was obtained with these fitting parameters. The
operating point corresponding to the images of Fig. 11 is indicated on the curve.
The imaging force F = −16 pN is quite small, in agreement with the large
tip–surface distance d0 = 1.6 nm.

The fit of the Δf(z) spectrum of Fig. 12b is also very good. The P1 and P2

parameters are close but different from those obtained on KBr, which is the

Fig. 11 Image obtained on
the sample of Fig. 2.
A0 = 2 nm, Δf = −10 Hz,
f0 = 277.672 Hz,
fmod = 1 kHz, Umod = 2 V
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consequence of the presence of the molecular layer. Note that expression (5) is not
fully adapted to describe this situation. The corresponding force curve is shown in
Fig. 12d. The imaging force is nearly equal to the force used on KBr.

Note that there are two important sources of experimental uncertainty in these
measurements: the values of k and A0. Nevertheless, they demonstrate that the
imaging conditions adopted for the KPFM experiments described in this chapter
correspond to an interaction regime where only van der Waals and electrostatic
forces are involved.
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